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1930 Founders'

Day

Dinner� Alumni Association of Psi

Upsil

Head Table at Founders Day Dinner in New York; L to R:
A. W. Hendrickson, Theta '20, John French, Zeta '86, Earl D. Babst, Iota-Phi '93, Hon.
George H. Moses, Zeta '90, Pres. E. L. Stevens, Chi '99, Albert H. Harris, Upsilon '81,
Dr. George Henry Fox, Upsilon '67, Judge Norman S. Dike, Sigma '85

Sir Henry
ways,

Thornton, Tau '94, President of the Canadian National Rail
demonstrating how he played center for the University of
Pennsylvania from 1890 to 1893

REFLECTIONS ON THE FOUNDERS' DAY
DINNER IN NEW YORK

Edward L. Stevens, Chi '99
of the Executive Council

President
AS THE Fifth Avenue bus

/\

I stumble

_/. Justep

by

split

a

over

several

comes to a

pairs

stop

at

the

of

Sixty-first Street,
getting off the low
the signal to start

corner

of feet and succeed in

in time to beat the motorman's response to

�

second.

large marble building must be Pierre's, though it looks like a
a huge
cross
public library and a mausoleum. The absence of front
windows gives it an air of mysterious exclusiveness that should impress me,
but I am more conscious of the dismal sleeting rain. I cross the street to
the box-like entrance and a solitary doorman, somber as a private lackey,
assures me that I am in the right place.
"Fraternity dinner? Stairs to the right and then left."
The long hall leading to the dining-room is already fairly full. As I
check my coat and hat, my son comes toward me. It's good to see the boy
again, but he looks tired. Here he is, back in this turmoil that is New York,
from which I pulled out, nearly ten years ago. Perhaps he will feel differ
ently about it twenty years from now. I was just as keen about the Big Gty
myself, when I left college.
He leads me up to a group of his cronies and then I begin to see other
and older friends. There's Pat Morgan, born in my own home town, broader
and blander than ever. And Dr. Charlie Lincoln, formerly medical mis
sionary in China, down from Bowdoin with his son. That was a great eve
ning I had with him and his stories and photographs in the old Maine college
lived again
town, eight or nine years ago. The Empire of the old Dowager
under his loving touch.
As I greet Earl Babst, dear old Bridgman's worthy successor as head of
the Council and one of tonight's guests of honor, Bourke Corcoran, our
Council Secretary, joins us. In a minute he is off to meet the evening's
him moving every
toastmaster, Senator Moses. His job is one that keeps
are born, and
secretaries
minute, but he really likes it, luckily for us. Good
not very frequently, at that.
Warren and John French are with Earl. John's boy was one of the big
That

between

Dartmouth last year. I tell Warren of my short visit with his
neighbor, Edward H. Williams, Jr., at Woodstock, Vermont, last

shots
mer

at
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A great old boy, we agree, founder of Tau Beta Pi and joint founder
of our Chapters. Only a few of the old stalwarts left, now, but

ust.

of

diamond

two

there's one,

tonight with his son,
Alanson. Eighty-four years old and still going strong, though it's a long
time ago that he dropped dermatology for geneology.
And here are Charlie Dayton, who put the Psi U Club of New York back
on its feet, and Charlie Davis,
patron saint of our youngest Chapter, and
scores more, who makes
today's rotten trip worth while. It's a great crowd
and a great Fraternity.
at

least.

Dr.

The Council members

George Henry

are

out in

Fox is here

force,

more

than

a

quorum.

Bourke is

back now, with the Senator. Good old
and big heart. We'll have evidence of

George Moses, of the caustic tongue
both, tonight.
It's time to go inside. Bourke finds, just in time, that the seating at
the speakers' table has been exactly reversed, though what real difference it

All of us, including the guests of honor and the
happier with our particular pals on the level than up
I'm going to try to abolish the speakers' table at our
Fraternity dinners, big or small. Then I'll not have lived in vain.
The Senator, on my right, is in form tonight, I can see that. He has
spent the week-end at Dartmouth, at his Chapter's initiation. There are
worse ways of recuperating from a Democratic landslide.

makes

tonight

I can't

see.

toastmaster, would be
here in the menagerie.

Bert Harris of the New York Central, our other guest of honor, my
neighbor on the left, has been back to his own college, too, at the celebration

University of Rochester campus. Many's the
City and institution since he joined our Fra
change
ternity, as a Freshman of fifteen, fifty-three years ago; and Dr. Fox was even
then an alumnus of ten years' standing!
We're going to have some good singing tonight, that's sure.
At the
in
front
of
us
is
Reinald Werrenrath, our Fraternity's
table immediately
famed Musical Director, with a hand-picked crew from his own Chapter, in
cluding the most famous French basso profundo since Pol Plancon, "Cas"
Carreau. But there will be plenty of rivalry even for that table. Already a
mixed crowd in the far corner, with representatives of at least six Chapters,
has started in. Now the whole room is joining and, wonder of wonders,
keeping pretty fair time, under "Weary's" able leadership; at least they're
ending within a beat or two of one another.
There are three empty tables in front on my left, although the fish
of the

opening

of the

new

there has been in that

course
more

has been served.

But

now

the doors burst open and from a
as the doors, the
stirring

of very familiar faces, wide open

score or

notes

of

the

diamond

of

psi
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Brothers, Old And Young" are let loose. It's the gang from far
above Cayuga's waters, with the Burns brothers, "Polly" Noyes, "Saph"
Dunning and other well-known silver (or brazen) voices. Charlie Blair
has certainly brought the Cornell cohorts out tonight.
Now the photographers are trying to get the crowd quiet for a pose,
but the singers are too busy to stand, or even sit, at attention. As a song
subsides at one table, another starts up across the room, until the picture
men are hoarse.
Finally, after several false alarms, the flash goes off and
the agony is over. Then coffee and cigars appear and the singing starts
"Welcome

anew,

better than

At the first
order.
I

am

ever.

lull, I stand

Luckily, my
able finally to

voice is

up and beat
more

a

spoon

powerful

against an empty glass for
impromptu gavel and

than the

introduce the guests of honor and the toastmaster, after
enjoy the rest of the evening.

which I sink back in my chair and

1930

FOUNDERS

NEW

Founders

DAY DINNER

YORK

IN

CITY

dinner of the Alumni Association of Psi

Upsilon in
Greater New York was held at seven-thirty
Monday evening,
November 24, 1930, at the Hotel Pierre, New York, Senator George H.
Moses Zeta '90, acting as Toastmaster.
President E. L. Stevens, Chi '99 : I hereby call the meeting to order.
Singing
President Stevens: Brothers in Psi Upsilon, I don't know whether
I will have any better success in getting quiet than the photographers did,
but I can at least make a stab at it, and if I don't obtain quiet, I will go ahead
just the same.
We have waited a long time for this dinner, as I understand Penelope
said to Ulysses.
(Laughter) This is the great center of Psi Upsilon in the
East. The vicinity of New York City has the largest Psi U population of any
territory of the same extent and there has not been a dinner here, a gathering
of the tribe, for a great many years. It is true that the Psi U Club of New
York has done a great deal in keeping Psi U men in touch with one another
and with the Fraternity, but its appeal has been largely to the younger men.
However, there are older men who are anxious again to have the dinners
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year in the past, which

were

aban

doned a long while ago, and never should have been abandoned. But, from
the enthusiasm which has been displayed here tonight and with yoimg R.
Bourke Lochinvar
as

the first of

a

come

out

of the West, I think

we can

look

on

this dinner

series.

Tonight, Brothers, 27 Psi U Chapters from Maine to California send
their greetings to their alumni in New York City. They report, with timeoriginality, that they are enjoying the usual prosperity and their
share of college honors other than scholastic (laughter), and that the latch
string (still unf rayed) is hanging out. For them and on behalf of the re
vived Alumni Association of Psi Upsilon in Greater New York, I greet the
200 or more members who have shown their loyalty by coming tonight, and
I welcome as our guests of honor two representative Psi U's from three great
Chapters: Brother Harris of the Upsilon (applause) and Brother Babst, of
the Iota and the Phi. (Applause)

honored

Brother Babst, as you all know, succeeded our beloved Herbert L.
Bridgman as President of the Executive Council of Psi Upsilon six years ago,
when death terminated the
executive

Council,

ever

longer
Bridgman,
a

longest

and best rounded

career

that any

fraternity

Brother Babst served for twenty years on the Executive
period than that of any other than three that I know of:

had.

George S. Coleman of the Xi, who was so many
George Henry Fox of the Upsilon. Brother
(Applause)
The services of Earl Babst to our Fraternity are, I think, beyond measure,
in the support of our magazine. The Diamond of Psi Upsilon, in the improve
ment of the scholastic standing of our Chapters, and not least in continuing
the Jacobs tradition of respect for and preservation of Psi U history. In
spite of heavy pressure of business, for four years Brother Babst was our
inspiring leader, and since his regretted resignation two years ago he has
been our beloved and valued adviser. We hope that some day he will return
to active service in the Council.
(Applause)
Brother Harris, Upsilon '81, is one of a group of Psi U's of the early
eighties, lawyers by profession, who were links between our Fraternity and
the New York Central Railroad. Two of them, Ira A. Place, Chi '81, and
Alexander S. Lyman, Delta '84, have passed on, ever to be missed by their
Psi U brothers and business friends, but Brother Harris happily is still with
us and has gone on to greater responsibility and usefulness as Chairman of
the Executive Committee of his railroad. (Applause)
We welcome both of these big brothers of ours tonight to pay them their
Brother

Brother

years the secretary, and Brother
Fox, thank God, is still with us!
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meed of honor, not only for what they have done in the world of
great
affairs, but for the way they have done it, as real Psi U's. But, Brothers,
others will tell you more about our guests of honor. I must
hurry on and
now by a suggestion which I have been
profit
pondering deeply for a year
and a half since it was made: At Washington at the Convention in May 1929,
the Toastmaster
a

five minute

suggested

in

introducing

rule, but when he

saw

me

that

that I could

worth of facts into the time allotted, he
tonight I will be equally broadminded. In

we

were

not compress

operating under
fifteen minutes'

lenient and

forgave me; so
introducing the same Toastmaster,
Senator George H. Moses, Zeta '90, (applause) I say and I am sure that I
have your approval "Speak early and often. Brother Moses, and as long
as tonight's instalment of the
inspiration of your granite hills endures."
Brothers, your toastmaster! (The assemblage arose and applauded.)
was

�

,

�

Toastmaster Moses:
custom

frequently

to

Brother Stevens and Brethren:

advise younger friends of mine

United States Senate

never

It has been my
to get into the

(applause) and if I felt that the rule by which a Toastmaster is assumed to play, even by implication, should operate here tonight,
I would forthwith resign; because as I have often said, a senator is supposed
to speak without limitation of time and with no relation to the subject before
the House. (Laughter)
More than that, if I chance to become autobiographical in what I shall
say with reference to this Fraternity, you must remember the finest definition
ever
given of autobiography, namely: that it is a United States Senator when
talking. (Laughter)
However,

my

Brethren, I

,

must

confess

to you at

the

outset

that I

am

to

night appearing in an initial performance, the dress rehearsal of which
took place on Saturday evening in Hanover, New Hampshire, on the occasion
of the initiation of a delegation into the Zeta Chapter.
(Applause) I hap
pened then to be performing in company with a distinguished member of the
Fraternity, and necessarily he and I went behind the barn prior to the ban
quet, not for the purpose which some of you seem to think (laughter) but in
order that we might rehearse the speeches which we were to make, and which
I may say we delivered letter perfect. Of course, I understand that you will
think of us in delivering those speeches as having undertaken to present the
attitude of the greatest deliberative bodies in the world, to wit: the advertising
profession and the Senate of the United States. (Laughter and Applause)
As a matter of fact, however, I may say to you that both of those pro
fessions are much misunderstood (laughter) even, for example, as the female
respondent in a divorce case is a much misunderstood person. You, with,
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question, believe that the Senate of the United States

of

made up
concerned, I plead
is

largely

elderly, serious-minded statesmen. So far as I am
guilty. (Laughter) However, there are those of us who happen to possess
a sense of humor,
perhaps unconscious. (Laughter) At any rate I remem
ber one occasion where that certainly was enforced upon my sensibilities.
Senator Tom Heflin, of Alabama, was addressing the Senate in behalf of
the proposal made by Henry Ford for taking over Muscle Shoals, and he was
berating the Senators from the Mid-West in that they did not support the
Ford proposal because, as he argued. Ford intended to provide cheap fer
tilizer for the Western farmer. Whereupon and imbedded in cold type in
the Congressional Record in the bowels (and I say that advisedly) of the
speech delivered by my distinguished colleague from Alabama occurred
about an inch of space, which so impressed itself upon me that I committed
it to memory, and you will pardon me if I inflict it now upon you:
In the midst of Mr. Heflin's

Mr. Brookhart arose, and

speech,

said,

"Mr. President!"
The

Presiding

Ofi&cer:

"Does the Senator from Alabama

yield

to

the

Senator from Iowa?"
Mr. Heflin:

"I

yield

with

pleasure

to my

distinguished

friend from

Iowa."
Mr. Brookhart:
has

ever

"Well, I

Mr. Heflin:

"No but I intend

Mr. Brookhart:

*'Well, I

the farmers of Iowa do

to

hefling

ask the Senator from Alabama if he

not use

me

my

come

there in the

say to

fertilizer."

next

election."

the Senator from Alabama that

(Laughter)

Brethren,

�ind the Brookharts

I have

to

want to

you can well imagine the satisfaction which
when I find myself in a company where the Heflins cease from

Accordingly,
comes

want to

been in Iowa."

are at rest.

(Applause)

of

Saturday evening at Hanover. In the course of the
place there we naturally dropped into the don'tyou-remember stage and I recalled with some degree of satisfaction, may I
say, an episode which took place when I was pursuing what I now know
to have been a somewhat expensive and wholly futile education.
(Laughter)
I was entering as a sophomore, and the sophomore class used to hold what
spoken

conversations which took

known

as

debates.

assigned

to

different dates in

were
was

there with

night

I

a

did,

In the

spring term of the freshman year the class
pairs for debating, but I, happening to come

classmate who became
was

assigned

with him

a

to

member of the Zeta

speak

on a

Chapter

given date, later.

the

same

On the

THE

evening after

the

friends

of

our

to

wit:

at

DIAMOND

OF
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assignment had been made

what

was

then the social

Lil Carter's Restaurant

we

chanced to be with

a

group

of Hanover, New Hampshire,
and you all know that the basis

center

(laughter),
England from September

of all social activity in Northern New

Well,
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to

May

is the

stewed oysters, and the question arose
oyster.
as to the subject upon which these two new members of the class should de
bate. There were suggested all the hackneyed subjects, "Resolved that the
we were

eating

some

mightier than the sword," "Resolved that history is greater than philos
ophy," "Resolved that Literature is more to be pursued than arms," and that
I finally said, "Oh, hell, let us have a real debate "Resolved
sort of thing.
that beauty is a hindrance to virtue." (Applause) Whereupon some venture

pen is

member of the crowd offered

some

to

bet

a

diimer that

we

would

not

dare

that
did,
always
subject;
great graduate of my college, Daniel Webster, never in all his life held the
undivided attention of his audience as we did. (Laughter) When I main
tained the afi&rmative of the question (laughter), speaking from personal ex
perience, "Resolved that beauty is a hindrance to virtue," and my friend
the negative, you could have heard a pin drop, and to this day, may I say,
Mr. President, I can feel the gimlet eyes of the head of the English Depart
ment boring into the back of my neck as I set forth from the splendid syllo
gisms with which I maintained my subject, all of them may I say cribbed
from Henry T. Finck's work "Romantic Love and Personal Beauty." (Laugh
ter) When I say cribbed I mean it in the language of my friend the late
Andrew Isaac Hill, of Concord, New Hampshire, who would have described
it as verbatim, et literatim et squirtatim.
(Laughter) All would have gone
Delt
envious
an
well except that
proceeded to scatter through the col
Alpha
debate and had
lege the unfounded rumor that I had written both sides of the
given the smutty side to my opponent. (Laughter)
have pursued
That, my Brethren, is the first of the vile slanders which
the functions of a
a
public man even unto this day. However, I realize that
and
short
as
be
should
like
this
simple, as Lin
Toastmaster upon an occasion
I hope not to
and
the
poor,
coln said of his biography, as the annals of
trespass further upon your fraternal generosity.
but

debate that

However,

place

as

we

and I have

maintained that

even

speaking about this dress rehearsal which took
that my brother,
Chapter last Saturday evening, I know

I have been

before the Zeta

be much disconcerted if he did not
upon whom I am about to call, would
I wrote for him two days
immediately arise and recite that speech which
of
As for me, I suppose I can hear it with some degree
ago.

(Laughter)

equanimity.
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again

to

the

speech

which I

suppose has been delivered before all the 27 chapters of the Fraternity by the
traveling representative of the Executive Council, who comes to us from the

pineapple industry (laughter), and who is beginning to learn
polish which affect the society of the At
something
lantic Seaboard States. Brother Bourke Corcoran, of the Omega Chapter, in
the class of '15!
(Applause)
I am not
I am just a customer here tonight.
Brother Corcoran:
do
is
eat.
have
to
All
I
to
to
make
a
speech.
supposed
Toastmaster Moses: Did you buy your ticket?
Brother Corcoran: Yes sir! But I might add that you are doing very
well the speech I wrote for you for tonight.
Toastmaster Moses: This chances to be the 97th anniversary of the
founding of the Fraternity. It is a date dear to me because it coincides equally
with my own age. (Laughter) Oh, those of you who took these snap courses
long after I graduated don't know that senatus means old man, but believe
I have been thinking as I journeyed here of some
me, My Brethren, it does!
of the conditions which obtained in this country of ours when our Fraternity
was established, and it seems to me that there are some parallels even now,
for instance: The era of good fellowship in the Monroe administration had
passed, and I am wondering whether the era of good fellowship in the
Hoover administration has passed.
(Laughter) Mormonism had taken its
in
Middle
the
West
and
was
way
flourishing; today it has come back to us
through the divorce court in tandem fashion. (Laughter) They were then
quarreling with the railroads, and they still are. The Mid-West was crying
out against the East because of its oppression, and still is.
We were on
the way to great things produced by the debate over the interpretation of
the Constitution, finally to be settled through the Civil War; now, whether
we have gone forward to such a point I will not undertake to
say, but
I am willing to say that if civil war should break out at any time at the
north end of the capitol building the casualties will probably be numerous
and significant.
(Laughter) Since we meet to celebrate this joint birth
day, the Fraternity's and mine, (laughter) it is altogether fitting that one
who has had to do greatly with the affairs of the Fraternity should speak to
us even more
seriously than I have attempted to do.
I listened with the greatest of pleasure to the encomiums passed upon the
ex-president of the Executive Council by his successor in office, and I was
minded of a political episode, (You will pardon me. Brethren if my mind
seems to run in
political channels.) which took place in '96 when Joe Manley
center

of the

of the culture and the

the

diamond

of

psi
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abandoned the

candidacy of Tom Reed for the presidency, and Sam Fessenhim,
upbraided
saying, "God Almighty hates a quitter." Now, whether
Brother Babst quit the Executive Council, did he fall or was he pushed
den

(laughter)
behind his

,

I will

not

undertake

but

to say,

in the

at

any rate he chances to have

of the

general catalogue
Fraternity those Hebraic
from
which
name
my
signs
properly belong to me (laughter), but which he
seems to have usurped, and to which I am inclined to
say he has been fully

entitled.
our

ren,

baptisms

name

It is with the

of satisfaction that I present to you, my Breth
Psi
U
friend. Brother Earl Babst, who claims two
distinguished
at our font, Iota and Phi.
(The assemblage arose and applauded)
utmost

Brother Babst:

Brother Toastmaster and Brothers:

Those of you

had the exhilaration and honor of an introduction at the hands
of Brother George have something to look forward to. He tosses one over a
who have

not

post-prandial

table like

a

veritable verbal

catapult.

He

I first
ment

met

Brother

George

when he

was

Committee of the Psi U Convention
relative

at

dancing in
political oratory

comes

you with a torrent of Latin phrases and such a rush of
that even a wild jackass would seek shelter.
(Laughter)
on

the Chairman of the Entertain
the Zeta in 1893.
He has

He

was

then

tonight.
picked
occupying the
position
remembering, I suppose, that it has been many years since I
left the bar and that now I am merely a vendor of dry groceries, and that
Brother Bert Harris merely transports them. So we are almost defenseless.
Brother Harris, in the hands of such an expert, ready, generous instrument
of torture. (Laughter)
Reference has been made to my interest in the activities of Psi Upsilon.
It has been a labor of love, a happy labor. The rewards, like tonight, far
outrun all the expenditure of time and effort, for no one, I fancy, ever tires
of work in the field of friendship, and that is Psi Upsilon.
(Applause) It
have
I
is true that out of romantic interest and attachment
delighted to linger
in college and fraternity halls. For me it has been a most stimulating ex
perience to have contact year after year with the undergraduate member
ship. I am somewhat like a freshman at the Phi Chapter years ago, who at
tended the meeting of his class, and carried on a wave of enthusiasm, in his
peroration somewhat extended himself. In a loud, shrill voice, to the ac
con
companiment of swinging arms, he led his classmates to the eloquent
I
and
alwtays
clusion; "I am a freshman, I am proud to be a freshman,
shall be a freshman." (Laughter) This was both truth and prophecy, as
it turned out, for my freshman brother never reached his sophomore year.
These experiences in Psi Upsilon have often lead me to the significance
same

this occasion

as

on

me on
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college

life.

So far

as

I know

This past summer I re-visited
and reveled in the exquisite

Cambridge
colleges
beauty of those marvelous buildings and halls. I also tramped the campus
of the University of Bonn, on the Rhine, another spot of beauty and romance.
At various times I have visited other foreign universities, incidentally in

the

quiring

into their student activities and customs, and the relation of their

alumni to student and

University

affairs.

Nowhere do you find the counterpart of the American Greek letter move
ment.
It is true that both at Oxford and Cambridge, in some of the colleges,

participation in the management, but there are very few
alumni gatherings. They have very few rallying points of interest, and no
fraternity bonds of any kind such as we know, bonds of kindred feeling and
similar tastes. Abroad a man is graduated out of his college or university.
Here when a student completes his course he is graduated not out but in his
university. Our alumni activities immediately claim him, both for the college
and for the fraternity. So in considering the differences in our college life
and in the college life abroad, it seems to me that we have vast advantages
of which they know little or nothing.
A few years ago the late Lord Kenyon came from England and attended
the centennial of Kenyon College at Gambier. He was so impressed with
the activities in the Iota, both as leaders in college affairs and in ailumni
affairs, that when he returned to England he wrote in great seriousness
to inquire whether a chapter of the Psi Upsilon
might not be installed in
the University of Wales. (Applause)
His reason was quite interesting.
He wrote: "I am the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Wales, and I am
very anxious for a chapter of Psi Upsilon in order to stir the interest and
the loyalties of her alumni for our University."
So we have rallying
points and rallying interests entirely unknown to foreign university men.
The Toastmaster has referred to the fact that three years from tonight
we will be
celebrating our 100th anniversary. It is very proper, therefore,
to inquire into the meaning and the source of such
vitality. It is my concep
tion that in Psi Upsilon we have three primary elements that contribute to
our success: First, there is the
allegiance and loyalty of the home chapter
to its college or university; second, there is the character of the under
graduate chapter itself; and lastly, there is the activity and attitude of the
alumni towards the fraternity.
The three elements create that unity of feeling which we call Psi
Upsilon.
there is almuni
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in the order of

them, first, loyalty

or

importance,
allegiance of

chapter to the college. No brother, can be an ideal Psi U who does not
put loyalty to his college first. The whole is greater than the part. It needs
To speak it is to demonstrate it. So all through the
no demonstration.
97 years, allegiance to the home college or university has been the foremost
the

of

tenet

our

brotherhood.

The second

of the

element, the character of the undergraduate membership

a tradition.
When we were in college we thought of the
Chapter,
as the
and
the
end of Psi Upsilon. Tonight we think of
Chapter
beginning
it only as the beginning.
True it was the most intensive period of our
Psi U life. It was the period when we were opening up our hearts to a
choice group of friends. It was the period when we were learning the lessons
of helpful friendship ^friendships to endure as long as life endures. It was
our time of
training and of discipline for all the successes and opportunities
and disappointments that might come to us later. Beyond everything we
were
building a synmietry of character under the auspices of boon com
panionship, in an atmosphere of scholarship. Any alumnus, may assure
himself by returning to the shrine of his youth, as Brother Moses has done
this last Saturday night, or by attending our annual conventions, and
especially the business sessions, that the men in the Chapters today, in
character, in discipline and in ambition are of as high a standard as the men
of any other period in the history of Psi Upsilon, even including the men of
our own
period. (Applause)
The third and last element of this unity of feeling to which I have re
ferred is the activity and attitude of the alumni. I hope it may not be
considered amiss if someone arises occasionally and reminds us that the
Psi U boys are still coming from the Chapters, boys who have trod with us
the ashen way, boys who have slept in our old Chapter house beds, boys
who have left their experience of close companionship and are coming each
year into this great city, into their years of first employment and into the
expanded life of New York. I trust it may not be amiss for me to refer to

is

�

the

opportunities that

is not

one

of us, I

have had from
So in

we,

fancy,

some

as

who

older

alumni, have towards these
cannot

man,

some

men.

There

remember the encouragement which we
Psi U, during those very critical years.

alunmi years I believe we have an
friendship, for the opening of our

our

helpful
always appreciate. Therefore,

young

I take this

opportunity for the practice of
own

hearts, which

opportunity

we

do

not

from my many years
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undergraduate members of our Chapters to suggest to
you men the great opportunities that we have in our alumni years.
So, Brother Toastmaster, I end as I began by expressing my own great
appreciation of my privileges in Psi Upsilon, by recalling that we have
lived nearly a hundred years loyally and vigorously in the colleges, that the
undergraduate membership of today is as high in standard as at any time in
the past, and by reminding you that there are great opportunities which are
open to all of us to extend our hand of friendship and of Psi U brotherhood
to these younger men as they are coming to us year by year. (Applause)
of

contact

with the

What

Toastmaster Moses:

our

brother has

just said

to us

recalls

to

my mind a striking phrase from the oration delivered by Brother Charles
Kendall Adams at the dedication of the Chapter House of the Chi Chapter

(applause) when he spoke of its beautiful situation and said: "There is
nothing above you save the college, which you must respect, and the heavens
into which you hope to go." Those aspirations, of course, represent the
fundamentals for which Psi U stands.
I

was

never

more

struck with the

Psi U brother takes than I

beauty of
Saturday night

the

obligations

when I heard

which

a

the

again
stately language with which the founders of our brotherhood
wrote the ritual of initiation (applause), and I regretted, as I often have,
in the life which I have been compelled, by choice, (laughter) to lead
that we should have forgotten the noble and stately English which was handed
down to us by our forefathers, and which in these recent days we have so
much forgotten. It was with delight, which I cannot express in words,
that I heard again the dignified and measured phrases with which those men
at Union College 97 years ago set down the sterling and impregnable
principles upon which a fraternity like ours is founded. When men claim a
monopoly of the principles which that language embraces we may even look
with some degree of compassion upon the Dekes who stole our pin, but we
cannot forget that those who gave to us Psi Upsilon in its beginnings gave to
us a
heritage which grows more precious as the years pass.
sonorous

our

was

on

and

I look back into those years, and I recall too that time when I first met
I remember that that was in a bygone

brother of the Iota and the Phi.

of

life in this

republic (laughter) ; it was in the era which might
period of our existence, B. V. D. meaning ate
all
know
"Before
the
Volstead
Disaster." (Laughter)
you
That train of thought brings me properly to the next feature upon the
Well I remember Richard Hovey, of the Zeta
program of the evening.
Chapter, in the delegation of '85, who on two occasions of our annual conera

our

be described

as

the B. V. D.
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the poem for the literary programme. Now, Richard
Hovey
was a poet and equally a man of the world.
I remember him in his college
days when he used to entertain many in the primitive fashion which then
ventions

wrote

prevailed (laughter) drawing
syllable, from the brewery at
,

its

inspiration, with the

accent on

the second

Bellows Falls

(laughter), and Richard used
to rise upon the table to recite his poem
"Calypso," that poem which I will
not recite to you, my Brethren, (laughter) although may I
say to you that in
in
and
its
its eloquence
imagery it was equal to anything which the Elizabethan
era produced.
(Laughter)
He did another thing: He wrote the anniversary poem for the
great
convention held at Ann Arbor. Like most poets, he was impecunious, and
he

came

to

New York and visited

a

Zeta brother

to

whom he recited his

condition, and from whom he procured the wherewithal
Ann Arbor.

On the train he
"I

am

wrote

that poem,

long

for the great

his fare

to

beginning

sick of four walls and

And I

to pay

ceiling.
out-of-doors,"
a

and in the midst of it he sang that song which every Psi U knows, which
every college man knows, and which every man with blood in his veins

knows, "The Stein Song." (Applause)
It has been sung to us tonight by a heterogeneous
comer of the banquet hall, where the barber
shop
every other note in the gathering, but now it is going
brother whose vibrant

tones

company seated in the
tenors

far outclassed

be sung to us by a
have aroused the enthusiasm of those who know
to

Psi U, but who know music, a brother who will soon give to us in the
second generation another Psi U, and by the express permission of his
not

in violation of a contract, which Brother Babst could
I
probably sue upon,
present to you Brother Reinald Werrenrath, Delta
Chapter '05, who will lead us in singing "The Stein Song" of Richard Hovey,

manager

(laughter),

who preceded him by twenty years. Brother Reinald Werrenrath ! (Applause)
Brother Werrenrath: Brothers, I think I can just about make it.
Brother Moses and some of his confreres have been accused of being slaves to
the big interests. I have been working for the big interests so long today that
I

am a

little bit tired, but as
right, I will go

says it is all
.

.

.

Singing

.

.

.

representative

of that

same

big

interest here

on.

(Applause)

Toastmaster Moses:

bility I hereby
(Applause)

a

Brother Werrenrath, upon my own responsi
remit the initiation fee for your boy into the Zeta Chapter.
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There
have

sent

are

their
"Dear

diamond

brethren who

cannot

Among

greetings.

of

psi

be with

us

them is this

Brothers, Deeply regret that

upsilon

tonight, and
telegram:

severe

several of them

cold contracted

Saturday keeps me at home tonight. Hope you will
all enjoy yourselves. If plans for Psi Upsilon Centenary
are discussed please count on me for any service that I
on

may be able to render.

John Godfrey Saxe."
He wasn't

at

Hanover,

he, Bourke?

was

Brother Corcoran: No.
He didn't sit in the draft of your

Toastmaster Moses:

eloquence

and

mine, did he?
Brother Corcoran: No.

hereby declare him a charter member of the
Century Club. We had one in Washington. (Applause) We had it when
we had the Convention down there, and the
Century Club consisted of every
brother who contributed $100. (Laughter)
From Chicago comes a message from one of our brothers who has
managed to escape the racketeers:
Toastmaster Moses:

I

"Fraternal

greetings to all attending dinner celebrating
Psi Upsilon ninety-seven years young. Especially would
continuance of

support of diamond
endowment and of the broad movement for better scholar
urge

enthusiastic

ship, and I propose a toast to Brother Babst who
the enlightened leader toward both high goals."
Brother Harris:

has been

But who is it from?

Toastmaster Moses:

From Brother Herbert S. Houston.

We also received messages from these brothers:
Eugene S. Wilson
Warren C. Agry

�

Gamma '00

Zeta '11

�

William F. Merrill
Scott Turner

�

�

Gamma '99

Phi '02

Walter A. Hall

Delta '13

�

H. C. Owen�Beta Beta '99

(Applause)
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A. W. Newberry�CAi '05
Theodore C. Visscher

Eta '99

�

Dr. S. W. LAMBERT^-Beto '80
F. P. Keppel�La77^fe<^a '98
B A. Tompkins

Beta '15

�

Theodore F. Green

Sigma

�

Richard R. Upjohn

'87

Chi '80

�

George D. Terry�5eto '92
Henry F. Bell�DeZto '82

James Gamble Rogers

Beta '89

�

Julian S. Mason

Beta '98

�

E. H. Naylor�Zeto '09

Charles P. Spooner

Rho '94

�

Max Masoth�Rho '98
It

seems

have been

to

(Applause)

one

of the tenets of the

Fraternity

that the

brethren should engage in the pastime of politics, and the roll of our
brethren who have contributed to the public life of the country probably can
not be equalled by any Greek letter
fraternity in the land. (Applause) I
remember some years ago we met in Washington, the Psi U's of the eastern

part of the country, and I took notice of the fact that
State and an under-secretary of state, both of whom

dinner

went on

we

received

a

telegram

we

had

were

from the Dekes

a

Secretary

Psi U's.

of

As the

expressing their

and it became necessary to send an answer. (Laughter) The
motto of the Psi U, on that occasion at any rate, proved to be "Let George
do it," and I wrote the reply to our "brother Dekes" saying that we thanked

congratulations,

them for their consideration and if
would send them such

a

ever

the Dekes got to a similar point we
cost of transmission. (Laughter)

and pay the

telegram
Washington

At the Convention in

two years

ago

we

gathered

there

a

group of Psi U's of some distinction in our public life: a former President
of the United States, the then Chief Justice of the United States, the Secre

tary of State in the President's Cabinet, 5 Senators and 2 Congressmen.
the meantime
that

day

this is
we

a

we

have

met

a

loss in that

have lost
a

most

distinguished

brother of

generation has gone from us; but after all in public life
world of compensations. For example, through the recent election
or

of his

have lost Tom Heflin and

who is

our

In

a

Beta brother who

Governor.

gained Huey Long. (Laughter) While we
was Chief Justice, we have gained another,
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letter from Brother H. C. Owen from New Haven of the Beta

a

in the

Chapter,

"Please do

necticut,

of

delegation
not

are

in which he asks:

'99,

of this part of Con
the old Fraternity. As an

get the idea that

lax in

our

duties

to

we

we are returning to Wash
point
a
100
district,
ington
per cent Psi Upsilon
delegation Senators Bingham and Walcott and Congress
man Tilson.
But if that isn't enough, we also elected
Brother Cross as Governor of the State, the first Democrat
Governor in twenty years." (Applause)

instance I may

out

that

from this
�

I

am a

good

Psi U

"The

or

I would not have read that.

previous Democrat Governor, Brother Baldwin,

the first Democrat Governor in

And that proves that I

am a

good

an

was

eon."

Psi U.

"All of which proves that if you
a Psi U, and wet, if
you want

be

Psi

(Applause)

must
to

be

a

Democrat,

be elected."

(Laughter)

said, has played a conspicuous part.
I listened to the President of the Executive, Council in the early part of
the evening recounting some of those who had been in public and quasipublic life, and as is usual with those who are not accustomed to the study

Upsilon

in

public life,

as

I have

subjects, he made a significant omission: Chauncey M. Depew
was a Psi U
(applause), and he was connected with the New York Central
Railroad in the good old days when he could write passes for the brothers.
(Applause) We have fallen upon evil days now, my Brethren (laughter),
and if any of you do go down to the Grand Central Station, please turn
your collar around and present yourselves as clergymen if you expect to
of historical

get reduced fares from the brother whom I am about to introduce to you.
(Applause) I am not sure whether he deals with traffic in humankind or
in live stock, or whether he is one of those who fix the
rates

concerning

which Brother Babst bothers

I may say to you it is
to have either of these

me

so

commodity
frequently. At any

rate,

delight because it goes with the job of senator
gentlemen come to me, and it is an especial delight to
be able to blackguard politely Brother Harris, of the
Upsilon Chapter.
(The audience arose and applauded)
a

great

Brother Harris:
you

can no

longer

come

Mr.

President, Mr. Toastmaster and Brothers: If

down

to

the Grand Central Station and
get passes
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railroad, don't blame

reform age, and we have been very greatly reformed so that
a little difficult for us to move about in our
strait-jackets.

a

sometimes it is

(Laughter)
In these hectic days it is a very great relief to turn from the troubles
of the world and from the consideration of what we are going to do about
them to this very distinctly different atmosphere. The world is out of
joint,
and I don't know who has been born to set it right. It is full of paradoxes.

People are going hungry because there is too much to eat. Stock holders
are going without dividends because their mines have
produced too much
copper and too much coal, and their fields are producing too much wheat,
and too much coffee and

too

much sugar.

The other nations of the world

lots of money, great amounts of money. They can only pay by send
over here in liquidation of their debt, and we
proceed to raise the
tariff higher in the hope that we can keep those goods out so those people
owe us

ing goods

cannot pay

us

what

they

day

a man

The other

Coast, and
all

along

he

as

the

he got back

cut out meat or

hear of will be
street corners

told

lose his life.

as

(Applause)
that he

was

coming

east

from the Pacific

travelling through the cattle country there were signs
of way, "Eat more meat and save the country." When

New York he
a

me

was

right

to

owe us.

his doctor, and his doctor told him to
(Laughter) I suppose the next thing we shall

went to

protest from the doctors against the sale of apples on the
an interference with their business
(laughter) because

knows that

apple a day will keep the doctor away.
rapid
perhaps somewhat summary but clarifying analysis
or
exposition of the troubles of the world, let's turn to our mutton. We
must not forget that we all of us are men of learning; at least, we are
graduates of institutions of learning, and we have a document somewhere,
if we can lay our hands on it, that will certify to that fact. Some of "us,
perhaps, have carried away more of that learning from the earlier days than
others of us have. I know I have lost all of my Greek, or most of it. Possibly
I could recite the Greek alphabet, but I doubt it. However, I do remember
those two Greek letters Psi and Upsilon, what they stand for, and what they
meant to me in the early days when I went to college.
For some of us college is a thing of the dim and distant past. There
are others who are here, sons of the more recent and
perhaps fuller years.
My Chapter was the Upsilon Chapter at Rochester. We had two rooms on
the fourth floor of a commercial building on a downtown street. We met

everybody

After this

an

and
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we

went

through

it

was.

all the routine

We had

performances

the present time.
about 20 members of the Chapter when I was

sort

usually

do

�

do

even

only
Upsilon Chapter has built
which has cost nearly $100,000.

were

college. Now
River Campus,

OF

weeks, I have forgotten which

in two

or once
we

DIAMOND

the

unto

a

new

chapter

house

on

at

the

It is filled with enthusiastic

young Psi U's who live there as in their own clubhouse right on the campus
itself and within easy reach of all of the facilities and all of the opportunities

that

a

great university

can

afford.

I wonder what the founders of this institution would think if

they could
history of
Psi U, to see what a great tree has grown from the small acorn that they
planted in 1833. There are 17,000 Psi U's I believe, 27 active chapters, each
chapter owns its own chapter house, and those chapter houses together have
be here

a

tonight

to see

value of about

this

$2,000,000.

Senator Moses has told
there

and could have in review the

gathering

us

of

some

meetings

in

of distinction who

Washington at which
I had the curiosity to

were Psi U's.
present
look it up the other day, and I find that out of the 9 Presidents of the United
States who were members of Greek letter societies 2 were members of Psi U;
of the 9 Secretaries of State that were members of Greek letter societies 2 were

were

Psi U's.

men

Of course,

he has said, President Taft, who was Chief Justice
States, as well as former President, was a member, and the
present Secretary of State is a Psi U. Through the Senate and the House,
among the judges, and among men of distinction in all walks of life you will
find a goodly sprinkling of Psi U's, who in their time sang our songs, shared
as

of the United

in

our

mystic rites, and

today
grip.

even

greet you with the Psi U

when you

meet

them

on

the

street

will

The development of the institutions of higher
learning in this country
has been tremendous, not only in the amount of their endowments and in the
size of their plants, but in the range and the level of instruction.
However,
among all the

changes that have taken place during the years of its existence
kept marching on and is still well in the van of all of the fraternal
that form such an important factor in college life, and we who are

Psi U has
societies

looking on, and we who are of it, are proud of what Psi U has been, larb
proud of what she is, and we are looking forward with great confidence to
even better
things for her in the future. (Applause)
Toastmaster Moses: May I reassure Brother Harris on two
points:
The first is that no foreign nation intends to pay us
anything that it owes us,
and therefore

we

needn't worry about

our

form of statutes.

(Laughter)
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who founded Psi U 97 years ago had the sense of
Fraternity today would not surprise them at all

and therefore the

futurity

because in the

language of the epitaph on the tombstone in the cemetery at
Concord, New Hampshire, "I expected this but not quite so soon." (Applause)
Inasmuch as the Fraternity has grown to proportions which astound even
me in spite of the fact that I go back to Washington at the assembling of
each session of Congress, I think it would be well if we called the roll' of
the Chapters, and ask the representatives of each to stand in order that we
might view their pulchritude, and see how much money we can borrow from
them after the exercises

distinguished

your

are over.

Before

Brother Bill:

namesake

of the last dinner which

we

call the

back

bring
by the

held

your illustrious presence and
my recollection that at the time

roll,
to

Delta

in the old

building on
Washington Square our Toastmaster was one of our most distinguished and
golden-tongued brothers, and he stood up before the assemblage of all the
chapters and he said, "I have been frequently asked does Psi U take in Jews.
was

Chapter

I introduce Brother Jacobs of the Phi."
Toastmaster Moses :

Let him stand, he is my Psi U twin. Where is he ?
we have with us tonight one of

I would suggest that

Brother Bill:

our golden-tongued brothers, sitting modestly and quietly
here. Brother Isaac F. Russell, of the Delta. (Applause)
Toastmaster Moses: All of the great orations of the evening will be

the greatest of
over

performance, but if Brother Russell
please stand on a chair when his chapter is called we will identify him.
Toastmaster Moses: Theta Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: Delta Chapter, and now Brother Russell get up

delivered in Room 1115
will

.

on

.

following

this

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the table.
.

.

.

The

Voice:

delegates arose
Speech, speech.

Toastmaster Moses:
and I will

recognize

Voice:

and

I have

those who

are

were

applauded

presided over a good many gatherings,
going to speak. (Applause)

Steam roller.

Sigma Chapter.
and were applauded
delegates
Charles D. Millard, Sigma '97: Mr. Toastmaster, it may be of interest
I am the newly elected
to you to know that I think I fill your requirements.
I
am
a
from
Westchester
Republican, I am Psi U, and
County,
congressman
Toastmaster Moses:
.

I

am

.

.

wet.

The

(Applause)

arose

.

.

.
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Toastmaster Moses:

of

I want

to

psi

see

upsilon

you when this

meeting has ad

journed.
The Gamma

Chapter.
delegates arose

applauded
Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses : The Lambda Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: The Kappa Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses : The Psi Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses : The Xi Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: The Upsilon Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: The Iota Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: The Phi Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses : The Omega Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: The Pi Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: The Chi Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses : The Beta Beta Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
.

.

.

The

Toastmaster Moses:

and

were

.

.

.

The Zeta

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

One

of the

Delegates:

Mr.

Toastmaster, neither of

us

is

a

Congress

man.

Toastmaster Moses:

You should say your prayers with

more

unction

than usual.

The Eta
.

.

.

Chapter.
delegates

The

arose

Toastmaster Moses:
.

.

.

One

of that

The

delegates

of the

and

applauded
Chapter.
were applauded

were

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Tau

arose

Delegates:

and

One of the

most recent

appointments

is that

distinguished Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States,

the

Owen J. Roberts.

diamond

He is

of

psi

alumnus of the Tau

an
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upsilon

Chapter

of Psi

Upsilon.

(Applause)
Toastmaster Moses:
.

.

The

.

delegates

Toastmaster Moses:
.

.

.

No

one

The Mu

stood up

Toastmaster Moses:

Chapter.
applauded
Rho Chapter.

and

arose

The
.

.

were

.

.

The

.

Toastmaster Moses:
.

and

arose

.

The

.

delegates

The

delegates

and

were

applauded

.

.

and

arose

Toastmaster Moses :
.

.

.

.

.

.

who took

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

were

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Nu

As I called the roll it seemed to

Toastmaster Moses:
were some

.

The Theta Theta.

applauded
Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
Toastmaster Moses: The Epsilon Phi.
The delegates arose and were applauded
.

.

The Delta Delta.

arose

Toastmaster Moses:

.

.

.

.

.

The

Epsilon Chapter.
were applauded
delegates
Toastmaster Moses: The Omicron Chapter.
The delegates arose and were applauded
.

.

exception

to

some

of my

me

pronunciations

that there

in the Greek.

I insisted upon saying Xi and Psi because there is in addition to that a Pi.
I want to say to those of you who have caviled about it that if you had

live four years in Athens as I did and had a constituency that
As a matter
was 8 per cent Greek you would know how to speak Greek.
of fact, you would have to. (Laughter)

happened

to

We have

the last
before

finished the program of the evening, and as
which is to be pronounced by the Presiding

now

sentence

we

depart

we come

to

Justice, and

�

Brother Garvan:

Mr.

Presiding Justice,

I would like

�

appeal for mercy?
Brother Garvan:
something that we Psi U men
appeal
should do, and I should like to propose through you a silent toast to the
greatest of Psi U men, Brother William Howard Taft, of the Beta.
Toastmaster Moses: Thank you very much, but you beat me to it.
Prior to pronouncing the last sentence, and before Brother Werrenrath is
again imposed upon, might I ask that we couple with it that other President
Toastmaster Moses:

What is this?

It is

of the United States who

chapter

at

Union

was a

College,

Psi

An

for

an

U, and who

and shall

we

drink

was a

to

member of the parent
Fraternity in

the greatest
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diamond

the

of

the greatest republic of the world, and
which that
.

.

.

republic

had,

ever

The Toast

.

.

each

a

psi

upsilon

to two

of the greatest Presidents

Psi U.

.

Toastmaster Moses:

In these

days

of

the other

Union

unemployment (laughter) a
morning rapped on the soles

Square
passing through
slumbering wayfarer and said, "It's your move." Brethren, as soon
Brother Werrenrath has led us in singing "Brothers, the day is ended,"

cop

of

a

is your
.

.

.

.

move.
.

.

(Applause)
Singing
The meeting adjourned at
.

.

.

ten

forty -five

o'clock

PRESENT AT NEW YORK PSI

.

.

.

UPSILON

DINNER
Nov. 24, 1930

THETA� t/niore
'99
'99
'99
'99
'99
'00
'01
'01
'02
'20
'26
'30

College

Brown, W. E.
Medbery, S. C, Jr.
Price, Morton M.
Sherwood, John L.
Smith, Wm. J.
Van Vlack, Wagner
Sheehan, William F.
Weed, LeRoy J.
BoTHvraLL, H. C.
Hendrickson, Arthur W.
Scott, S. M.
Rothmans, Henry

HELTA�New York University
'75
'81
'83
'87
'87
'92
'97
'97
'01

Russell, I. Franklin
Hazen, G. H.
Kingsley, W. M.
Townsend, Gerard B.
Townsend, Palmer
Bill, C. A.
Garvin, Edwin L.
Orr, David
Young, William A.

'04
'04
'05
'05
'07
'20
'11
'23
'30

Carreau, Cyrille
Peck, E. Stuart
Roberts, Vincent
Werrenrath, Reinald
Streat, H. G.
Hughes, R. P.
Russell, Franklin F.
Ferriss, Walter G.
Beckwith, Sidney A.

BETA

�

Yde

University

'89 Paulding, Charles C.
'00 Fox, Alanson G.
'07 Griswold, Arthur P.
'23 Kelley, Daniel K.

SIGMA

Brown University

�

'85 Dike, Norman S.
'97 Willard, Charles D.
'00 Warren, James
'08 Dunn, Dr. Archibald
'26 Murray, Eugene W.

as

it

the

diamond

Amhurst

GAMMA

�

'84
'98
'02
'06
'12
'18
'22

ZETA
'77
'80
'86
'90
'95
'00
'05
'06
'06
'15
'19
'23
'24
'25

�

�

'91
'96
'08
'12
'25
'29

Bowdoin College

�

Lincoln, C. F. S.
Pierce, Hen-ry Hill
Ham, Arthur H.
Pratt, Loring
Bentley, Robert 0., Jr.

XI

Wesleyan University
Tackaberry, F. H.
Frost, Fredric W.
Jennings, W. N., Jr.
Moore, Samuel B., Jr.
Hallock, A. Avery
Parsons, Robert W.
Osborn, J. M.
�

'92
'94
'03
'08
'16
'22
'28

UPSILON

�

University of Rochester

'67 Fox, Dr. George Henry
'81 Harris, Albert H.
'90 Walling, William A.
'04 Forbes, Leighton
'07 CoNLY, Leslie M.

IOTA

Kenyon College

�

'93 Babst, Earl D.
'03 Collins, Walter T.
'21 Arndt, John F.

PHI

University of Michigan
Babst, Earl D.
Bradley, Samuel S.
Jacobs, Albert C.
Hatch, Gen. H. J.
�

'93
'91
'21
'91

OMEGA

�

University of Chicago

'80 Cheney, David B.
'10 Lindsay, Geo. H.
'15 Corcoran, R. Bourke
'17 McDonald, J. N.
'18 Hawk, Paul J.
'25 DeMerrill, Dick.
'21 Hawk, A. Jean

Lincoln, John D.
PI

Syracuse University

�

PSI

�

Hamilton College

'01 QUINN, WlLLUiM J.
'02 Barns, Frank V.
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Cross, H. L
Higbie, Robert W., Jr.
Clarke, F. S.
Seaver, Charles H.
Callanen, G. a., Jr.
Edwards, Jeremiah P.
Denne, William H., Jr.
'30 Ohashi, Allan K.
'30 Stevens, Edward L., Jr.

Columbia University

Pell, Howland
Rolston, Louis Bertrand
Douglas, Archibald
Saxe, John G.
Milbank, R. W., Jr.
Spooner, Ray N.
Dickinson, J. A.
Cook, Thomas T.
Shea, Edward
Neale, Walter
Robinson, Walter S.
Detmer, Jerome V.
DuBois, Dr. John C.
Wilson, William J.
Worden, Charles B.
KAPPA

upsilon

'13
'15
'20
'21
'29
'29
'30

Dartmouth College

Lester, John C.
French, Warren C.
French, John
MosES, George H.
Ford, Joseph H.
Keyes, Homer Eaton
Stevenson, Norman
Brown, Thurmond
Pratt, Elon G.
MacDonald, Malcolm
Treat, Sanford M.
Curts, Charles W.
Synnott, Paul
Simms, William
LAMBDA

'76
'84
'94
'00
'14
'15
'15
'16
'16
'19
'19
'22
'22
'25
'25

College

Spafford, Joseph H.
Goddard, F. W.
Dayton, Charles H.
Bale, Frederick S.
Atwater, William C.
Elwood, John W.
EsTEY, John C.

psi

of

'94
'04
'12

Morgan, Wm. L.
Allen, J. Roy
ScHOEPFLiN, Paul H.
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TAU

'16 Capron, Wilbur W.
'17 Lockard, C. A., Jr.
'23 Rich, Chauncey A.
'25 GaBauer, Peter A.
'26 Knapp, A. Blair
'28 Scott, Maxwell L.

'09 Scully, C. Allison
'16 Keally, Francis X.

MU
CHI

University of Pennsylvania

�

Cornell University

�

'97
'98
'98
'99
'02
'03

Sheldon, Henry
Blair, Charles H.
Bull, Ernest M.
Stevens, Edward L.
Yawger, Charles S.
Burns, Edward, Jr.
'03 Morse, Ray P.
'05 Dunning, Henry S.
'07 Burns, Robert
'10 Noyes, Jansen

�

University of

Minnesota

'16 Moorhead, D. St. C.
'22 Morehead, William
'26 Rising, B. W.

EPSILON

�

University of Cdifomia

'19 Bertheau, C. j.

'11 Simons, W. B.
'15 Blancke, Leo M.
'15 Edmiston, Hugh C.
'18 Place, Willard F.
'21 Gately, L. B.
'21 O'Brien, Henry L.
'23 Curts, Robert M.
'24 Leonard, J. F.
'26 Bull, E. Myron
'26 Flagg, Vreeland
'28 Gatling, John
'28 Bell, Charles

'06

OMICRON�University of Illinois
Swart, Harmon V.

DELTA BEUFA�Williams
'11
'17

College

Kent, Stephen, G.
Baylis, Lester Y.

THETA THETA� University of

Washington
BETA BKYA� Trinity

College

'27 Anderson, Herbert H.

'03 Trumbull, Walter
'17 Jones, A. Northey

NU
ETA
'84
'00
'15
'15
'23
'28

Lehigh

�

A. Parker
Leidy, George Craig
Diven, A. S. Ill
Schuyler, Arent H.
Cornell, F. Shepherd
Sheldon, C. F.

'13

�

Hessey,

University of

Toronto

j. j. E.

Smith,

EPSILON FBI�McGill University
'07 Davis, C. W.
'27 Snelgrove, a. K.

Herman LaMark, Delta '32� N Y U�Back

William J. Dunn, Delta '32�N Y U�

.

John Walker, Beta '3i� Yale�Center

Van Munson, Beta '33

�

.>,-~

Yale

�

.**k-

Tackle

PSI

U'S

IN

COLLEGE

1930

Tackles

(Backs cont'd)

E. F. Evers
Bruce B.

FOOTBALL

Whitney

Eta '31

Herman La Mark

Delta '32

Gamma '31

John J. La Mark
Willard C. Wolff

Delta '33

John J. GoodwiUie

Zeta '31

Hans VanNess Hall

Iota '33

John B. Templeton

Iota '30

Walter S. Trude

Omega '32

Van Munson

Beta '33
Guards

Zeta '31

Reeve

Beta '31

Schley
Joseph Thompson

Sigma

Zeta '32

Rodney N. Hatcher

Zeta '31

Zeta '31

Roswell P. Bates

Truxton Hare

Beta '31
Gamma '33

Lyman D. Westfall
Henry M. Pollock

Kappa

'30

Centers
Pi '33

Charles D. Stark
John H. MiUiken

Kappa '33
Omega '33

Keith Parsons

Beta '31

John Walker

William J. Dunn

Omega

'32

Kappa '33
Kappa '33
Kappa '33
Kappa '32

Frank E. Boucher

Albert W. Frost
Frederic J. Purdy
Robert L. Fay

Psi '33

WiUiam A. Tydeman, Jr
Herbert H. Hall

Omicron '30

M. Swanson

Omicron '30

Chi '31

Zeta '31

Leonard J. Clark

Zeta '32

Edwin A. Toothaker

Paul Stagg
Joseph M.

Ends

'33

Edwin J. O'Connor
Edward S. Judd

Omega
Omega

Temple

'32
'32

Tau '32

Charles M. Green

W. Carleton Ray

Gamma '31

Leland K. DeSormo

Psi '32

Nathaniel Drake

Gamma '32

George C. Kingsley
William G. Guernsey

Psi '33

Arthur L. Crimmins

Kappa

'31

Iota '33

James Larmons
Backs

Unclassified
Gamma '32

Robert Greenouh
Richard W. Gardner

Upsilon '32

DuVal P. Goldsmith

Phi '33
'33

Robert R. Chase
Lee M. Marshal

The editors
who

played

Sigma
Sigma '31

requested

Xi '31
Xi '33

Walter W. Fricke

all

chapters

football this fall ; those

to

Paige Strong
Sibley Squire
Benjamam C. Betner
Marshal Jones
Douglas MacArthur

send

pictures

us

photographs

Theta '31
Theta '33
Beta '32
Beta '32
Beta '32

of their members

received will be found in several

inserts in this issue of the Di�imond.

that it would be possible to run an article on our football
known newspaper writer, who is a Psi U, but it was im
well
players by
him
to
comply with our request in the limited time the editors
possible for

We had

hoped
a

could allow him.

i

Upsilon Song Record
by famous

Psi

Upsilon Quartette

Reinald Werrenrath, Delta

John

'05

Barnes Wells, Pi '01

Cyrille Carreau, Delta '04
Harold E.

Winston, Xi '14

The songs included

on

these records

are:

Shrine

Psi U Doxology
Song
The College Chorus
Owl Song
Swift as an Arrow
Come, Boys and Fill Your Briars
Bold and Ready
Psi U Joy^s
Smoking Song
Brothers the Day is Ended
Welcome Brothers Old and Young

All alumni

should desire

records for their home.
ten

a

set

of these

Six double-faced

inch records $9.00. Send order today

A. Blair

to :

Knapp, Treasurer

Executive Couiicil of Psi

Upsilon

420 Lexingtom Avemie, New York City

Zeta '83
The Alumni Association of Psi Upsilon in Chicago voted at their Founders' Day Dinner
to erect a suitable memorial on his grave in Normal, Illinois

i�r�
The Late Harry Payne Whitney, Beta '94

HARRY

POLO

THE

A

OF

PAYNE

WHITNEY

WORLD

GREAT

MOURNS

FIGURE

(BETA '94)
PASSING

THE

AMERICAN

IN

LIFE

Peter Vischer
IS

given

IT

be leaders in their chosen works; the
Whitney in leading his contemporaries in

few in this world

to

achievement of

to

Harry Payne
attaches, therefore, added

many varied fields

to

his

his home in New York

on

brilliance and luster

memory.

When Mr.

Whitney

October 21 last,
sidered severe, a

died

at

the age of 58

at

the result of

cold

by
pneumonia brought
truly great figure passed from the American scene. Born
to wealth and power, he developed the capabilities he inherited with telling
effect, in business, in science, in sport. His passing bereaved a remarkable
host of friends, gathered from all walks of life by the force and the charm of
his compelling personality.
The story of Mr. Whitney's rise to power, his growth in strength and
stature, is not quickly told. His achievements in finance and business, fol
lowing in the footsteps of his father and hand in hand with his brother, the
late Mr. Payne Whitney, made him a figure in the development of a young
nation.

as

His interest in science made him

were many and modest.
reaching effect.

As

a

student

at

time

He

Yale,
was

owning

and

a

he

played

a

one

was

widespread

not

con

His charities
and had

a

far-

baseball and rowed and

of the world's

crack shot and

sailing

a

world benefactor.

His interest in sport

interest in horses that made him

turf and field.
at one

on

an

ardent

the America's

developed an
outstanding figures on
and expert yachtsman,

Cup defender,

the time of his

Vanitie.

He

the

most

at
death,
courageous rider 'cross country and,
on the American turf, a great breeder and the owner of
prominent figure

was a

racehorses that

distinguished

themselves here and abroad.

His colors, Eton

blue with brown cap, now inherited by his son, Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney, have been seen in front an untold number of times.
Mr. Whitney an opportunity to display his extraor
field
The

polo

gave

degree. Here he initiated the tradition of
He organized the great "Big Four," unbeaten in the
American victory.
corners of the earth,
history of International polo, and assembled, from the
the "Big Four."
dominated
He
the great string of mounts that carried it.
With his personal magnetism, his stout heart, and his steady brain, he led
the team to unwavering triumph.
dinary

talents

to

their fullest
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article in this

member of the

"Big

Four"

of

psi

Mr. Devereux Milbum, whose part
be underestimated, paid this tribute

magazine,
cannot

upsilon

as

to

his leader:

plan, and carried it out success
inspiring captain, and an intelligent execu
fully. He was a great player,
tive, all of which qualities were necessary for the job on his hands. He was
the great figure of International polo before the war, and carried the greater
part of the burden on his own shoulders. It would be impossible to over
estimate the debt that American polo owes him."
Mr. Whitney was the leading spirit in polo at the Meadow Brook Club
when the American challengers of 1902 were defeated at Hurlingham. He
kept a large stable of ponies at a high state of efficiency and played in most
of the important American tournaments. He played with head and judg
ment, making up in strategy what he may have lacked in force or dash.
When Mr. Foxhall Keene's team was defeated at Hurlingham, Mr.
Whitney began to consider the plan of developing a team built around the
brilliant combination of the Waterbury brothers. Some time in 1908, after
Mr. Milburn had been added to the team at back, Mr. Whitney definitely de
cided to challenge.
With a small but magnificent collection of ponies, headed by the cele
brated Cottontail and trained to the minute by Laurence Fitzpatrick, Mr.
Whitney instituted his English campaign in London on May 15, 1909. The
outcome is, of course, a brilliant page in American sporting history and be
fore July was five days old the team had won the first American victory in
International polo, defeating the confident British in straight matches.
"During the time we were in England," wrote Mr. Milburn for Polo,
"we all lived with Whitney at a place he took on the Thames near Windsor.
There we were surrounded by friends and life was so pleasant that we were
able to forget the trials and tribulations of the campaign. Our relations
with the British players and authorities were on the friendliest possible basis.
It was the keynote of Whitney's policy that they should be. That spirit be
tween the countries has prevailed in all the matches that have been held
since. Certainly that was not the least of Whitney's achievements in 1909."
The "Big Four" never was beaten and probably there will never be such
a team again.
America is at the top of the polo world, and that, in a sense,
was not the least of Mr.
Whitney's achievements either. Although of recent
he
had
aside
for younger men, preferring the quiet company of
years
stepped
old friends to the turmoil of active leadership, he will be sorely missed. (Polo
Magazine, December, 1930).
"He

organized

the team, conceived the
an

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ACCORDING TO

BETA

�

Yde

OF PLEDGES
CHAPTERS

University

Qass of 1933
Lawrence Alexander Baldwin
Charles Tracy Barnes
Thomas Ludlow Clarke, Jr
Marshall Jewell Dodge, Jr
Alanson James Donald
Harry Halstead Harper, Jr
Albert Tracy Johnson

Alexander Loughborough Keyes
Charles Garrison Meyer, Jr
Nicholas Van Vranken Franchot Munson
Townsend Munson
Nathaniel Read Norton, Jr
James Lenox Porter
QuiNCY Gorham Ryan
Hart Lyman Stebbins

Charles Henry Tenney
Robert Ferdinand Wagner, Jr
Edward Adams Wheeler
Maclean Williamson

David Wendell Yandell

GAMMA

Puunene, Maui, Hawaii
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
Wayne, Illinois
Columbus, Ohio
Forest Hills, New York
Bayside, New York
Muncy, Pennsylvania
Merion, Pennsylvania
New York City
New York City
Short Hills, New Jersey
New York City
New York City
New York City
Boston, Massachusetts
Glen Cove, New York
Greenwich, Connecticut

Amherst College

�

Class of 1934

Orange, N. J.
Valley, N. Y.
Hyde Park, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Penna.
Springfield, Ohio
Brookline, Mass.
Waussau, Wis.
Tulsa, Okla.
Schenectady, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Shelby, Ohio
St. Louis, Mo.
West Hartford, Conn.
St. Louis, Mo.
Montclair, N. J.
East

Samuel Eveleth Badger, Jr
Duncan Smith Ballantine

Locust

Lee Felch

Coy, Jr
John Downey Harris
When Malone
Walter Joseph Murphy
Ira Carvel Painter

William Henry Pomeroy, Jh
PnaLip Potter
Donald Elliot Ray

John Clifford Skiles
Luther Ely Smith, Jr
Joseph Warner, Jr
Hugh Houston Craigie Weed, Jr
Edmund Kiskaddon Wylie
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Columbia University

Class of 1933

Greensboro, N. C.

John Merkling
Class of 1934
Edward Allen

Jackson Heights, N. Y.

Edward P. Boynton

Coscob, Conn.
York, N. Y.
New RocheUe, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y.
Ashville, N. C.
New RocheUe, N. Y.
Amarillo, Texas
Henderson, N. C.
New York, N. Y.
Lynbrook, L. I., N. Y.
Forest Hills, L. I., N. Y.

Robert E. Jarrett, Jr
George E. Jarvis
Kenneth C. Johnston

New

John G. Mayo
Harry C. Meeker
Clifford N. Pascoe
Hickman Price, Jr
George Royster

John V. Sturdevant
Alexander J. Wall, Jr
Gordon W. Wait

UPSILON

�

University of Rochester

Class of 1934
Frederick Charles Cook

Bergen, New York
Oak Park, Illinois
Rochester, New York
Canandaigua, New York
Rochester, New York
Rochester, New York
Chicago, Illinois
Rochester, New York
Oak Park, Illinois
Toronto, Canada

James Bruff Forbes, Jr
Charles Harman Foster
Hugh Jameson Knapp

Frederick Samuel Miller, Jr
George Taylor Newell
Donald Warden Peters

John Julius Reed
Arthur Phelps Ticknor
Joseph Carl Williams, Jr
Charles Russel Witherspoon, Jr
PI

�

Rochester,

New York

Syracuse University
Class of 1932

Frederick Shaw Benson

Rockaway, N. J.
Class of 1933

Brewster H. Gere

Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Dan Tucker

Class of 1934
Harry Bemis Allen
Bennett R. Berkhausen
Theodore E. Boeger

Halsey M. Collins, Jr

Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Elmhurst, L. I.
Courtland, N. Y.

THE

DIAMOND

OF

PSI

Robert Howard Cole

Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Fayetteville, N. Y.
Newton, Mass.
Plymouth, Mass.
Maplewood, N. J.
Cleveland, Ohio
Oneida, N. Y.
Malone, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Yakima, Washington
Syracuse, N. Y.
Elma, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Lockhaven, Penn.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Utica, N. Y.

Thomas H. Dyer

Frederick H. Flaherty, Jr
Jacob Edward Gramlich
Robert G. Greaney
Allan Ward Handy
Cyrus Bowne Hawkins
Frederick C. Hitchings
Myron Hobart Kinsley

George Crooks Kirk
Earl Anthony Lamb
Leslie A. Nichols, Jr
Edward Elliott Oliver
Marshall H. Roblin
George Dallas Ruby
Richard F. Seltzer

John L. Steinbugler
John Swinscoe, Jr
Charles W. Talbott
Hewitt Steers Wells
Robert
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R. Young
MU

�

University of Minnesota

Class of 1933 (Additional)

Minneapolis, Minn.

Richard Langdon Forrest

DELTA BELTA�WUliams College
Class of 1934

Yonkers, N. Y.

Aylett James Buckner

Drexel Park, Pa.
Providence, R. I.

Jehu Bishop Davis
Herbert Larned Dorrance
Norman Oliver Hood

Orange, N. J.
Kenilworth, 111.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Kingston, Pa.
Qii^i^y' ^^ss.
Syracuse, N. Y.
East

Herbert Thorp Lundahl

George Reed Rayner, Jr

John Gould Ruggles
Eliot Sargent
Steven Mason Webb

THETA TEETA� University of Washington
Class of 1933 (Additional)
Seymour Alexander Davison
Carter Winlon Humeston

Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.
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EPSILON PHI�McGUl University
Class of 1908

Vancouver, B. C.

*Henry Tremaine Logan

Class of 1932

Montreal, Que.

Melbourne Anderson Doig

Class of 1933

Arthur Shepherd McMurty

Vancouver, B. C.
Montreal, Que.

F. T. O'Reilly Hewitt

Sherbrooke, Que.

Robert Alexander Connon Douglas

Class of 1934
Richard George Martin Harbert
Carlos Abner Hull
*

Initiation

by the Theta Theta

Montreal, Que.
Montreal, Que.

EDUCATIONAL
IS THEME

OF

SYSTEM

CALIFORNIA

OF

PRESIDENT R.

G.

SPROUL'S

INAUGURAL ADDRESS IN GREEK THEATRE

PRESIDENT

ROBERT GORDON SPROUL

was

ceremonially inducted

University of California on Oc
Berkeley campus. As a symbol
Rowell, representing the Regents of the
University, presented him with a golden key.
The ceremony was attended by several hundred delegates from uni
versities, colleges and research institutions throughout the English-speaking
world; by members of the faculty from all of the University of California's
campuses; by alumni of every class that has been graduated by the University
from 1873 to 1930 ; by thousands of students ; and other thousands of friends
of the University. Approximately 10,000 people were seated in the Greek
Theatre when the ceremonies opened at 10 a.m.
Following addresses by Regent Rowell, Dr. Howard Lee McBain of
Columbia University, Max Thelen, representing the Alumni Association,
Professors Frederic T. Blanchard and Charles Derleth, Jr., representing the
Academic Senate; and Ruth Waldo, senior, representing the students of the
University, President Sproul delivered the following inaugural address from
which the following excerpts are given :
This ceremonial occasion marks my entrance upon the tasks of a high
office, in the actual discharge of which I have now been for almost four
months engaged. The presence here of the Governor of the state, high
officers of the army and navy, of delegates from so many friendly institutions,
of the faculty and students, whose devotion is my greatest strength and whose
welfare is my highest interest, and of this great gathering representative of
the State of California, increases the pleasure, but it cannot make me feel
been entrusted.
more deeply, the seriousness of the task with which I have
himself
a
felt
has
than
more
part of the
No man who, through
twenty years,
life of the university ^undergraduate student, alumnus, admiaistrative officer
into office

as

executive head of the

tober 22, in the Greek Theatre
of his new responsibilities, Chester H.

on

the

�

could

�

come

to its

presidency

without

some

realization of its fine tradi

tions, its noble character, its extraordinary prospects; without

some

awe

before its mighty oppor
heavy responsibilities and some humbleness
to
give all that within him
tunities; without a sense of high and holy obligation
lies of devotion and ability to maintain for this university its acknowledged
of its

place

as one

of the notable institutions of the world.
135
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interesting and glorious history or manifold and notable present accom
plishment that we must concern ourselves. The United States is not a nation
of

ancestors

of

our

but of descendants.

As

true

children, rather than the past of

Americans
our

we

dream of the future
eminent

fore-fathers,

though

these may have been. We regard ourselves still as the founders of families,
rather than as the descendants of families. We are interested not so much
in what

our

president

institutions have been

of this

university

will

as

ever

in what

be

they

set in terms

shall be.

The

for the

test

of what he has builded

on

the foundation that has been here established, and what he contributes in the
creation of wider opportunities for those who are facing the future. This
test is

a

stern

It

one.

can

be

met

by

no man

alone, although

one man must

always carry the responsibility and accept the praise and penalties of leader
ship. The needs of the people of the state he must translate into an educa
tional program worthy of their highest aspirations. Into that program, with
the skilled

cooperation of the faculty, he

science and the

warm

fulfilled in the highest degree,
and certain

from the

things

must

breathe the

searching spirit

of

life of the humanities.

That program, if it is to be
demands certain things from the state without

university

within.

It is

two

of the

most

important

of these that I propose to discuss this morning.
When the pioneer
had
been
there
came
to
it
a
established,
university
great piece of good for
tune in the acceptance of the presidency by Daniel Coit Gilman, able scholar
and far-sighted administrator, who fixed the character of the institution in
.

several of its

important phases for
words, spoken by President Gilman

.

.

many years, if not for all time.
at

his

inaugural,

are

still

These

worthy

of the

attention of this audience and of the State of California:
PRESIDENT GILMAN SET POLICY

"Two

things

ied in the very

"First,

are

name

it is

a

settled

by the charter

of this institution and

are

embod

it bears.

university and

not

a

high school,

nor

a

college,

nor

an

academy of science, nor an industrial school, which we are charged to build.
Some of these features may, indeed, be included or
developed with the
university, but the university is more than any or all of them! The
university
comprehensive term which can be employed to indicate a founda
tion for the promotion and diffusion of knowledge.
"Second, the charter and the name declare that this is the University of
Califomia. It is not the University of Berlin or New Haven which we are to
copy; it is not the University of Oakland or San Francisco which we are to
It must be adapted to this
create; but it is the university of this state.
is the most
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people, to their public and private schools, to their peculiar geographical
position, to the requirements of their new society and undeveloped resources.
It is not the foundation of an ecclesiastical body nor private individuals, it
is 'of the people and for the people,' not in any low or unworthy sense, but
in the highest and noblest relations to their intellectual and moral wellbeing."
That policy of the far-seeing Gilman has been endorsed by the people
of this state not once but many times, and it is in accordance with that policy
that we are operating today and should continue to operate in the future.
It is true the university has never been in this state the only public
giving work beyond the high school. Almost synchrononously
with the College of California, a normal school system was initiated in San
Francisco to train at public expense the teachers for the public schools. The
growth of the first school in that system was slow on account of the general
indifference of the school authorities and the hostility on the part of teachers.
It was kept alive by the enthusiasm and activity of John A. Swett, super
intendent of public instruction, and was moved in 1871 to San Jose, where
it has been ever since. From time to time thereafter the legislature estab
lished seven other normal schools at various points in the state, in certain
cases in response to political pressure rather than educational needs, with
results which should be a warning to those disposed to follow a similar
In 1921 the normal schools were
course with reference to university work.
changed into teachers colleges, and since then they have been gradually
expanded from two-year institutions to four-year colleges, granting the A.B.
degree. It should be noted that the legislative act creating these institutions
dedicated them definitely and primarily to the training of teachers and that
the report of the special legislative committee, on which the legislation con
verting them to collegiate status was based, declared that the purpose of the
change was to make teacher training in California attractive to youth without

institution

loss of its

professional

character.

JUNIOR COLLEGE

HAS DEFINITE

PURPOSE

Another educational activity which has grown up in the field which was
1907 a
formerly occupied by the university alone is the junior college. In
district
school
of
board
school
any high
law was passed authorizing the high
of
such
courses of study for the graduates
high
"to

prescribe post-graduate
Fresno high school

schools."

first

to

take

advantage of this law, and by
high school," with

extensions of the

were ten of these "upward
combined enrollment of about 700 students.

1910 there
a

was

The law of 1917

recognized
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integral part of the secondary school system of the
state and made financial provision for it on the same basis as for high schools.
Subsequent legislation has brought the junior college to a position of assured
the

junior college

as an

permanence in Califomia and last year some 20,000 students enrolled in its
34 centers, more or less. Any plans for the development of higher education

in California

must

that this should be
fact that

take into

account

the

junior college, and

we are

pleased

It may not be amiss, however, to call attention to the
to all its proponents the major responsibility of the junior
so.

according
college is to offer an opportunity for public education of post-high school
grade to individuals who are not planning to enter the professions, and that
the intention of all junior college legislation, as well as the trend of all educa
tional theory, is to limit the junior college to the years preceding the mid
point of the four-year college, the line of division between general and spe
cial or professional education. Going forward on the course prescribed both
by theory and legislation, the junior college movement will be a significant
and helpful development. Masquerading as four-year institutions or trying
merely to duplicate the first two years of a university, these colleges can never
achieve their highly useful purposes.
U. C. L. A. DEVELOPMENT REMARKABLE

city of Los Angeles, a center of population un
dreamed of when the state university was conceived and brought into being,
out of a normal school and junior college there has evolved the University
of California at Los Angeles, an integral part of the university as a whole,
serving the needs of large numbers of students in fields where duplication
is much more convenient than expansion, and almost as economical. There
in that great and growing center of population, a center with a distinct and
distinguished character of its own, there is growing up a splendid institution
which in days to come will add new laurels to the state university, of which
it is a part. Under the same board of regents and president, governed by the
same high standards, responsible to the same lofty ideal, it is one with the uni
versity in all its parts and proud of its own individuality and accomplishments
no more than it is proud of the great tradition it has come to share and to en
hance. Despite the fears of the conservative and the hopes of the envious, it
is not proving to be an influence destructive of unity. On the contrary, it is
proving to be a bulwark'not only of the principle of one university but of one

Finally,

in the great

state

One
state is

reason

that

we

why people

think up fantastic educational schemes in this

have here in unusual exuberance certain

influences, fostering
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justified

if it leads

to population
expenditure of public funds in the community, whatever
may be its effect on the boys and girls who seek the bread of learning and
find too late that they have been given a stone. But a more fundamental
reason is that the University of California occupies a proud but not altogether
comfortable position. It suffers the inevitable penalty of leadership: envy,
denial and detraction. On the one hand, it is criticized for being too aristo
cratic, on the other, for being too democratic. There are those who main
tain that it sets its standards on an unreasonable plane; that it should admit
every high school graduate. That, we believe, would be a fatal blow to the
quality of education by the state and to the careers and happiness of great
numbers of young men and young women. Surely it is not aristocratic to
an

increase and the

insist that students who

come to

us

should have such

training

as

will make

grounding in various
subjects as will open up a wide range of possible specializations. I know of
a state university which admits every high school graduate, without regard to
recommendations, subjects, or grades. The number disqualified at the end
of the first semester is enormous. Surely democracy can have no pride in
sending up its regimented thousands to be mowed down on the field of
higher education.
their

success

in the

university probable,

and such basic

U. C. CRITICS AKE INCONSISTENT

On the other

hand,

we

are

criticized for

being

too

democratic, for ad

and value of
mitting and keeping too many, on the theory that the efficiency
that the
a university are determined by its selective and eliminating processes;
standard
is.
it
ip
better
the
it
weeds
My
out,
fewer it admits and the more
and
an altogether different one; for I believe that, with proper organization
with enlight
ideas, with intelligent standards of admission and graduation,
of students
number
a
of
methods
education, very large
ened and progressive
these de
to
and
that
a
on
single campus,
may receive an excellent education

add the further delimitation of restricted enrol
ment.
Nor shall we fail under such conditions to produce leaders, for there
lead
will be as many in our large numbers who have in them the qualities of
are
if
these
met,
requirements
ership as in any small selective institution, and
to such students every opportunity and encouragement
we shall be able to
limitations there is

no

need

to

give

that

they

could get

anywhere.
fairly,

But you may say,

that I

assume too

much, that such organization

the conditions
and ideals, such standards and methods, are impossible under
enrolment of great numbers of students,
we must meet in a state university;
thousands of high school
articulation with a public school system tuming out
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socially, educationally, or vocationally, to ^^
somewhere other than to work, dependence on the bounty of a state legisla
Neither our experience in
ture and the proverbially fickle favor of Demos.
this state nor the logic of the situation would seem to me to lead to such a
conclusion. The destiny of this university has always been in the hands of
its friends, its regents, its faculty, and its president; if it has failed to make
progress or has traveled in the wrong direction, they and not the people of
this great state have been to blame. The university has been given by the
people into the hands of those who have been trained to solve the problems and
meet the needs of higher education, and it is theirs to make or mar.
What,
education
that
lie
ahead
do
we
to
do
in
the
to
then,
plan
years
produce higher
that is in fact what it is in name, to prove that opening the doors of the uni
versity to prepared students no matter how many, is compatible with high
standards of attainment, to train men who can provide the means and yet
graduates

have the vision

ambitious

are

to

realize the end.

.

.

.

LECTURE SYSTEM HAS SOME FAULTS

The present system in the university is based upon lectures. Now, de
spite the low esteem in which these are held by many critics of higher edu

cation, they

useful purpose

by making possible the presentation of
knowledge not yet in books, by aiding students in getting started on a new
subject in which listening is more helpful than reading, and by setting up
nuclei of interest in young minds. On the other hand, lectures admittedly
have their evils. They overemphasize the "general" and tend to defer direct
acquaintance with the "particular;" they engender the habit of passive re
ceptivity on the part of the student and continued repetition on the part of
the teacher; they repress initiative by creating the impression that the sub
ject dealt with is complete and that nothing remains to be done; and worst
of all, they lead, as so many things in our present system do, to the conclu
sion that the end of knowledge is to pass an examination and that this may
best be done by repeating, verbatim if possible, the words of the professor
or the textbook.
Under this system the student coming from the high school
to the university is likely to be disappointed and lose his zest for
learning.
He finds that the work he is called upon to do is no different essentially from
what he has been doing, that it is the same old grind and can be handled by
the same proforma efforts and the same subterfuges.
serve a

.

.

.

TEACHING VERSUS RESEARCH

Under present conditions we have the strange anomaly of teachers being
judged not on their ability to teach but on their research output, and in-
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istigators being forced to devote valuable time to teaching that might be
jiven to advancing the frontiers of knowledge. As a result men who might
be good teachers if they were encouraged by the hope of future advance
ment, are drifting about in laboratories with a couple of test tubes in their
hands making themselves useless in a most arduous and time-consuming way,
and men who might be good investigators are wearing out their patience and
their students in a vain effort to expound and to inspire. The criterion of
the teacher should be ability to teach, and of the investigator, ability to in
vestigate, and neither should look down upon the other so long as he is doing
his job well. As it is, the good teacher, looked down upon by his colleagues
because he is not producing each year a certain amount of scholarly pap,
is frequently made so miserable that he gets out of academic life. That,
so long as the largest task of an American university is to teach undergradu
ate

students

�

and whatever it should be that is what it is

is

�

a

distinct loss

from every point of view.
Moreover, both teachers and investigators should be recognized far
more liberally in a financial
way than they now are. As things are, very
few of the best

college graduates can be persuaded to undertake a scholarly
career because they feel, quite
properly, that a man is foolish to enter even a
field
where
the
laborer
is held to be not worthy of his hire. Those
pleasant
who might be the coming educational statesmen of the day, who might foresee
and prepare for the social structure of the future, who might without pres
sure or compulsion undertake important innovations in educational practice,
are enticed into commerce or industry or other professions than education,
which offer those adequate inducements that seem to be necessary to secure
the services of the brightest minds. If the stream of our civilization is not
to

be dried up
first-class

tract

at

its source,

men

in

we

must pay

competition

salaries in universities that will

with business and other

professions.

at

I

by this that salaries must be on the same plane as in business,
certainly do not mean that men should go into university teaching to
make money. But if the university is to command confidence, if it is to
treasure and convey the wisdom of the ages to coming generations which may
thereby have an orderly understanding of modern life as an environment in
which to find happiness, as well as material success, it must hold within its
ranks those minds which are capable of discovering, recognizing, and assay
ing the valuable trends and aims in nature and in society. If it continues to
which make knowledge
engage the present proportion of second-rate minds,
an end in itself, which stifle the desire of youth for learning, which do not
relate education to the living of a good life, which stuff book knowledge into
do

not

and I

mean
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expect it

to

fail in its

high

purpose. Too many of our brightest students are now being dissuaded from
the academic life by the characteristic American feeling that there must

ability. The reason that we do not
have better quality in higher education everywhere today is that great genius
of our country is not to be found in university faculties. Individual uni
versities have individual brilliant men, though many universities and colleges
in America do not have a single one, but the statement is generally true, and
so
long as it is true, there will be dissatisfaction with and criticism of higher
education no matter what the size of the student body, or the organization of
the educational system, or the methods of instruction. The only way to meet
that problem is to make scholarship respectable, to enable the universities to
meet on a fairly even basis the financial competition of the outside world for
the brightest minds, rather than to accept perforce those who seek in some
quiet faculty a refuge for mediocrity.
be

some

connection between

salary

and

SOUL AS WELL AS STRUCTURE NEEDED

Of

one

thing

more

I would

speak:

of

a

feeling

rather than

an

idea.

The

live up to the highest obligations of sound educational policy, the
and president may approach the problems of education in the fine

state may

faculty
spirit of scholarly open-mindedness, and yet the university will not be great.
If there be not within its body a spiritual force, a quality of the soul, the one
thing needful for true greatness will be lacking. That spirit is not to be
worn in vain display upon the sleeve, but
equally it must not be altogether
inhibited and repressed. No university can be great that does not feel itself
animated and lifted up by an influence stronger than the sum of the individual
forces of its students and professors. Without a sense of dedication to a
task of larger scope than even teaching and research, a imiversity will not
achieve its largest usefulness. No university can be other than great which
stands true to the spiritual traditions of the earnest mei^ who gave themselves
without stint that it might grow and prosper, which fills the ranks of its
faculty with poets, historians, philosophers, artists and scientists who by the
grace of God are also teachers, and which focuses its attention steadily out
ward beyond the daily routine, upon the ancient but ever youthful enterprise
of learning. Such a university will lift up men's hearts and teach them to
keep faith with their souls.
This state and this university have before them a magnificent task. We
stand today ready for growth, physical, mental, and spiritual. Our minds are
mobile, the product of the restlessness, the longing for change of the Forty-

�5*^
Paul

Stagg, Omega '32

�

Chicago

�

Quarterback

.i
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o
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o
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In the westward march of civilization the ultra conservatives have
This is a young country of far-away skies; high, distant

behind.

mountains; and deep, fruitful valleys.

With vision clear

we

should stand

guard and point the way for business of higher standards, for even-handed
justice, for unstinted service, for the life more abundant. In that great work
it is the university's opportunity to guide, to direct, and to lead.
No re
sponsibility could be more serious; no opportunity more challenging. To
avail itself of that opportunity and to discharge its share of that responsibility,
the University of California resolutely sets its face, happy in the inspired
wisdom of its founders, proud of the devotion of those who are its servants,
and confident of the loyalty and support of its masters, the people.

UNIVERSITY
ICALLY

THE

CHICAGO

OF
NEW

ADOPTS

EDUCATION

RAD

PLAN

yesterday that the trus
beginning of a new and radical
teaching methods.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO announced
and

have sanctioned the

faculty
experiment in educational and
The antiquated machinery of a fixed and formal education is to be
scrapped, and in place of the present undergraduate course, with its four
years, certain number of credits and degree at the end, a new type of col
lege is to be created in which the student will be able to graduate whenever
he can pass a comprehensive examination.
tees

NO

TIME

LIMIT

SET

genius may get through in two months, a brilliant student in a year.
One who enjoys the social side of college life may loaf along for four years.
Then there is a passing and weeding, but no degree. The students upon
whom the university thinks it worth while to spend more time and money
will then go on in special courses, but still with no time limitations, where
they will be given degrees.
The present graduate school is to go and in place of this and the
will be di^aded
present undergraduate courses the non-professional training
A

These are the social sciences
into five main sections, each with a dean.
division, the physical sciences division, the biological sciences division,

the humanities division, and the

college.
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This reorganization forms the framework around which the new edu
It may be extended, if found successful, into
to be built.
the professional schools, shortening courses there so that it will not take so
cational method is

long to
lawyer.

become

doctor

a

or

a

but

lawyer,

one

will be

a

better doctor

or

ATTRACTS EYE OF WORLD

experiment challenges the attention of the whole educational world,
effort to answer the question of whether college is worth while
put the burden of this largely upon the individual. It is a flowering

This

for it is
and

to

an

of tendencies which have been noted for the last few years in several American
institutions. It began at the University of Chicago several years ago in the
honor

courses

It is

under Dr. Max Mason's

presidency.

looked upon by President Robert Maynard Hutchins and the
authorities as a sort of "five year plan"; for, if by that time its

now

university
good effects are
teaching, it may

not

be

apparent in the student world and in research and in

exchanged for

a

better

plan

or

abandoned.

HUTCHINS TELLS OF CHANGES

Dr. Hutchins gave his ideas about the change last night. This tall,
grave young president looked out from the windows of his office in the

great hall built in memory of William

Rainey Harper

upon the sunset

sky
by came the
are
arising. The
was
changing form.

and the bare November branches of the campus. From
hammering of many workers on the new buildings that
dream of the first

president

had

come

true

and

now

it

near

In his mind President Hutchins had taken apart the whole mechanism of
education created through the years, torn down the old walls, and fash

ioned

institution with the human

product as the great objective.
"If one were building a hypothetical university," he said, "he would
go at it just this way. I do not mean to say that by taking down all walls
we can produce a new character in teaching or in students, but we can
open the way and watch the result. If in five years' time it is not up to ex
pectations we will know what not to do.
a

new

TELLS INFLUENCE OF UNIVERSITY

"Take the
middle

teaching end, particularly. There is no institution in the
that has the influence upon teaching that the University of Chi
This is in mere point of number, at least. The complaint has

west

cago has.

been in many quarters that teachers

were

too narrow

and

specialized, that
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broad outlook, and

were

not

able to

change

quickly.
"In this

institution which

starting we hope to teach the teacher
to study.
In the old method the
courses were arbitrary and the doors were closed to many related subjects.
In the new school they will cut through a wide area and take in related in
how

to

new

teach

as

well

as

formation wherever it is

education,

average student and

the

question

of

complaint

give him
what is

just

worked out in the

a

a

better education than he

good

education is

one

now

gets,

although

that will have

to

be

of this experiment.
student to make an honorable exit from

course

"It will
he has

be found.

to

in this country that too much time is wasted
and that it is not worth while. We can at least save time for the

"It has been the
in

we are

the student how

permit a
passed satisfactory

examinations.

college after
of excel
degree
high
special scholarship. And

For those of

lence the way will be clear to higher and
here is where we hope to find the answer as

more

to

whether it is worth while.

In

the upper divisions the classes will be smaller and the teachers will be on
closer terms with the students. They will enter an atmosphere of serious effort
and I think

they

will

react to

it."

WAIT TO SEE EFFECT

Whether this

new

system will flood the university with

what the effect will be in various
tions will be

prepared

are

matters

college

on

at

this time.

students and

activities and how the examina

that Mr. Hutchins did

The system itself, however, presents
number of students in the initial lecture courses, as it

cuss

new

no

not care to

obstacles

dis

to a

concentrates its

great
efforts

the upper divisions.
There may be a series of

tion,

an

in the

essay

form,

or

a

These

comprehensive questions to answer in examina
problem which the student is left to work out
are matters which the faculty is working upon.

laboratory.
They have had this reorganization in mind for several years and have been
working toward it. The present change is only a beginning.
In the upper divisions the student will be graduated by passing an ex
amination whenever he is able. The nonprofessional degrees will be awarded
here, including the equivalent of the B. A. degree, now granted at the end of
four years' work. The professional schools will award all professional de
The bachelor's, master's and doctor's degrees are to be granted
grees.
one department.
on the recommendation of the entire division and not
in
the
be
will
introduced
budgeting system.
One of the important changes
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Divisional rather than
of

departmental autonomy will mean the encouragement
undergraduate teaching. The job of the college will be that of teach

ing

and its funds will be devoted

in many
as it was

institutions, attention

to

that purpose. Under the old system,
teaching has usually meant a sacrifice,

to

regarded as a sideline and research as the main objective. The
present assignment of the various departments is as follows :
Humanities Philosophy, Art, Comparative Religion, Oriental Lan
guages, New Testament, Comparative Philology, Greek, Latin, Romance,
Germanics, English.
Social Sciences Psychology, Education, Economics, Political Science,
History, Sociology, Anthropology, Home Economics, Geography.
Physical Sciences Mathematics, Military Science, Astronomy, Physics,
Chemistry, Geology.
Biological Sciences ^Botany, Physical Culture, Zoology, Anatomy, Phys
iology, physiological Chemistry, Hygiene and Bacteriology, Pathology, the
�

�

�

�

clinics group.
Four of the deans of the five

new

divisions

were

named

yesterday. They

are:

Humanities

^Prof. Gordon J.

�

Laing, formerly

dean of the Graduate

Schools of Arts and Literature.

Physical

Sciences

�

Prof.

Henry

G.

Gale, formerly dean of the Ogden

Graduate School of Science and associate of Prof. A. A. Michelson in his

light velocity experiments.
Biological Sciences Dr. Richard E. Scammon, who recently came from
the University of Minnesota as professor of anatomy.
College Prof. Chauncey S. Boucher, formerly dean of the undergradu
ate colleges of arts, literature, and sciences, will continue as dean of the col
lege.
Dr. Frederic Woodward, vice president of the university and dean of
faculties, will be temporarily in charge of the social science division. Chi
�

�

�

cago

Tribune, Nov. 20, 1930.

FIRST

THE

HUNDRED

YEARS

OF

THE

DELTA*

By James

PSI

Abbott, '83

Historian

�

of

the Delta

UPSILON organized in November 1833,

at

Chapter
College,

Union

owes

its

beginning
principal sources. First, in 1820 a heated discussion
against the Masonic Fraternity began, and was taken up by
undergraduates of schools and colleges. The question was argued and de
bated in the semi-secret literary societies, and spread to include all secret
to two

for and

societies.

The other

the Phi Beta

Kappa Society organized in 1776 at
Mary College, Williamsburg, Virginia. Many of the members
of this fraternity were members of the faculties, where the chapters were lo
cated, and thus its objects were both social and literary although it was started
as strictly secret.
As the general opposition to secret societies spread, Phi Beta Kappa
gradually gave up its secrets, and with its mysteries gone, its charm and at
tractiveness subsided, especially with the undergraduates, and they looked
to founding new societies with different ideals. At Union College there were
several secret societies of a purely literary character; one of these was known
The rivalry between these societies was very
as the Delphian Institute.
keen especially in college politics. As a result of a class political contest
seven members of the Delphian Institute banded together to form a new
source was

William &

society, which should be broader
and

one

and

more

in which the social motive should

given the

name

"Psi

Upsilon"

liberal in constitution and action,
prevail. To this new society was

and its formal document

or

"Pledge"

was

November 24, 1833.

adopted

Chapter to establish a new
University,
application being granted the Delta
chapter at
was founded February 11, 1837, this being the second chapter in the Fra
ternity. Delta has had an uninterrupted existence with strong influence in
the Fratemity and an alumni standing high in its councils.
That the high standards were maintained for many years, note the
literary qualities of the programs. These read as though they were the out
In 1836

application

was

made

come

and
at

of

an

some

the Theta

The programs were as follows: An orator
year, and the first program was presented
Johnson of the class of N. Y. U. '38. Literary

academic council.

essayist

were

the home of John
*

to

and this

New York

chosen for

Taylor

This is the second article

a

by Brother Abbott, the first appeared
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in the June 1930, issue.
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exercises consisted of two orations, two essays,

a

biographical

sketch and

discussion.
After this

the

meeting

By-laws

were

amended

to

read

as

follows:

The

literary exercises shall consist of an oration, an essay, a biographical sketch,
literary reviews. Eulogy, a tale not exceeding fifteen minutes, and a literary
discussion. The Master may give out extra exercises at any meeting, and a
verbal critic shall report at the end of the meeting. A formidable program
but

�

one

that

was

In 1844 tliere
a

carried
was a

out

for months.

tendency to increase the literary requirements, and
subjects in order to show that, to be a member

trend toward seriousness of

of

a

secret

society

was a

serious matter.

following subjects for debate: ^"Does the relation
of the drunkard's experiences, benefit inexperienced youth?"
Decided in
the affirmative. "Is the female sex capable of equal literary attainments with
the male?" Decided in the negative on the merits of the question and in the
affirmative on the merits of the debate. "Can the immortality of the soul be
proved without revelation?" Decided in the negative. So did the literary
exercises go merrily onward; the grave and the gay, but enough of the gay
to keep up the spirit of true fraternity, which never flagged for years, neither
did it falter. Note the quality of the men who were in charge John Taylor
Johnson '39, George Washington Schuyler '37, Joshua Foster '39, Henry
Bond Elliott '40, Henry Martyn Scudder '40, Byron Sunderland '41, George
Hendric Houghton '42, George Henry Moore '42, Marcus Lorenzo Taft '42,
Stephen Beekman Bangs '43, William Pratt Breed '43, William Allen Butler
'43, Samuel Penniman Leeds '43, William Henry Wilcox '43, William Edward
Bloodgood '44, Francis W. Bangs '45, William Aikman '46, John Henry Bloodgood '46, Hugh Lennox Bond '48, James Armour Moore LaTourrette '48, John
Henry Colgate '49, Acmon Pulaski VanGieson '49, Robert Lowry '50, Francis
Nicoll Zabriskie '50, Austin Abbott '51, Henry Drury Noyes '51, George Mairs
Vanderlip '51, Henry Reed Stiles '52, Frederick Baker '52, Jaimes Madison
Bell '54, Hanson Cox Gibson '54, William Stryker Opdyke '56, Edward
Augustus Collier '57, Mancius Holmes Hutton '57, Edward Abbott '60, George
Danielson Baker '60, Albert Zabriskie Gray '60, Rufus King '60, Benjamin
Holmes Bayliss '65, John Clinton Gray '65, George Zabriske '70. All good
men, as fine as ever came to N. Y. U. They took much interest especially
in the "fifties" and with the rest of the talent in the chapter they produced
Note the

tone

of the

�

�

creditable results.
At the

beginning

of 1850 "The
(Continued

College Tablet"
on

page

157)

was

published by

the
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FRATERNITY.

N. Y. UNIVERSITY.

Editors.

T�I. I.

January IS, 1SS0>

OO" It will be observed by
bers that the term of

our

subscri
is for

subscription

No. 1.

it. But the young harum-scarum would'nt
hear a word that he said: he thought Time
being an old gentleman, was able to take

only. This paper is but a
temporary enterprise, from which we may care of himself, especially as he never
conclude to withdraw at the expiration of stirred abroad without taking a huge
three months, consequently we thought scythe, which killed more people and
best to make the foregoing limitation.
wrought more destruction than any other
three months

weapon ever known. So he went his
way, singing nothing more mournful than
Christmas carols a.s his father's dirge for

1850.
BY D. C. E.

1850 had

just

�

made his advent and

as

advent it was too, as that of
His air was gay
his
ancestors.
of
any
and cheerful, and with his white robes
upon him, he looked as happy as a bride.

glorious

an

In he flourished with

a

merry dance

"

making his manners till the evergreen garland shook upon his brow and
his cheeks were ruddy with the exercise.
Every thing was propitious, and all nature
seemed to coincide in promising him a
long and happy reign a blessing never
enjoyed by any of his predecessors. The
old year on his dying bed had given him
much good advice; charging upon him
especially to take good care of his time
and

"

�

every moment�with a groan
of 1849 monarchs of
instances
the
citing
their family and his own case in particu
how he squandered time and
lar,

and

improve

showing

wasted it, and oh ! how he

now

repented

the poor old gentleman was just dead,
though to tell the truth 1850 did'nt care
much about it, he was so delighted with
his

own

dignity.

On the first day he made a grand festi.
val. His fathers had been accustomed so
to do time out of mind, and he would'nt be

out-done

not he !
Every liege
himself in his best and

by them,

subject arrayed
went out to see

late him

pleased

such
him

a
so

�

to

congratu-

the accession of their new
No wonder the young fellow

on

monarch.
felt

his neighbor

and

happy,

when all made
to like

fuss about him and seemed
well. After all, 1850 had

a

very

main, if not excited.
good disposition
a few days old, and
when
but
Accordingly
his giddiness had somewhat subsided, he
in the

soberly began
turn

his

to

his time to

people.

consider how he might
account and benefit

good

He Tuminated upon this sub-
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ject for a whole fortnight, and finally

Onr CoUege.

wise conclusion.

would be to start

a

excellent

most

periodi

cal and circulate it among them. This
then he did when he was only two weeks
that the paper might appear
very literary, he called it "The College

old, and

so

Tablet."

Night.
of the solemn

lingering vestals

night

Have lighted each her twilight torch,
A nd, moving in theirmystic dances bright,
Come

thronging

on

from Heaven's

And, bowing meekly

on

porch.

that darkened

plain
To thee, thou spouse of dark-browed night.
Singing the blessings of thy graceful reign
Go forth to watch

on

that dread

height.

The last bright foot-step of the day is gone.
Her last blush faded in the west;

Andnight has frowned where angelglances
shone,
Dull

fair

night,

Heaven's unwelcome

guest.
Oh thou that

pluck'st

out nature's eye of

light
And

fling'st thy shadow o'er the world,
There's one thing scorns thy dusky, dim
ming might
waves
thy misty flag unfurled !

When

For in my breast ^the palace of the mind
Glows with a radiant flood of light.
From love's bright altar does this
�

glory

shine.
Where

hope dispels

the

gloom

of night,

dij- Modesty is the seal of worth ; the
greatest

knowledge

and he who is most
most

feels his

own

is

BY FRANKIZA

In the whole range of colleges from
the Dan to Beersheba of American Geo-

I doubt whether there can be
found a more notable monument to litera
ture than the University of the City of
New York. In v/hatever light colleges

graphy,

be considered, it stands pre.eminent. Of
all the fountains of knowledge, this is the
deepest ; of all lights, this is the brightest ; of all

BT FBANNIZA.

The

TABLET

came

He decided that
the very best niethod he could adopt for
his improvement and that of his people,
to a

UPSILON
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the
Let

me

And

ing

the

gardens

of science, this is

beautiful and best cultivated.
say a word about our college.

most

first,

let

gaze its

dead

hold up to your admir
of instruction. The
here find a complete re

me

course

languages

surrection. Chemistry reveals to the se
nior's wondering ear the secrets of na

(secrets, which by the way are per
fectly safe as far as the seniors are con
cerned). Geology, like a good tailor,
clothes the earth in a variety of coats,
(but whether surtouts or dress-coats is
not distinctly
known). Astronomy trots
out the stars from the stables of the
sky,
and to Mineralogy dame nature
resigns
the keys of her private pantries. Natural
Philosophy looks even more natural than
ever, and Psychology demonstrates that a
ture,

man is not what he is " cracked
up to be."
Can anyone complain of the manner in
which our Alma Mater brings np her

sons ?
The freshman she rocks
in the cradle of Mathematics, feeds with

hopeful

Latin pap, and arrays in Greek swaddling
clothes. The Sophomores fare about the
same, except that they feed not quite so
ravenously, and their clothes sit much
more

loosely upon them.
Astronomy, that

teaches

enough

to

put up

an

The Junior she
he may know

umbrella when it
that he may

know ourselves ;
virtuous is the one who

know what

imperfections.

President of the United States

to

rains: Political
to

Economy,

do when he shall become
:

L(^ic,
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that by the mere wagging of his jaw, Sam
son-like, he may intellectually slay ten-

them

thousand of the uninitiated.
For the
benefit of the Senior, Chemistry plays at

Whatever
to

foot ball with the powers of

Tliere

eralogy preaches

a sermon

Nature^ min
from the pul

pit of every stone he strikes his foot
against, and Botany, peeping from every
flower, sings ^weet songs. Lastly, Dr.
Paley having taken him by the button
hole and given some sage advice, with
her blessing and a sheepskin, she sends
him forth, a reaper ready for the the gold
en

harvest of the world.

E.

perfection

make up that

compounds

�

expect

A.

advantage

man."

efibrt,
wisdom,

man

as

noble

a

nation, any

find "a

more

and

sacrificed for its

or

good.

necessity for this. In those
days of violence, personal security was
only to be enjoyed while the state could
was a

defend its citizens.
wisdom of the
time, this necessity

ing

Through the far see
leading spirits of the
was
gradually mould

ed into

a
principle of honor ; into a super
structure, intended to shelter the state
when that natural, active and always re

Rome

to

were

identical with those of her

citizens, that she became the mistress of
But she began to descend
position just at the moment when

the world.
from her

these ceased

to

be the

same.

we

lions, there is great difference in principle.
While the fathers of Rome devote the
citizen to the state, the state, by the
fathers of our republic, has been institut

Yet for the great

purpose of nationality we may compare
the institutions under which we live and
the distinction they have already secured
with those of any hufor us as a

people,

the world has ever seen.
Guizot says that improvement in the
individual must precede general civiliza.
tion. The remark may be taken from
man

supreme.
be turned

must

upright

than

�

aspirations
passions.

the Ro-

America has chosen the other method.
With much that is similar in their institu

result of hu
with all its weakness as well
with all the generous and
of humanity but with its

foibles and its

by

to

in every item that goes
most heterogeneous of all

perfect
Our republic is the

to

personal

was

taken

state was

principle in the human mind, which
self preservation, should cease to
operate in its favor. It was during the
period when the interests and honor of

It is impossible for an American to re
flect upon the condition and rank of his
country without a feeling of proud satis
faction. It is not urged that no fault can
be found with particulars ; we do not look
for

was

With them the

liable

"Non Jnvideo Magis Miror."
K.

3

The first

so.

mans.

leads
Br
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sphere of mental improvement, and
applied to the external afiUirs of men. It
that
may be considered as equally true,
the

for a nation to be powerful, individuals
who compose it, must be full of activity
and vigor. There are two ways to make

ed for the citizen.
Our country knows no interest but that of
people. The course she pursues is
the path of all her children. The heart
of the laborer is given to her, because she
her

for his welfare, however, humble
he may be and will defend him and proteot him in the enjoyment of all his rights.
She bends her ear to listen to his voice
cares

his

prayer is

vain. In

is

no

never

theory,

at

sent

least,

up to

respector of persons.

her in

government

our

If

an occa

shows that this theory is
sional
sometimes departed from, it is only be
to
cause the execution of it is entrusted
of
A
career
men.
of
the hands
perfect
error

Liberty

is left open,

Liberty

in the pro-
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sense

of the word ;

has been the
that

free,

inviting
of

experiment

the

high

COLLEGE

the

com

So successful

of individuals.

petition

leaving

men

encomium has been

drawn from the party which is now the
only competitor of American enterprise,
"

non

iuvideo,

�

Messrs Editors
One of old,

magis

miror."

:

desiring

vengeance

on

an

enemy, exclaimed "O that mine adversa
ry would write a book !" wishing himself
the
no

of

pleasure
doubt

a

There is

it.

criticizing

OF

great deal of satisfaction in

picking a book to pieces, abusing and
maltreating each of the fragments, and then
winding up by pronouncing the whole
utterly absurd and nauseating. That you

TABLET.

acter of

for

topics,
Now

or

"

quite fresh yesterday,"
John Johnson, Esq., has arrived in
was

from
"

ne

Such

plus ultra,"

come to an

end,

unfortunate

or

as to

the editor should be

break bis

neck, a very
answers
with, is,

good article to fill in
to correspondents."
You

"

make it of
find any fault

can

any length, and no one can
with it, because it is always

private matter
mythical person

between the editor and the
ages he addresses. Besides it
the readers witkanidea of the

impresses
high char-

"

to

be

recom

E

pluribus unum,"
sine qua non," or a few

as
"

an

profound knowledge ; par
the Chaldee and Sanscrit if the
editor can buy or borrow the
type. It is
of the highest importance that an editor
never
forget his plurality. He is more
than ordinary men ; and in this
a. more

ticularly

respect,

tailors and editors
it is said to

to an

so

inter

or Herodotus look
very
editorial. And in this the
dead languages are to be preferred as indi

in

equal

what happens, if the world should

to

lines from Homer

If you can introduce letters of strange
and grotesque shapes, for instance, with

matter

forgotten.

sure

foreign language is also

mended.

a

broken backs, or with an extra
quirl at both ends and one in the middle if
you choose, it would be an improvement.
Since the sheet must always be full, no

Be

iloquent words, never say
vulgar style. It greatly increases the
respect'and deference which little children
and the ignoble vulgar have for an editor
to find in his paper a word they cannot
spell ; and this feeling is increaised in a
direct ratio with the magnitude and num
ber of those words. The use of phrases

make

or

matter.

grand
anything in the

town."

crooked

exclude such a mul
on such momentous

lard your phrases with unusual and

cating

The wind

find that its columns

to

that must not be

the

as to

And firstly, that the paper may have a
prepossessing exterior, an editor must be
deeply and thoroughly versed in the
science of filling blank sheets.

"

to

as

titude of articles, and

dignified

It is often convenient to draw attention
such important statement as that

journal

a

crowded

are so

may avoid this ruthless dissection, I pro
pose to ofier modestly a few simple hints.

to some

UPSILON

PSI

are at

require

the antipodes, for

nine of the former to

man, while

one
of the latter is
indefinite number of common

mortals.

An editor must never omit to
inform his subscribers of the state of the
weaiher, if the streets be muddy, if it rain
ed yesterday, the height of the thermome

ter, whether it was cloudy or fair, or both ;
in short, he must
always keep himself in
communication with the "clerk of the
weather," and report to the people. In

inserting tales, extending through several
numbers, always manage to break ofT in
the

most

mystery is

exciting parts where some
to be
explained, or some im

pending danger

�

to be averted.
In that
way you will ensure the reader's purchase
of the next number. Several other
par-

THE

DIAMOND

THE

OF

COLLEGE

ticulars worthy of note might be mention
ed, but they will doubtless suggest them
selves to you.
Sincerely hoping that
your enterprise may be successful beyond
your highest aspirations, I remain
Your obedient servant,
H. N. o.

PSI

TABLET.

What shall I sing ?" his tired imagina
tion and his weary brains reply.
Reader, have I cleariy painted the sad

'.'

picture on the retina of your mind's eye ?
Do you see the varying expression of his
features as coquettish ideas dance in his
mind, which, as he attempts to grasp them,
vanish and

A Poet's Tiibulation.

[Eds.

Sing, sing�What shall 1 sing V

our

Hatred of scholasticism has led me
abandon my first design, to wit, to head
this article with a verse from Horace or
to

Euripides,
quotation

and

from

so

you

our own

see

above

a

familiarity, a few reflections upon it
may not be amiss. Let us, reader, first
heave a sympathetic sigh for the sorrows
of the poet. Alone, at midnight, if you
please, in pensive thought he sits await
ing an immortalizing conception of some
grand idea. His long, bony fingers are
scarcely larger than the quill they ply,
(for poets in those days did not use gold
�

them you can see a
caused by constant

pressure against the pen, while the latter
twists, and turns, and forms airy letters,
as

if impatient of waiting for the
Before him is

a

guidance

sheet almost

covered with black characters, which are
themselves covered with longerasive lines
indicative of the capricious dissatisfaction
of the poet, with the work of his own

hands. Around him on the floor are
sheets of paper similarly inked. Convul
sively he rises from his table, (upsetting
his inkstand consequences evident,) and
as he
paces the floor, the paper rattles
under his sacrilegious feet " Sing, sing !"
cry proud ambition and hopeful friends ;
.

�

�

You

must

pity

this

^The

foregoing predicament, to
knowledge, is not confined to
The sons of prose, struggling with

�

poets.
less

airy, though no less "coquettish"
ideas, are often as vexatiously jilted.]

poetic

very

of thought.

?

certain

literature.

There are very few so ill-versed in
English standard poetry as not to recognise
the above quotation, and on account of its

pens,) and in one of
deep, black furrow,

are not

poor poet.

BY c. p. E.
"
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CoUege Bays.
BY M.

a.

What student cannot well remember,
how at school he lo.iged for the time
when his intellectual

imprisonmentshould

and he should be allowed to go into
the world without those perplexing lessons
to cripple his energies, and
surpress the
cease

natural buoyancy of his spirit j how he
looked upon the poorest laborer as a happy
man arid' would almost have been
willing
to

exchange places with him, because he
arraignable before no crusty peda

was

gogue, and

subject

to

none

ciations, when mistakes
detested arithmetic
then the business

or

of his denun
made in the

were

grammar ?

man

was

aii

To

isnvy, the graduate, the

maximum of

conceptions, because
thing, and ergo stwdy

he

knew

was no

us

object

of

our

every

longer

ne

cessary; but while we envied him his
present situation we dreaded the ordeal

through which
as we

we must pass to attain it,
would the Indian Gauntlet.

But who, that now promenades the
halls of our -41ma mater, wishes himself
away before the time allotted has expired.

Who, if it

were

rather say

robbing)

not

for wasting (I should
active life of its year^
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forever

Chapter

within its halls, and revel neath its shades
�

a

has

Anv

burst the shell

of that

but wondrous

gradual

When

come over us.

we

change

on

Omnibusses.

BY FRANNIZA.

who has

man

been in

ever

varied of all

most

sight

panoramas

eyes #ere given
beauty in what was
before but deformity. "Distance lends

that most gorgeous of all pageants, Broad
way, must have been struck with an end

view," as the punctum
ultimatum recedes farther and farther,

that thunder

of our
us

adolescence,

with which

enchantment

our

new

we see

to

the

ambition and resolution

impossibilities increases,
rewarded in

more

might

student there
the

mere

college
those

to a

are

a

monk iii

a

social and sociable

other

acquisition

of

pleasures
knowledge.

than

In

formed the closest intimacies,
remembered longest and with
are

greatest pleasure.
of the

are

geometrical ratios.
of real college life.

be the life of

monastery, but

accomplish

both of which

than

But this is not all

Such

to

name

Every

student

finds his kindred

between them springs up a
fore unthought of, which

worthy
spirit, and

sympathy
beguiles

less number of huge, lumbering vehicles
on

informed that

they

He then

propounds

town."
self in

a

fag-ends

of
a

old

sons

humanity

look alike in them.

standing collar,

not

shrink from its

responsibilities, feeling
has not only prepared

college he
himself intellectually to sustain them, but
has acquired a zest and spirit to actuate him
that in

to

their cheerful and manful

performance.

"
Babies," says Mrs. Partington, " are
like oysters in the dessert, their " (here
foigetling the word, she supplied it with
her usual) "fiddlesticks strike the most
tenor chord in my bosom.

as

to

the

look of

a

infest omnibus.

that al! per

singular fact,

impatience of Freshman days, and renders
pleasant and profitable.

the duties of life call upon him and he
goes forth prepared for their performance ;
having partaken of its enjoyments, he does

With

You then get in and think your
pawn-brokers shop. All

; and tis

his cla.ssmates and friends, never more to
But
meet them as fellow students.

question

human

ses

entered upon such a
course, he finds its bane to be the short
ness of hs duration, and it is with feelings
of sincere regret that he bids farewell to

the

pity for his ignorance, you ask if he has a
shilling and invite him to a ride "down

/the

has

called omnibusses,

are

definition of the word.

with his kid

one

the stran

soon as

(which information leaves him in precisely
the same intellectual condition as before.)'

Time of his tediousness, diminishes the

When

As

ger has seen one of these establishments
He is
he naturally inquires the name.

be

the time more

each other's heels from

morning till night.

The

gloves, patent
looks

aristocrat,

leathers and

not a

whit better

than the hod carrier with his

hard, red
hands, brown patched boots and dirty
check-shirt.

Presently, a young lady puts in her
"
All full," roars a
sweet, auxious face.
three hundred pounder, who appears to
have

just

tion,

now

taken his dinner.

takes

place

An alterca

between the friends.

of gallantry and those of comfort, which b

finally settled by some gentleman taking
his neighbor, a mere child of twenty-one,
on his lap.
You proceed and having stared in. the
faces of all the

men, and thrust your head
under the bonnets of all the ladies, your
attention is attracted to sundry cautions,

prohibitions, &c., eligibly located
front part of the

First,
You look

you

in the

stage.

read

around,

"

seats

and

come

for twelve."
to the

coaolu-
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must

that of common

num

altogether difierent;

below it the

"keep
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from

One

pull

fo

the

right

and two

to

the

left." You look first on the
right side and
observe your neighbor's hands

people.

You read tlie prohibition,
feet ofi" the seats," and see

PSI
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sion, that a stage driver's system of

bering

OF

your

wandering

about your

immediately

pocket*

and your left-hand

neighbor transferring

picture of an old Knicker
bocker, reposing upon a chair with his feet
supported on the back of another.
Children under ten half price." And
just then a young man rises and under.
going a horrible dimunition of person,
hands up a tin six-pence and demands three
cents change ; then,
stepping into Broad

to

his

own

You

your handkerchief

wardrobe.

now

think that it is about time

to

leave, and, pulling the driver by the leg,
are landed amid a
perfect chaos of carls

"

and

from which you
escape
brilliant succession of
divings,
and other graceful
evolutions,

carriages ;

only by

a

dodgings
leaving your pocket-book

way, swells and flutters beside some belle
in all the dignity of conscious manhood.

in the

your boot in the mud.

stage and

EDITOR'S! .TABLE.

Having

installed ourselves with approsolemnities in the Editor's chair,
attention is now directed to providing

priate
our

a

suitable Editor's

fable. And if the little

workmen of our brain
tent to so

fare do

are

unusual task

not

�

found

or

if

altogether satisfy

incompe

our

bill of

the mental

appetites our of readers,

let if be ascribed
rather to lack ofmaterial than of industry.

The appearance of a new periodical in
this age of novelty, is attended with much
less excitement, and much more criticism,
than formerly. Although merciless critics
devote their energies to dissecting the
brain-work of trembling tyros, the public

generally
and

natural

Our
vast
now

seem

persecuted.

insensible to persecutors
This callousness�not

growth of recent time.
age, though boldly boasting of its
superiority to more modest centuries
�

is the

deceased,

will shrink abashed from

the paramount claims of the year 1900.
It has already many faults to answer for,
not the least of which, we think, is an

extravagnnt desire for novelty, and con
tempt of iime-honored fashions.
The time of fables and allegories, for

[

instance, is past.

i

more

Lions and asses no
hold communication ivith each
other,
as in the days of
Old la�dies no
longer reside in shoes with Cumbrous
families of children to educate.
Equine
animals make less frequeqt
to

Esop.'

the noted

they

did

journeys

regions of Banbury cross, than
in the good old reign of Mother

Goose, before these locomotive,
whistle, telegraphic days.

steam-

Children now, instead of
receiving a
beautiful volume of Mother Goose's iastructive tales, as a Christmas
or of

gift,
Esop's fables, where the whole brute erealioa are made to have a most
astonishi�g
command of language, and where we are
edified

by the brilliant flow of
pervades their Conversation,
instead of this, they have "Little Philoso
phies made Easy," or " Short roads to

extremely

ideas which

Learning." We were much amused the
day by a little boy, 6 or 7 years old
perhaps, who informed us with a very

other

grave face, how far he had
in the study o? " Geome-torff."
Juvenile

prevalent.

precociousness
You visit

the

is

progressed

frightfully

fair of the
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"

for example, and
your attention is attracted to a troop of
little boys.
With a yell they dart at the
first crank to be seen and commence labor
"American Institute

a

stool

one

labors

vigorously

a

the corner

his neck
"

in the

to see

the

coming !"
of
was
the only
mirth
explosion
�

loud

Aint you

mortification in

at a

splendid piano with Coleman's attachment ;
then, while

stretching

"Fine !"

down,"

come

We also, however, had our share of
the evening. Having
arranged ourselves (some young ladies
were of the party,) upon the lawn to serenade some familiar friends, we sang

the'orcheslra steps, and specu
A h ! they rush
to their intentions.
of

meantime

Better

response. All this time the cars had been
going the other way and were now nearly
a mile from us.

ascending

possession

"

But

well satisfied, trot off in haste to find
By and by we see them
as

said he.
cars turn

another crank.

Up and take

TABLET.

good seat ?"asked his companion.

ing with pitiless vehemence. By superpuerile efforts they finally succeed in
totally deranging the machine, and then

late
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at the

for some time, and finally
friends appear upon the
He commenced with " It's all
"
We did'nt stop to hear

splertdjdly (?)

bellows, another stands upon all the pedals
together, and the third, pressing upon the

saw one

of

our

balcony.
keys with his arm from the elbow to the very good
fingers tortures the whole vicinage, who more, butsangaway with redoubled ardor,
look as if they desired the young men
encouraged by the tribute paid to our
might have the benefit of some,yard-arm. performance. The trebles shrieked, the
We are reminded of two little boys, bass
grumbled until we were obliged to
(probably very different in disposition from stop for breath. Our friend now being
those just mentioned,) whom we saw a able to hear himself
speak, continued,
few days since, at a short distance from "It's all
very good, but you had better
the city, examining a machine-shbp while come in. I'm afraid the
neighbors will
awaiting the train of cars. One of the think yott are crying." With a cresf*
workmen mischievou.sly lifted up his fallen air did we mount the
stairs, hoping
�

voice in exact imitation of the locomotivewhistle. "There Bill ! there's the whistle!
come quick ! we'll be left !" and off
they
started right speedily. They were just
turning a distant corner, when the delight
ed blacksmith thrust his huge head from
the window, and a hearty " guffaw " from
himself and accomplices saluted their ears.
A few hours afterwards

unfortunate

we

met

the

upon a steep hill
when the car-whistle
"
was heard in the distance.
Come Bill! "
same

above the

youths

railroad,

said one, " let's get a good seat to see the
train pass," and forthwith commenced
down a steep ledge of rocks
favorable position. After a good
deal of exertion, he established himself and

clambering
for

a

prepared

his eyes for

a

view.

"Got

a

least, to find some consolation among
the numerous friends probably congregated
in the parlor to hear our music.
What
at

then

they

was our consternation to learn that
had been "gone to bed" for an hour.

Our

dim,

I

midnight lamp

now
wa.xing
necessity for
closing our portfolio and wiping

we are

was

reminded of oar

repose, so
pen, we commend our paper to you,
hoping that the reading of our arlicles
may not produce the same soporific effect
our

as

does the writing them.
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was

by

F. N. Zabriskie '50

dated

January 15, 1850,

called "A temporary enterprise, hence the subscription is for three
months, terms 37% cents invariably in advance. The editors reserve the
rights to discontinue the publication at the end of the volume." In April
they announced that no further issues would be made, as the preparation
entailed too large an expenditure of time and labor. Volume I No. 6, 1850,
was

was

the last issue.

ally

different from that of 1930.

Each of the six issues contained eight printed pages 6x9
inches and showed careful attention to editing, proof reading and printing.
The subject matter showed that the imdergraduate mind did not work materi

No

(The entire first issue is reprinted starting on page 149 in this issue)
of the Delta would be complete without a reverent and af

history

fectionate reference
was

to

"The Owl."

It

was

and has been read

Monday nights,

on

at

the

itself

often reverent, but it
The "Owl" began in the early eighties,

affectionate and often sentimental.

not

weekly chapter meeting

for

over

forty-seven years and constitutes the literary exercises which are enjoined
the chapters by the constitution. It varies from month to month and from
year to year, and reflects in far better and truer

style

the

personality

and

am

bition, the culture, the scholarship and the morals of the undergraduate mem
bers, than do the formal minutes of the printed documents. It is the best

chapter that Delta could possibly have.
intimately too intimately to be quoted from in

section of the

cross

individuals

Delta

men

�

since 1883

can

recall their

own

It shows the

detail.

memories of the "Owl."

All
For

a

couple of years in its beginning it had a rival in the "Clarion," but this died
of inanition and the "Owl" still survives.

through the years. It was never written for publication
always been kept on file in the archives, and for one who
inclination they afford much entertainment and food for re

So its issues go
but the issues have

has the time and
flection.

The celebration of Yuletide has

place

in Delta's heart

as a

most

the annual initiation, held its
memory, and the "Owl" pays proper

next to

precious

than any other time of the
year the cares and troubles of the undergraduates rolled off their minds and
souls, and they looked at life, as though each man had a heart. Around the
tribute

Yule
from

to

it in the

continuing

years.

Then

more

log (which Eric Wallin brought from Sweden one year)
a slumbering emotion to a glowing affection, and "all

the world."

sentiment grew
was right with
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of A.

handwriting

follows:
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Ogden Butler,

about the Christ

�

"The supper table was most beautifully set out, and loaded with viands,
wines of various kinds and in generous profusion, lent their aid and the song,
the jest and the repartee flew thick and fast. At 11% o'clock we sallied
from the house (the home of W. C. Wilson) in as good condition as we could
wish to be, and piling into a huge broadway sleigh, we proceeded on a sleighride to the Battery and back, making the welkin ring with our frequent cheers."

The best poems reflect the tender and intimate atmosphere which per
vades the chapter at this time, the best writing about Yuletide appears in the
pages of the "Owl."
PSI UPSILON

When wind and

and

snow

whirling

sleet

Betoken Winter's stormy ways
Who finds a warmer dearer spot

Than 'round

a

roaring blaze.
II

The wind may roar and whirling beat
Upon the storm lashed pane
Inside

warmth and

are

Who thinks of cold

crackling logs

again.
Ill

Let

storms

What

prevail

care we

and heaven's blasts

'round

Our hearth indeed is
What

more

can

our

now

love

fire
our

shrine

inspire.

IV
We

bring our offerings here to-night
friendship, love and honor
And lay them at the feet of her
Psi Upsilon our Mother.
Of

V
We'll boast her

lineage long

and famous

In song, we'll sing her glory
'Round this fire of Yuletide brightness

Again

we

hear her far famed story.
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VI

How, for

years, three

She has

and tliirteen

score

'midst hard strife

prospered
glory unto glory
always be in prime of life.

Has added

Will

VII
And when the embers here
Our heart's blood
Who finds
Than

warmer

are

dying

still will

run

truer, nobler parent

a

Mother, dear Psi Upsilon.
Anonymous.
PSI u

We greet

Meeting

once

Within

together at thy shrine;
lodge room here
in friendship dear,

our

We stand
Brother

anew

more

is mine and thine.

brother, all

to

II
For Psi U's fame

And nobler
We here have

name

pledged

A motive

true

our

and

Each member of
For purer,

higher,

hearts,
grand

our

our

aims,

band

nobler life derives.

Ill
Psi U demands

The

Engraven

clasped hands
badge so highly prized
as a sign alone

on our

Not

Of love
Let their

true

to

others shown

meaning here be realized.

our

lives
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IV
Psi

Upsilon

Our hearts upon
We bear thy banner, thee

Let this be all
To

Thy

keep

we

represent;

aim

from faintest shame

banner of the

Henry Noble

GEE

our

gold and garnet blent.
McCracken, Delta '00 Written

KEE

Q.

CHAPTER;

in '19

ABANDONS EPSILON

ENTERS

NEW

STATE

BUG

HOUSE

PSI

U's

are

take the

hard

case

on

Chinese cooks.

of the late

speak quite plainly,

our

There

can

be

no

doubt of it.

Now

of the cuisine, Gee Quong Kee. To
friend Gee "went nuts" on the morning of

master

October 18.

Now here is how it all
brothers

some

excitement,

things half-way,
vision
it.

one

The

so

this

came

about.

One

night

Gee decided

to

give the

he

proceeded to have a vision. He never does
really good vision, not the kind of second-rate
and there, but one so realistic that Gee believed

so

was a

hears about here

general content of the vision seemed to be a message from God that
going to die.
Now put yourself in the Chinaman's shoes. He was
going to die, so why
cook breakfast for the house? Why bother to
his
keep
worldly wealth? Be
a
Gee
to
the
man,
terrified
second boy his watch
ing practical
proceeded
give
and chain, locked himself in his room, and let the entire
fraternity go breakfastless that morning. But, on the other hand, the brothers reasoned that
anybody might have a vision, but no one in possession of his faculties would
have given away his watch and chain.
Do you want to hear the rest of this story? Well, Gee was taken to the
padded cell, and from latest reports was on his way to Napa.
The new culinary artist who takes Gee's place has also the name of Gee.
The brothers are watching him closely for signs of insanity.
You know
it isn't everywhere that you can pick up a watch and chain free.
(From the
Epsilon of Psi Upsilon, a Chapter Publication.)
Gee

was

SOME
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LITERARY

SUGGESTIONS

Psi

Upsilon was founded as a literary and social organiza
always been our custom to hold literary exercises in our
chapter meetings. Some chapters hold these features in each weekly
meeting while others conform to the requirements. Two new books have come
to our attention as most fitting for consideration by the chapters and which
should be in every chapter library. Our alumni also will find them worth
while additions to their libraries; they are: Duffy's biography of William
Howard Taft (Beta '78), and Major Archibald Butt's letters on Taft (in

INASMUCH

as

tion, it has

two

volumes).
The former tells about Brother Taft's entire

work in the

Philippines

in which he

was

life, including his great

closely associated

with Dean Wor

cester, Phi '88. Major Butt's books tell of many other Psi U's who
intimately connected with the Taft administration.

were

A very concise and well written article entitled "The Unique Career
of William Howard Taft," by Charles D. Hilles, Secretary to the President,
1911-12 has just come to our attention. It was written for the United States

History

it here for the benefit of

readers.

Association and

we

THE

CAREER OF WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT

UNIQUE

reprint

By Charles D.

our

Hilles,

secretary to the president,

1911-1912.

background of William Howard Taft facilitates an ac
upright administration as twenty-seventh President.
He sprang from fine old New England stock and enjoyed a superiority of
both talent and birth. A student of great promise and of great physical
class at Yale and champion wrestler.
prowess, he was salutatorian of his
and
mental
his
In addition to
physical endowment, he was fired with
superb
A

curate

glance at
appraisal

enthusiasm
tinction
too
was

as

highly
both

the

of his

His father, also a Yale man, had attained national dis
We may at times estimate
an ambassador and a cabinet minister.
the adventitious privileges of birth but, in his case, good heritage

a

to serve.

benediction and

a

called upon to exercise
He became well grounded in the law

trusteeship.

his varied attributes in many ways.
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as

with
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Collector of Internal

Revenue,

assis

of Ohio, Solicitor
Superior
of the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, and
court

during

the formative

period following

Spain ^the first great colonial governor of a nonimperialistic
Then as Secretary of War he settled the vexed church problems of

war

new

Canal;

PSI

of the

General of the United States, judge
Governor of the Philippine Islands
the

OF

�

possessions; had supervision of the construction of the Panama
sent by President Roosevelt to Cuba first to compose differences

was

that threatened
ment; and

an

internecine

also

war

and then

stable govern
time when the services of an accomp
to

re-establish

a

Japan at a
good will were urgently required. He filled all of these
ofiSces faithfully and creditably; in all of them he proved his merit and great
ability by his actions. His winning personality drew men to him; they
had for him a perfect blend of that which springs from the heart and that
which flows from the understanding. He was great in achievement, yet even
greater in his versatile, vivid personality. He had a judicial mind, a soimd
point of view, rare administrative skill and a remarkable aptitude for public
was

sent to

lished ambassador of

affairs.

Mr. Taft

presided over the nation in a time of profound peace. He had
associated
with President Roosevelt, who was a man of such
closely
exuberance of intellect that he elevated the tone of public life and of such
temperament that he infused an element of the spectacular into the govern
been

ment.

There

was

no

unusual

project

or

his administration into bold relief.

untoward

bring
prosperity and well-being of the people and
In this he

was

successful.

event

The sole aim

in Taft's time to

was

to

increase \J)<s

improve their government.
Progressive reforms were furthered. The postal
to

savings banks system was established. A monetary commission was created
which gave both the basis and stimulus for the present Federal Reserve act.
Government ownership of public utilities having been one of the issues imby Mr. Bryan, the President resisted during his ad
agitation for that method of development. By the appoint
ment of an Economy and Efficiency Commission, President Taft
inaugurated
a
policy of departmental re-organization to lessen the overlapping of bu
reaus and other agencies.
Impetus was given to the reduction of governmental
costs and steps were taken that were anticipatory of a budget system.
Rail
roads were prevented from raising rates without the consent of the Interstate
Commerce Commission. A parcels post system was established.
A sub
vention was supplied to the American merchant marine. Natural resources,
including oil lands, were conserved. Nearly two million acres of water-

successfuUy

advocated

ministration the

THE
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a

policy put

in

operation

two

months after Mr. Taft entered office. An effective employers' liability act
was passed.
A commission was appointed to formulate a workmen's com

pensation law. The Army was made more efficient. The Navy was furthered
as the best means of
promoting peace. The bureau of Mines was brought
into being. The Children's bureau was established in the Department of Com
merce and Labor.
The restriction of immigration was begun. An attempt
was made to bring about reciprocity with Canada on a rational basis but,
misunderstood on both sides of the border, the President was frustrated in
his endeavors. The rejection of the treaty was a source of severe disap
pointment to him but it was philosophically borne, as was every other de
feat that he sustained.

The

was

vigorous Americanism of the foreign policy of the administration
exemplified in the President's position in the Panama Canal tolls con

troversy. Against the protests of Great Britain and of a considerable body
of our own people, Mr. Taft maintained the right of toll exemption of Ameri
For the promotion of world peace
can vessels passing through the Canal.
he advocated several arbitration treaties.

In the face of

provocation he

re

sisted armed intervention in Mexico, in which country another period of
revolution was begun.
The tariff was revised for the first time in twelve years. The free list
was

greatly enlarged.

A tariff board

was

Tlie administrative features of the law

created.

The schedules

were

neither

improved.
excessively high nor
were

unfair, but the opposition party persuaded the people that an increase in the
The rising prices were largely
cost of living was caused by the new rates.
due to an augmented production of gold and a consequent cheapening of
In spite of the good times fostered by the new
the circulating medium.
deceived
was
tariff law, the public
by an inaccurate diagnosis of the economic
disturbance to such an extent that the democratic party captured control of
the House of Representatives in the elections of 1910. The President then
found himself virtually immobilized by the opposition.
Mr. Taft's appointments were of a high order. Although his nomination
had been stubbornly contested in the convention of 1908 by Philander Chase
Knox, at one time Attorney-General of the United States and afterwards a
Senator from Pennsylvania, he selected Mr. Knox as Secretary of State.

worthy public servant whose name was under consideration in that
convention, although he did not strive in rivalry for the nomination, Charles
Evans Hughes, was appointed a Justice of the Supreme Court. The Chief
of Staff was Leonard Wood. The Secretary of the Treasury was Franklin
Another
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Veagh, a brother of the brilliant Attorney-General in the cabinet of
Garfield. George W. Wickersham, a leader of the American bar, was At
torney-General. During the last two years, his Secretary of War was Henry
L. Stimson, who was later successively appointed Governor-General of the
Philippines by President Coolidge and Secretary of State by President Hoover.
His Secretary of Agriculture, James Wilson, had filled the same office under
both McKinley and Roosevelt. George von L. Meyer had been Ambassador
He was advanced to Secretary of the
to Russia and Postmaster-General.
Navy, in which portfolio he rarely, if ever, has been surpassed.
Mr. Taft excelled in his contributions to judicial offices. The responsi
bility of making judges to serve for a life tenure calls for an unqualified
exercise of power and was discharged gravely.
He would not use these
appointments to ingratiate himself with anyone or with any group. He chose
only the fittest men. His appointment of Mr. Justice White of Louisiana as
Chief Justice was a typical product of conscientious application and utter
independence of action. For weeks he concentrated his attention on the
subject. He and I were walking up Connecticut Avenue late in the afternoon
of the day of his decision. "Well," he said, "I have decided whom I will
appoint Chief Justice, and in doing so I have driven another nail in my
political coffin." He then remarked that there were five reasons why "a
President as cautious as McKinley" would not have selected White. The
objections that were offered to the White appointment were that he was a
sitting associate justice and his promotion broke old traditions as it was
unprecedented to promote an associate justice. He was a Democrat. He had
fought in the Confederate army. He was a Roman Catholic. He came from
the only state in which the Napoleonic code obtains. But Mr. Taft believed
that Mr. White was without a peer on the bench and that he possessed un
rivaled qualifications for Chief Justice. Failure to promote him in the cir
cumstances would have resulted in an injustice to the Court and would have
been a surrender of principle for political expediency.
It may be truthfully said that the character of President Taft's civil,
judicial and diplomatic appointments has been unsurpassed and yet, in conse
quence of a schism in the Republican party shortly before his term ended
which temporarily obscured his achievements and encompassed his defeat
for re-election, that fact was properly recognized only
tardily.
Seven years after his retirement from the chief
magistracy it seemed to
Mac

him that the heavens rained graciousness upon him, for he became tenth
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, being the
only man to
have been made head of

two

of the three co-ordinate branches of the
govern-
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This opportunity to again serve filled his heart with exultation. He
judicially minded to an unusual degree and gifted in his legal learning.

ment.
was

He builded for permanency. He kept the Supreme Court abreast of its cal
endar and of the times, and humanized the law, applying it justly and broadly
never

�

narrowly

or

destructively.

Another worth while

suggestion for the chapter literary meetings is
Chauncey Depew's (Beta '56) speeches containing his speeches
before Psi Upsilon gatherings. This is one of a series of volumes containing
most all of his important speeches.

the volume of

FRATERNITY

MEN

PLAN

TO

MODIFY

COLLEGE PLEDGING

problems and pleasures of college fratemity life, from the alpha
of paddling freshmen to the omega of wheedling generous contributions
out of wealthy alumni, were threshed out November 28th & 29th at
the twenty-second annual session of the Interfratemity Conference, attended
by more than 200 delegates. More than sixty fraternities and a hundred
alma maters, from Alabama to Yale, were represented in the gathering at
the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York City.
The delegates, some of whom were graduated back in the '80's and '90's,
listened seriously to a discussion of horseplay and its uses and abuses in
the preparation of a fratemity "pledge" for his ritualistic reception into the
mysteries of his chosen brotherhood. The Greeks had a word for it. They
referred to this punitive period in a pledge's life as "hell week."
A belief that "it is possible to take the 'hell' out of 'hell week' without re
Frederic M. Thrasher,
moving the fun of probation" was expressed by Dr.
The treatment administered
professor of education at New York University.
is
"hell
week"
supposed to put the latter in the
by initiates to pledges during

THE

their induction into the
proper frame of mind for

Thrasher

thought

the

opposite

often

was

the

case.

brotherhood, but Dr.

He said that

thrashing

resentment and
sometimes made a freshman unfit for initiation by creating
he
week"
"hell
for
proposed such milder
unfratemal feeling. As a substitute
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house and
a

the campus.
college work.

on

student's

This

The

scholarship committee caused the hearts beating under the fraternity
pins
delegates to throb with pride when it reported that the scholastic
average of college fraternity men is higher than that of all male under
graduates. Each year that the conference has carried out its survey of
scholarship in 125 colleges and universities the fraternity men have shown
improvement, the committee reported for the year 1929-30 the fraternity
man's average was almost 2 per cent higher than the average for non-fra
of the

ternity

the report revealed.
University of Pennsylvania's

men,

The

"plan of housing," by which fraterni
university and let the college authorities col
lect room rent from the "brothers" and see to it that the
place sustains itself
without benefit of alumni contributions, was discussed
during the afternoon.
Charles H. Tuttle, whose college years were passed at Columbia, and who
later became United States Attorney in New York and
Republican candidate
for Governor, spoke at the dinner in the evening. Another speaker was 0. H.
Cheney, ex-student of Drake, of Michigan, and of New York University, for
merly national president of the Phi Gamma Delta and vice-president of the
Irving Trust Company.
The conference elected the following officers : Chairman, Alvan E.
Duerr,
of New York, Delta Tau Delta; vice-chairman, Alexander C.
Dick, of New
York, Kappa Alpha; secretary, E. T. T. Williams of New York, Deha Phi,
and treasurer, George C. Carrington, of New York, Delta
Sigma Phi.
ties may deed their houses to the

Editor's Note: Psi Upsilon does

GREEK

MEN

LETTER

not

belong

to

the

Conference.

SCHOLARSHIP

in Greek letter fraternities have been assailed for

the

that

long time
in a chapter
a

ground
thrive
scholarship
atmosphere. It is therefore with elation that the Interfra
temity Conference announces this reproach is no longer well founded. This
organization reports that records of 200,000 students in 125 colleges and
on

did

not seem to

house

universities show the

scholarship

of

fraternity

men

to average

1 per cent.

THE

DIAMOND

better than the average for all
for non-fraternity men.
The
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undergraduates

and 2 per

cent,

better than

Interfratemity
showing.

Conference might with justice claim part of the
It has taken an active part in coordinating the ef
forts of various national fraternities to improve the
standing in scholarship
credit for this

of their members.
can

go further

It

can

act

by suspending

among the

a

fraternity

The Greek letter
has it

in

an

charters

advisory

way; national

organizations

otherwise

penalizing chapters when
poor average showing. Most important of all,
steady building up of ideals of scholarly excellence

the members of these make

however, has been

only

or

a

members themselves.

fraternity

has often been under criticism;

not

only

survive, but it has succeeded in growing stronger with
managed
the years. That it can be made an instrument for cultural and intellectual
to

development as well as for social advancement only its bitterest foes will
deny. Whenever a local chapter is as eager for its members to win Phi
Beta Kappa keys as to get varsity letters in sports its average of scholarship
is likely to be high. Intensive and intelligent efforts to stimulate eagerness of
that kind have been systematically supported by some of the national organ
izations. This commendable work, it is evident, now is beginning to bear
fruit.
Editorial N. Y.

�

Evening Sun, Dec. 1,

1930.

CHAPTER SCHOLARSHIP RECORDS

TEETA�Union

College

Second Semester 1929-30

College Average 7.670
Fratemity Average 7.634

Fraternity
1. Phi Sigma
2. Kappa Nu
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Average
Delta

Delta Phi
Alpha Mu Sigma
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Phi Delta
Phi Sigma Kappa
Theta Delta Chi
Sigma Chi
Alpha Delta Phi

Delta Upsilon

8.032
8.024

7.846
7.841
7.796
7.752
7.749
7.722
7.669

7.665
7.655

Fratemity
12. Kappa Alpha
13. Sigma Phi
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta
Chi Psi
Delta Chi
Phi Delta Theta
Theta Nu Epsilon
Psi Upsilon

Kappa Sigma
Delta Pi Nu

Average
7.653
7.592
7.562
7.561
7.519
7.492
7.489
7.397
7.307
7.298
7.242
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University

1929-30

University Average
Fratemity Average
Fraternity
1. Sigma Phi Sigma

Average

Pi Lambda Phi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Delta Upsilon
Beta Theta Pi

2.490
2.417
2.229
2.226
2.155

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Zeta Psi
Theta Delta

Fratemity

2.549

Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Alpha

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

2.121

2.108
2.034
2.002

Chi

ZETA

2.262
2.067

Dartmouth

�

Average

Phi Delta Theta
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Psi
Sigma Chi
Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Phi
Sigma Nu
Psi Upsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon

1.980
1.973
1.951
1.925
1.923
1.916
1.912
L877
1.689
1.639

College

1929-30

College Average
Fraternity
1. Alpha Sigma Phi
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Average
2.934
2.719

Theta Chi
Pi Lambda Phi
Alpha Chi Rho

2.691
2.633
2.594
2.497
2.487
2.480
2.457
2.413
2.409
2.407
2.401

Kappa Sigma
Zeta Psi
Chi Phi
Phi Kappa Sigma

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Nu

2.331

Fraternity
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Average

Delta Upsilon
Psi UpsUon
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Delta Theta
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Phi Sigma Kappa
Alpha Delta Phi

2.372
2.339
2.329
2.318
2.294
2.270
2.268
2.265
2.244
2.188
2.078
2.074
2.070

Kappa Kappa Kappa
Delta Tau Delta
Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Chi
Theta Delta Chi

YJ>.V�A�Bowdoin College
Second Semester
1. Chi Psi
2. Non-Fratemity
3. Alpha Tau Omega
4. Kappa Sigma
5. Zeta Psi
6. Theta Delta Chi

11.290
11.285
10.613
10.217
9.666
9.000

PHI

�

June 1930

�

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Delta

Upsilon
Alpha Delta Phi

8.846
8.363
8.303
7.800
7.750
7.068

Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Nu
Psi UpsUon
Delta Kappa Epsilon

University of Michigan
1929-30

General

Average
Fraternity Average
Fraternity
1. Triangle
2. Phi Epsilon Pi.

Average
79.8
79.7

75.8
75.3

Fratemity
3. Zeta Beta Tau.
4. Phi Sigma Delta.
.

Average
.

...

....

79.5
79.2

THE

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
14.
16.
17.
17.
17.
20.
21.
22.
22.
24.
25.
25.
27.
28.
28.
28.
31.
32.

DIAMOND

Kappa Delta Rho
Alpha Kappa Lambda

79.0
78.6
78.5
78.0
77.7
77.5
77.3
77.1
77.0
76.7
76.7
76.6
76.5
76.5
76.5
76.3
76.2
76.1
76.1
75.9
75.7
75.7
75.6
75.5
75.5
75.5
75.1
74.9

Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Zeta
Phi Alpha Kappa
Theta Xi
Alpha Phi Alpha
Chi Psi
Phi Mu Delta
Phi Kappa Tau
Beta Sigma Psi
Phi Kappa
Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Lambda Phi
Acacia
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tau

Kappa Epsilon
Trigon
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Alpha Epsilon
Kappa Nu
Tau Delta Phi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Phi
Sigma Pi
Sigma Chi
Delta Sigma Phi

MU

�

OF

33.
34.
35.
36.
36.
38.
39.
40.
40.
42.
42.
44.
45.
46.
46.
48.
48.
48.
51.
51.
53.
54.
54.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

University of
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Delta Phi
Phi Beta Delta
Sigma Alpha Mu
Delta Upsilon
Phi Mu Alpha

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Delta Theta
Theta Chi
Chi Phi
Alpha Chi Rho
Phi Kappa Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Nu
Theta Kappa Nu
Theta Delta Chi
Zeta Psi
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta
Lambda Chi Alpha

Hermitage
Phi Kappa Sigma
Tau Epsilon Phi
Psi UpsUon
Kappa Sigma
Delta Chi
Alpha Phi Delta
Delta Kappa Epsilon

169
74.8
74.7
74.7
74.6
74.6
74.5
74.3
74.2
74.2
74.1
74.1
73.5
73.4
73.3
73.3

73.2
73.2
73.2
73.1
73.1
72.8
72.7
72.7
72.4
72.2
71.6
70.5
70.4

Minnesota

1929-30

General Average 1.215
Fratemity Average 1.108

Fratemity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Acacia

Sigma Alpha Mu
Theta Kappa Nu
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Phi Epsilon Pi
Phi Delta Theta
Omicron Sigma
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Deha Upsilon
Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Alpha
Zeta Psi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Theta Chi
Omega Psi Phi
Phi Beta Delta
Chi Phi
Psi Upsilon

Average
1.331
1.320
1.311
1.283
1.281
1.257
1.242
1.237
1.216
1.209
1.200
1.196
1.181
1.162
1.160
1.147
1.141
1-130
1.129

Fratemity
Sigma Nu

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.

Beta Theta Pi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Theta Delta Chi
Phi Kappa Psi
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Kappa Sigma
Theta Xi
Tau Delta Phi
Chi Psi

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Delta Phi

33. Phi Gamma Delta
34. Kappa Sigma
35. Pi Kappa Alpha
36. Delta Chi
37. Kappa Alpha Psi
38. Alpha Phi Alpha

Average
1.123
1.123
1.096
1.075
1.070
1.051
1.048
1.031
1.022
1.021
1.020
1.011
1.005
994
945
943
942
939
533
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Wisconsin

Second Semester 1929-30

University (Men) Average 1.344
Fraternity (Members) Average 1.296
Fratemity (Pledges) Average .888
Fratemity (Members)
1. Alpha Kappa Lambda
2. Triangle
3. Alpha Gamma Rho
4. Sigma Phi Epsilon
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Chi Phi
Phi Sigma Delta
Theta Chi

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Phi Sigma
Delta Sigma Phi
Theta Xi
Phi Epsilon Pi
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Alpha

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Phi
Sigma Nu
Zeta Beta Tau
Delta Sigma Tau
Beta Theta Pi
Chi Psi
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Alpha Chi Rho.
Phi Kappa Sigma
Delta Pi Epsilon
Delta Upsilon

Acacia

Alpha Delta Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Phi Kappa
Pi Lambda Phi
Phi Delta Theta
Theta Delta Chi
Delta Chi
Sigma Pi
Beta Kappa
Phi Pi Phi
Zeta Psi
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Chi
Phi Kappa Tau
Psi Upsilon

Average
1.877
1.738
1.568
1.553
1.519
1.496
1.496
1.467
1.461
1.454
1.433
1.430
1.422
1.402
1.396
1.383
1.379
1.379
1.372
1.370
1.353
1.348
1.340
1.325
1.320
1.308
1.301
1.286
1.284
1.251
1.243
1.224
1.215
1.206
1.202
1.193
1.189
1.189
1.179
1.177
1.153
1.139
1.078
1.054
1.037
1.026
871

Fratemity (Pledges)
1. Phi Sigma Delta
2. Delta Sigma Tau
3. Lambda Chi Alpha
4. Delta Pi Epsilon
5. Alpha Gamma Rho
6. Sigma Phi EpsUon
7. Phi Kappa Psi
8. Sigma Nu
9. Psi Upsilon
10. Alpha Tau Omega
IL Delta Sigma Phi
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Chi Phi
Phi Sigma
Acacia
Beta Theta Pi
Phi Epsilon Pi
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Theta Xi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Tau
Phi Kappa
Beta Kappa
Pi Kappa Alpha
Tlieta Delta Chi
Phi Pi Phi

Sigma

Triangle
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Delta Theta
Pi Lambda Phi
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Upsilon
Delta Chi
Sigma Pi
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Chi Rho
Zeta Beta Tau
Theta Chi
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Chi Psi
Sigma Chi
Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Kappa Sigma
Phi Kappa Sigma

Average
1.752
1.630
1.524
1.306
1.222
1.139
1.130
1.054
1.034
1.030
1.017
1.000
1.000
987
981
.978
954
953
947
930
922
915
878
875
872
804
780
778
744
727
678
656
639
622
609
606
.583
578
571
507
500
454
449
297
232
465
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ALUMNI

OF

CHICAGO

Day banquet

was

held

at

the Stevens Hotel

on

hundred brothers

November 24th, and was attended by one
chapters. After the customary business reports, Brother
Matthews, Omega '14, America's finest toastmaster, introduced the first

Monday,

From various

Rudy
speaker.

Brother Jack Childs, Zeta '09. Brother Childs gave an exceptionally
fine talk wherein there was plenty of wit and wisdom. Brother Howard L.
Willett, Omega '06, concluded the program with a talk on Comradeship the
thoughts of which were illustrated from passages read from the poems by
Richard

Hovey, Zeta, '85,

Brother Emmett

Murphy, Omicron, suggested

the

placing of a suitable marker upon the grave of this illustrious brother who
is buried in Normal, Illinois. The Association voted to appoint a committee
to

accomplish

this.

New officers for the year 1931

are as

follows :

Pres. John B. Snyder, Gamma '28,
Vice Pres. John Carrick, Nu '27,

Omega '21,
Lewis, Omega '23

Treas. Vic. Milliken,

Secy.

Harold

again wish to urge all brothers no matter from whence you come,
Wed
to attend the weekly Psi U. Luncheons held in the Hotel LaSalle every
nesday at 12:30. You are almost certain to find some one you know there
We

how far you have roamed from your native heath.
In conclusion the Association wishes to thank the retiring President,
Brother Tom Mehlhop, Phi '19, and the other retiring officers for their efforts
Psi Upsilon Association of Chicago a very successful year.
in

no matter

giving

Harold

Lewis, Omega, '23,

Secretary
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DENVER

Psi

THE

news

Upsilon Alumni Association of Denver presents these latest
flashes concerning the behavior of Psi U residents of the Rocky

Mountain country.

John Z. Jordan
vestment

business,

conference.

in

now

with Otis & Co, has been

officiating

the

Further he has done

Collegiate
an

busy, apart from

football games for the

the in
western

excellent bit of work which has

con

siderably hushed the criticism of officials heard around here in past years.
has 2 youngsters and an ever lovely wife.
Bob Merridith, Zeta '23, is
was married

California coast,
vouched for.

John C. Allen, Zeta '23, is
was

last heard from

successful his
G.

Cyrus

now

with

Goodyear

recently
now on a

Tire & Rubber Co.

and his wife also

trip

just entering Russia,

so

are

on

the

highly

of adventure around the

it can't be stated

globe,
definitely how

trip has been. He is unmarried when last heard from.
Allen, Sigma '15, is busily selling all the jewelry required

Christmas presents and winter brides.
Ned Grant, Zeta '30, is busily engaged in the bond
to it that such a
pastime does not interfere with his
to a lovely Miss Hart of Denver.
Ned's

be

can

He

for

selling racket and sees
forthcoming marriage

father, Will Grant, Zeta '03, and younger brother Will Jr., Zeta '31,
Zetas, past and present Will Senior serves on the Dartmouth

staunch

�

Alumni Council and is

one of the West's foremost
legal minds.
Dave Main, Zeta '06, is as ever, the guiding hand in civic
enterprise,
leading Community Chest drives when not writing all the insurance business
in Denver and vicinity, through standard and Main Ins. Co.

Tom

Campbell, Zeta '18,
teaching at

is industriously carrying on research metal
the
Colorado School of Mines. The Psi U.
lurgical
group out here mourned the loss of Tom's father, Mr. R. C. Campbell, Zeta
'86, the grand old man of Psi U. in the West.
News of myself is rather commonplace,
work at Otis

work and

doing

&

Company along with Jordan.
am
plenty happy and content.

With my

sweet

my

daily

wife and young

daughter

Joe Houston, Zeta '23,

Secretary
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annual Christmas

holiday luncheon was held Saturday Decem
University Club. This is held so that we may meet
undergraduates who are at home from college, and this year we had
a
good representation from the Pennsylvania, Michigan and Wisconsin
chapters.
About 35 of us partook of the buffet luncheon. At one end of the room

OUR

ber 27

had

we

end

at

the

Victrola with

a

our

six double-faced Psi U

records, and

at

the other

Johnny Krofta at the piano with a Psi U song book. Thanks to
Russell, of dear old Kenyon, the singing was excellent and was the
best thing about the whole party. We asked some other college and fraternity
we

had

Brother

about the club

men

Princeton

men,

to

who

come

were

in and have

just going

a

to

little cheer with
the train

us.

to meet

A crowd of local

the members of the

who is in

Club show, introduced us to Brother Stuart of the Princeton faculty,
charge of the Triangle Club tour. He admitted that he had not been

back

Ann Arbor and his

Triangle
to

graduated.
William C.
felt

quite

at

he
go

joyfully
Quarles, '91,

own

Psi U

chapter

took him in for half
and Brother Louis

an

in the 26 years since he

hour

Quarles

or

so,

and with Brother

of 1905, Brother Stuart

home.

rushing for the Sigma at Brown by having as our guest
Waukesha, Edward Estberg. After the luncheon
told me that on February 9 he would now feel much more inclined to
Psi U than Alpha Delt. This shows clear reasoning, doesn't it?
One news item of interest is that Brother Joe Quarles, Class of '93 at
We did

a

We

a

little

Brown freshman from

the Phi, has been laid up for several months with heart trouble, but is now
making excellent progress and will soon be his old self again. Brother Ralph
MacPherran, another Michigan Psi U of a class back in 90's, I believe, has

Whiting Medal. Brother MacPherran has been chief
chemist at the Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. for many years. This news comes from
Brother Fletcher Harper, Rho 1915, who has also been with Allis-Chalmers
for the past fifteen years. The only official business transacted at the lunch
eon was the election of the following officers for the year 1931 :
President, G. Champlin Salisbury, Chi 1912
just

been awarded the

Vice-Pres., Edwin A. Gallun, Rho 1919
Sec'y & Treas., Joseph Simpson, Jr., Beta 1926
Yours in the Bonds,
Rudy D. Matthews
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OREGON has, during the past football

season,

been the

intercollegiate football games. On two occasions the
completely wild, the enthusiasm, noise and general excite
an
ment reaching
extraordinary pitch for a city of this size and which does
not have a college located in it. Glorious weather, bright, clear and cool made
the occasions quite ideal. One of the games played was between the Uni
versity of Oregon and the University of Washington, for which occasion
numerous brothers from the Theta Theta chapter, as well as several alumni,
scene

of several

town went

a stag dinner was held
some
which
attended
was
thirty brothers, entertain
by
Terwilliger Tavern,
ment of various sorts was included in the program.
were

visitors in

our

midst. To celebrate the occasion

at

visiting brothers have not been very frequent, although we
have had the pleasure of visits from brothers from the Omega and the Omi
The Portland brothers habitually fore
cron within the last month or so.
luncheon
in the Commercial Club Cafe on the
noons
for
on
Tuesday
gather
mezzanine floor of the Multnomah Hotel. Visiting brothers who can arrange
to be present are always more than welcome.
Mc Dannell Brown, Theta Tlieta '23.
Contacts with
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is customary, our Founders' day banquet is to be held
University club in San Francisco. Always a gay occasion, the

year,

the

OF

as

gathering shows promise of being especially so, due to the date,
night before the Big Game. More details will be reported in next issue
1930

the

of the Diamond.

Last year there was an attendance of sixty-six in all, of whom twentywere in the active
chapter, and the remaining forty-two were alumni.
As the house is larger this year, and also as there will be brothers from
four

Southem California who will
should reach

seventy-five

or

come

up to

eighty.
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The date

was set the night before
Big Game for two reasons; first, as
a
was
before,
explained
desired, and many brothers would be
large group
the
to
attend
the
But there is still another and more
making
trip
game.
important reason. There is a group in Southern California, now dominant,
that corresponds to our alumni association here in the Bay region. This
latent organization would spring into life, it is felt, with but slight provoca
tion. It is hoped that the presence of some of these Southern brothers at
our banquet will provide the
spark and set things under way.
Such an organization would be of benefit to both Northern and Southern
bodies of graduates, as well as to the active chapter. If this year's banquet
accomplishes such a purpose, it will be one of the most successful we have
ever

had.

PSI

UPSILON
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OF

ASSOCIATION

TORONTO

regular monthly meeting of the Alumni was held at the Chapter
house on Monday evening, November 24th and was very well at
tended. The house seemed imbued with that comfortably warm at
mosphere, which was evidence that the new furnace was doing its work well.
The dining room had a distinctly superior tone, thanks to the new diningroom suite, the gift of Bro. Mueller, and we might add, at this point, that
Bro. Mueller has just been made captain of the National Hockey Club,
playing in the senior series of the Ontario Hockey Association. The winners
of the Canadian championship this year represent Canada at the next Olympic
games, and we wish "Stuffy" and his team every success this winter.

THE

T. W. Mac Dowell is

Pine Avenue, West.
R. G. McMuUen is
pany,

now a

now

resident of Montreal,

with the Mexican

His address is 1540

Telephone

&

Telegraph

Com

Conanto, Guerra 13, Mexico D. F.

J. C. Porter is associated with the advertising department of the R.

Simpson Company, and also finds time to coach the senior team of the Uni
versity.
C. A. Bishop is practising medicine at South Bend, Indiana. His ad
dress is 215 Marquette Street
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J. C. A, Campbell, who received his call

to

upsilon

the bar this fall, is

practising

law in St. Catharines.
R. T. L.

Innes, recently called to the bar, is practising law in Hamilton.
Alex. Stark, late of Starr, Spence & Hall, has opened an office for the
practice of law at 903 Star Building, 80 King Street, West, Toronto.
G. J. McKiee has recently been elected reeve of the town of Simcoe,
being the youngest holder in the province, of this important office.
W. 0. Gibson was recently appointed Assistant Crown Attorney for
the City of Toronto.
L. B. Bier is

address is 59

doing post-graduate work in medicine at Liverpool.
Park Field Road, Septon Park, Liverpool, England.
Stewart

Robertson, Nu '72,

Secretary

His

IN MEMORIAM

William W.

Caldwell, Epsilon

'27

One of the greatest shocks the Epsilon suffered in many years was the
sudden death of William Warner Caldwell of the class of 1927. When the
news was

first heard the house

lieve him gone.
Bill died in the finest and

of his

ance

ing

a

duty

as

Lieutenant

came

to

a

standstill,

so

difficult

was

it to be

creditable way possible, in the perform
a soldier in the service of his
country. He was accompany

Woodring

most

across

the continent

by plane, carrying

the

Jap

ratification of the London peace treaty, when he was caught in a severe
storm in the vicinity of Laramie, Wyoming.
His plane went out of control
anese

crashed; Lieutenant Woodring, whom he had lost in the storm, flew on
"BiU" was killed instantly. His body was shipped to
San Francisco for a military funeral at the Presidio.
and

with the documents.

first lieutenant in the United States air service
in 1930, and this fatal trip was his first important mission. The es
in which he was held by his superiors is shown by their trust in as

Bill

early
teem

was

commissioned

a

important task so early in his career.
Caldwell entered the University in August, 1922, and became a brother
in Psi Upsilon September 3, 1923. He was prominent and well liked on the
campus, being one of California's outstanding baseballs players while in at
tendance. He left school with a semester more to complete and trained at
March field. He was transferred to Kelly field and then assigned to the 91st
pursuit squadron at Rockway field.

signing

him

to

such

an

A. Merrill Coit, Beta '05
A. Merrill Coit, secretary-treasurer of
bankers, was found dead December 15th in

Physicians

said death

Mr. Coit

was a

was

apparently

due

collector of valuable

Baker,

Fentress &

bathtub

a

to a
art

at

works.

His wife is

of the late Dr. Robert Babcock, professor
Illinois, Mr. Coit was born in Grand Rapids, Mich.
he

was

was

graduated

educated

at

Phillips

Andover

in the class of '05.

He

for Clarke L. Poole & Co.,

a

bond house
177

at

Academy

was

Chicago.

the

and

daughter
University of

at

a

Yale, where

business manager and car
For a short time after he

toonist of "The Yale Record" while in college.
he studied the lumber business and in 1907
left

college

investment

heart attack.

of medicine

Mr. Coit

Co.,

his home in

began as a salesman
specializing in financing lumber
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1909 to 1913 he

companies. From

in the latter year he

Lobdell Investment

specialize

OF

was
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vice-president

charge of sales,
vice-president of

in

helped to organize and became a
Company of Chicago, the first company
In 1921 he sold

in automobile paper.

then had been connected with the

out

in the

but
the

city

to

his interest and since

Baker, Fentress firm, dealing

in investment

securities.

He

was a

He

poration.

was

Association and

a

a

Club of

Chicago,
Chicago.

director of

trustee

life member of the

Club of

Corporation and the Naval Stores Cor
publicity for the Young Men's Christian
Central Y. M. C. A., Chicago. He was a
Institute and a member of the University

director of the Glencoe
of the

Chicago

Art

Palette and Chisel Club and the Harvard-Yale-Princeton

Arthur Livingston Mason,

Sigma '74

Livingston Mason died in Bronxville, N. Y., June 24, 1930, fol
lowing a long illness. He was born in Providence Feb. 24, 1852, the son of
Earl P. and Lucy Ann (Larchar) Mason. He prepared for college at Mowry
Arthur

and Goff's School and in schools abroad and

leaving college
well

as

trustee

Continental Steamboat

Engineering

was

at

Brown for

a

year.

After

he became secretary of the Rhode Island Locomotive Works as
of the estate of his father. He also served as treasurer of the

Company, president

Works and

trustee

of the

and

estate

treasurer

of the

of Isaac Hartshorn.

Newport
He

was

married June 20, 1875, to Edith B. Hartshorn; he is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Edith L. M. Keller, wife of Arthur I. Keller, the artist, Mrs. Robert

Merrill, 2d, of West Palm Beach, Fla., a son, Lion G. Mason of Mont
He be
gomery Ala., and ten grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

T.

longed

to

the Rhode Island Historical

Louis L.

Society,

and the Providence Art Club.

Tribus, Delta '85

Louis Lincoln Tribus, civil and

hydraulic engineer, who was Commis
Borough of Richmond, New York from 1902 to
1913. He died November 9 last at his home, 105 Townsend Avenue, Clifton,
S. I., in his sixty-sixth year. His wife, who was Miss Letitia McCampbell at
their marriage in 1899 at Jeffersonville, Ind., and a son, Lucien, survive.
Mr. Tribus was born at Northampton, Mass. In 1885 he finished his
engineering course at New York University, receiving the degrees of B. A.
sioner of Public Works of the

and C. E.

After

two

years with Samuel R. Bullock &

Co.,

constructors

works systems, he returned to his alma mater as instructor and
professor in the School of Civil Engineering, remaining until 1890.

ter

of

wa

acting
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After

eight years of private practice as a consultant on problems of civil
hydraulic engineering, Mr, Tribus established the firm of Tribus & Massa,
consulting engineers, 15 Park Row, of which he had been the senior member
ever since.
He had been frequently engaged by cities in various parts of the
United States and British Columbia, as well as by many large corporations.
He was a director and former president of the Staten Island Chamber
of Commerce, president of the Tompkinsville (S. I). Savings and Loan As
sociation, a member of several scientific societies, Phi Beta Kappa and Iota
Alpha fraternities. He had traveled extensively in Mexico, Canada, West
Indies, Europe and tbe Orient.
and

Frank L.

Woodward, Beta

'88

Frank L. Woodward, Denver attorney, president of the United States
Seniors Golf Association, who was president of the United States Golf Associ
ation in 1915-16, died November 10th at his home in Denver, Colorado from
heart disease after

an

He headed the
em

illness of

more

Trans-Mississippi

than

a

month. His age

was

64.

Golf Association in 1912 and the West-

Golf Association in 1914.

leading citizens of Denver, where he
practiced law from 1891 to 1910. He was Deputy Food Administrator of
Colorado during the World War, president of the Denver Federation for
Charity and Philanthropy from 1913 to 1922, a member of the executive
committee of the Denver Chapter of the American Red Cross and president
of the Denver Symphony Orchestra Association. At Yale he belonged to
Scroll and Keys. He received his academic degree from Yale in 1888 and
Mr. Woodward

his LL. B.

two years

was

one

of the

later.

president of both the University and
Country Clubs of Denver, but he belonged to many other social organizations
there, and to several clubs in New York, among them the Yale and Grolier.
He married May Farnam of New Haven, Conn., in 1891.
Not

only

was

Mr, Woodward

Harry Payne Whitney,

Beta '94

Harry Payne Whitney, sportsman and capitalist, who built the fortune
by his father, William C. Whitney, Secretary of the Navy under
President Cleveland, into oge of the greatest in America, died of pneumonia
October 26th at his home 871 Fifth Avenue, New York City. He was 58
Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, Beta '22.
years old, and the father of
left him
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richest men

built up the fortune he had inherited into one of
the greatest in America, but found time to devote himself to sports and social
activities.
As a member of the "Big Four," the celebrated polo team which he
Mr.

Whitney

organized

not

and led

International Polo

to

only

victory

Cup

in

1909, he brought back

after it had remained in

Ever since the close of his

playing

career

rection of the game in this country.
With the love for horses which

this country the
for many years.

to

England
prominent

he has been

also charaterized his

in the di

brother, the

Payne Whitney, Mr. Whitney built up and maintained one of the great
racing stables. His horses have captured most of the great
American
turf.
of
the
prizes
Not content with participating in the sport he loved as an owner, Mr.
Whitney devoted much time and energy to assisting in governing it. He
served as vice president of the Saratoga Association for the Improvement of
the Breed of Horses and as a diroitor of the Westchester Racing Association.
As a director of the Metropolitan Opera Company and of the Metro
politan Opera and Real Estate Company, the body controlling the opera
house, Mr. Whitney found expression for his interest in music. With his
wife, who is a well-known sculptor, Mr. Whitney also devoted attention to
late

est

of American

other

arts.
heir to wealth and prestige

Mr.

Whitney

was

born in New York

liam Collins and Flora

on

April 29, 1872,

Payne Whitney.
by amalgamating a score or
remarkable success in everything he undertook. He
than national prominence; one of the shrewdest
astuteness ;

his

a man

he

sense

son

of Wil

father, who had amassed an
more of surface
railways, had

immense fortune

cians, in the better

the

His

of the word;

a

whose entertainments

was a

statesman

of the

of

more

country's politi

constructive financier of the utmost

were

famous ; and when death ended

in the forefront of turf affairs not

only in this country
England.
Mr. Whitney, to whom went the wealth and
prestige of the family
name, had been thoroughly equipped for this tremendous heritage.
He had
been educated privately and at Yale. After his
from
uni
that
graduation
in
1894
he
had
been
his
father's constant companion for several
versity
years. He had proved himself a thorough sportsman on the water, on the
career

but in

was

the

track and

diamond

of
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the polo field, and had been a director in a dozen banks and
corporations whose capital ran into millions.
He had studied law, too, at Columbia
University and registered for a
time

on

student in the offices of Elihu Root. He had traveled over most of
the world and hunted tigers in India, where the Viceroy entertained him.
And two years after leaving Yale he had been married to Gertrude Vanderbilt,
as a

daughter

of the late Cornelius

and who

subsequently

Vanderbilt, whom he had known from girlhood

became

a

distinguished sculptress.

GUGGENHEIM GUARDED HIS START

Mr.

Whitney's first real
Daniel Guggenheim as

with

business
a

guide.

his

venture on

This

was

own

account was

in 1902.

taken

It caused him

to

miss the horse show of that year, in which he had many entries, and to dis
regard many importuning messages from friends. But when he and Mr. Gug

genheim

returned from

deeds

nearly $10,000,000

a

five weeks' business

trip they brought

with them

worth of silver, lead and copper mines in Colo
rado and elsewhere in the West, and in the Southwest and Mexico.
to

His interest in

stimulated when still

Westbury,

days

a

at

L. I., where he possessed one of the finest
It continued during his college days and

In 1902 the young man won
with only one horse than his father

and his father.
ten

was

boy

his father's

place
strings of ponies in
the country.
throughout his life.
He was a member of the Big Four of 1909 which established the reputation
of American polo, and was one of the few men in the game's history to hold the
maximum handicap of ten goals.
The work which his father had started in building up the American
track, he carried on. His stable was one of the finest in the country and
his horses won at various times the Pimlico Preakness, the Kentucky Derby,
and virtually every other important race on the American track. Irish Lad,
Regret and Whiskery were among the most famous of his horses. And in
1924 his thoroughbreds, numbering more than 200, were first in 272 races,
second in 201 and third in 235. Their winnings, totaling $500,000, were the
largest of any stable in the United States that year.
A remarkable contrast in racing luck was presented by Mr. Whitney
in

polo

in purses and stakes in
during the entire season.

more
won

Irish Lad, which young Mr. Whitney had bought with his
friend, Herman B. Duryea. At the time, the elder Whitney's racing estab
lishment was estimated to be worth more than $1,000,000.
The horse

was

The first
to

race run

pay for him.

by Irish Lad at Sheephead Bay that year won enough
days later he started again. Clarion was the favor-

A few
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Then
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got
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owners

of Irish Lad backed him

the great Tri-Stakes, worth $17,910
than that from the bookmakers and

small fortune.

Although Mr. Whitney was made sole executor and inherited one-half
of the residuary estate of his father, he was not the only child. His brother,
Payne Whitney, inherited one-tenth, and their sisters, Dorothy Whitney
Straight and Pauline Whitney Paget, received, respectively, three-tenths and
one-tenth of the residuary estate.
When their uncle, the late Colonel Oliver Hazard Perry, died he left
nothing to Harry Payne Whitney or Dorothy Whitney Straight, the largest
share of his estate going to Payne Whitney, He died on May 25, 1927, leav
ing a fortune of $178,893,655, the largest estate ever appraised in this country.
The Northern Finance Corporation was the principal vehicle through which
Colonel Perry left his vast fortune. At the time of Payne Whitney's death
the holdings of this incorporated trust fund were around $300,000,000.
But despite his widespread interest in sporting activities, Mr. Whitney's
principal interest always was business. At college he had tried his hand
at poetry and writing.
He had been one of the editors of The Yale Daily
News and had made a reputation as a college editor. His family did not
entirely approve of these activities, fearing for a time that they might tum
his attention from the business responsibilities which were to devolve upon
him; but they did not.
His one desire was to carry on his father's work on exactly the same
lines the elder Whitney had planned it. He inherited about $24,000,000
when his father died in 1904, and the administration of so vast a fortune
he found a serious problem. With it went directories in the Central Crosstown Railroad, the Cuba Company, the Fifth Avenue Trust
Company, the

Metropolitan Opera and Real Estate Company, the Metropolitan Steamship
Company, the Morton Trust Company, the Mutual Life Insurance Company,
the Nassau County Bank of Mineola, the National Bank of the United States,
the National Bank of

Commerce, the National Horse Show Association of
America and the Western National Bank of the United States.
Even before his father's death, he had been made a director of the Clear
water and Racquette Lake Railroad, the Fulton Chain
Railway Company, the

Racquette

Lake

Railway Company, the Guarantee Trust Company, the New
Improvement Company, the Newport Trust Company, the Plaza
Bank, the New York Transportation Company, the Guggenheim Exploration
Company and the Western Mining Company.

York Loan
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MANY CONCERNS NOW MERGED

Many
otherwise.

of these companies have since disappeared through mergers or
When he died Mr, Whitney held directorships in the Guaranty

Trust

Company, the Metropolitan and Real Estate Company, the Metropolitan
Opera Company, the Saratoga Association for the Improvement of the Breed
of Horses, the Sinclair Consolidated Oil Corporation, the Westchester Racing
Association and the Whitney Realty Company.
Though his father was an active Democrat and was credited with having
been instrumental in planning and obtaining the renomination of Grover
Cleveland, Mr, Whitney never sought a political career. The only office he
ever held was that of Commissioner of
Municipal Statistics. After a little
more than a year he resigned.
Mr. Whitney was keenly interested in yachting.
In 1900, when Sir
Thomas Lipton sent his second challenge for the America's Cup, Mr. Whit
ney and Mr. Duryea planned to build the defender. But after a meeting
with C. Oliver Iselin and M. E. D. Morgan, they withdrew in favor of the
Morgan-Iselin-Vanderbilt syndicate.
One of the most exciting yacht races in which he ever took part was in
October, 1899. It was between Colonel Oliver H. Payne's Amphitrite and
P, A. B, Widener's Josephine, and was held just after the finish of the inter
national cup races on the international course.
Just after it started, while the yachts were close

together, Mr. Whit
ney, aboard the Josephine, called to his uncle. Colonel Payne, on the Am
phitrite, and offered to wager $500 that the Josephine would win. Colonel
Payne proposed they make it $1,000. They both raised the antes until
$3,000. The Amphitrite won and Mr. Whitney lost the bet. (New York Times,
October 27,

1930.)
Willard

Henry

Armstrong,

lota '96

H. Abbott, Gamma '93

Notice of the death of these two active and promiment alumni was
These will appear
too late for appropriate obituaries in this issue.

received

in the next issue.

Editor.
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DIRECTORY

long list for whom correct ad
dresses
charge of the work on the
wanting.
for any
new edition of the Psi Upsilon Directory will be grateful
information supplied to the editorial office of The Diamond, which will en
names

THESE

hance their effort

ternity whose
and

use

represent only part of

to secure

name

the coupon

appears

a

on

appearing

THETA
'67
'17

VanNess, Archibald LaRue
Eldred, Floyd F.

'77
'99
'15
'09
'09

Spies, Henry H.
Shear, Frederick D.
Hanft, William G., Jr.
GiFFORD, Robbert R.
Young, George A.

address for each member of the fra
following list. Inspect the list carefully

correct

the
on

the last page of this issue.
'17 MixsELL, Donald G.
'19 Leacy, James B.
'15 Holden, Arthur C.

KAPPA

DELTA

BETA
'96 Bond, Henry R., Jr.
'01 Bayme, Jasper
'16 Walker, Charles R.
'19 Wolf, Franklin W.
'19 Randall, Darley
'16 Haven, George G., Jr.
'95 Thurston, Charles S.
'77 Davenport, James P.
'21 King, Edward McD.
'73 Huntington, Dwight W.

SIGMA
'25
'25
'27
'08

Wood, Albert H.
Wheelock, Richard L.
McNall, Robert H.
Ginnell, Henry
GAMMA

'30 Miller, Edward H.
'02 Woodward, Charles A.
'98 Johnston, John S.
'26 Bennett, James E., Jr.
'89 Dickinson, Henry
ZETA
'14 Smith, James T., Jr.
'29 Kelley, James T.
'30 Cheney, John G.
'29 Adams, Frederick E.

LAMBDA
'71
'81

a

The committee in

are

DeForest, George B.
Schuyler, Charles S.

'02 Sinkinson, John H.
'20 Kimball, Wilfred S.
'20 Badger, Joseph L.
PSI
'86 Tremaine, Ambrose B.
'28 Allen, Harrison W.

XI
'09 Wilding, Clinton F.
'12 Anderson, Harold G.
'75 Crandall, Francis A.
'24 Hannan, Chester D.
'16 White, Arthur C.
'19 Woodruff, Kenneth C.
'24 Knowles, Edwin B.
'98 Kipp, Howard H.
'73 Sell, Henry T.
UPSILON
'20

Adams, John William
IOTA

'89 Hoffman, John C.
PHI
'12 Scott, Henry W.
'14 Peterson, Reuben, Jr.

OMEGA
'15 Lindquest, Albert C.
'11 Bergersen, Ole B.
PI
'10
'23
'22
'24
'19
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Stansfield, Leon A.
Buck, Henry B.
Britton, Robert F.
Archbold, Charles W.
Allen, Earle W.
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'81

Greene, George B.
Elliot, George R.
'08 Coffin, Fielder J.
'03 McWood, George M., Jr.

BETA BETA

'14
'10
'93
'19
'25
'72
'93
'88

Sage, Herbert A.
Stansfield, Leon A.
Hartley, George D.
Pressey, Herbert E. P.

Wood, Albert H.
Gwinn, Frederick W.
Ferguson, Walton, Jr.
Crawford, John W. R.

PSI

UPSILON

ETA
'03
'19
'07
'12
'21

Smith, Dyer
Leverich, Leonard P.
Bolston, Andrew P.
Martin, Allen G.
McNamara, James E.
'85 Johnson, Clarence M.
'26 Gardner, George F.
TAU
'20 Maynard, George E.
'14 Pyle, Louis A.
'01 Carbutt, Robert F.
'19 Richter, Herbert W.

DELTA DELTA
'26 Porter, Kenneth A.
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CHAPTER

TEETA� Union
AT PRESENT the members of the Theta

I\
-^

are

�*�

busily engaged tidying

the old

house for the annual Soiree house

party and
week end,
are

up

forced

dance which takes
to

place

this

Once again we
entertain in our rather anti

December,

13.

College

Treasurer of his class.

quated house but with the improvements
that were made last summer we hope to be

been

able

basketbaU

give

to

our

fair guests

At this time the

acknowledge

the

fine reception.
would like to

a

chapter

most

entertaining visit

that the ofEcial representative of the execu
tive council, Brother Spooner, along with
Brother

LeRoy J. Weed, paid

and say that we have done
follow his excellent advice

us

last month
best

our
on

to

the best

and

now

and in

all

have been

campus

this fall.

Terrace

Council, the highest honor that

Union

man

can

As

President

well

as

so

that there may be

a

closer frater

nity spirit between the nearby chapters.
As the first half of school is

pleted and
as

are

F.

as

we

have

nearly com
nothing
new house,

heard

yet concerning our
a bit anxious and
must

one more

live in the

year. A

new

are

same

house has

Bruder

'25 recently removed from
Shangai where he is assuming
the responsibilities of Comptroller for the
Shanghai Telephone Company. Bob Mc
MuUen Nu '18 is now occupying the posi
tion formerly held by Brother Bruder.

Mexico

Editor on the Junior board of the
Concordiensis and Bill Whelpley, an as
sociate editor of the Garnet. In the sopho
more class we find Brother Parker active
as

Since these visits

so

Alumni Notes

an

and Lacrosse

track

ample time to have everything in the best
of shape to receive brothers from aU the
chapters the following year.

most

brought great honor and distinction to Psi
Upsilon and especially to the Theta chapter.
The other Brothers are also holding their
share of the campus activities with Foote,
the Assistant-Manager of Basketball, Ham,

Hockey

tinued

house for

important positions in college and has

in

star

a

been promised for the Centennial in '33 but
we are more than anxious that it should
be built this spring so that we may have

a

receive, Editor-in-Chief of

three of the

He is also

recent

becoming
wondering if we

Concordiensis, the college paper, and
Manager of varsity Track and Cross
Allen holds

a

extremely enjoyable, we sin
cerely hope that the practice will be con

definite

of the

likely candidate for the

social functions.

our

we

the

country,

a

team.

interfratemity meet,
he and Brother Reeder gained enough
points to give us second place in the meet.
We have received several very enjoyable
visits from the brothers of the nearby
chapters and especially so from the Psi
chapter which has had representatives at
man

methods of

Brother James Dean Allen with his many
offices and positions has carried the name
of the Theta far and wide on the Union

Whelpley has

member of the freshman basketball

a

team

most

strengthening our chapter. Our
noteworthy advancement since Brother
Spooner's visit came out in the mid-semester
marks when all the brothers and pledges
had better than a passing average and
the upperclass marks were especially high
with all second and third grade averages.

Dick

being elected Manager of Foot
ball while Reeder is Secretary of his class
and a member of the Track squad.
Pledge Turner seems to be the outstand
ing member of the new delegation, having
chance of

a

to

William M. Ham,
Associate Editor

being
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NEW

YORK UNIVERSITY football

has changed from

gridiron

a

to a

over.

the

sport now that the season
A situation which has its draw

backs, but
house,

we

restored

as

from

brothers

it

training

welcome it.

to a

three

of

the

quarters

to

the

returns

life of

The brothers

so

telephone booths and

midnight talk sessions are Herman and
Joseph LaMark and BUI Dunn.
The old pool room is stUl serving as a
ping pong center during alterations which
wUl transform it into

living and sports
to

a

room,

the conventional

comfortable

very

quite comparable

den, what with

its fire

and statuary.

place

living room upstairs we have a new
radio and phonograph ensemble which, in
the phraseology of advertising men, not
only renders perfect reproduction of mu
sical sounds, but also pleases the eye by
In the

the way its cabinet work harmonizes with
the other furniture.
These improvements wiU help to make
merry our annual Yule Log ceremony on

Chapter looks for

the fifteenth when the

ward

to an

informal reunion with its alumni.

Brothers Reynolds, Allen, Loveless, and
on their pilgrimage to the Carnegie

Winters

footbaU game were able to stop and enjoy
the hospitality of the Eta.
Brother
ferred

to

Hughes, Delta '32, who trans
Virginia this
�

WITH
the

the

calling week

candidates

initiated, the

who

some

were

All of these

form

of

and

successfuUy

now

Beta

over,

Yale

chapter

can

the twenty new
taken in on December six

look with satisfaction
teenth.

designed the cover for the Cavdier,
University comic magazine.

Brother Evans is Chairman of the recep
year's Senior Dance.

tion committee for this

Brother Gerlach has
manager of

assistant

on

men

are

engaged

extra-curricular

in

activity,

Brother
both athleticaUy and otherwise.
MarshaU Dodge has been elected assistant

won

the

his position as
football team.

In the literary world, Loveless is working
as
assistant Photographic Editor of the

yearbook. MusicaUy, in addition
regular band members and glee club
singers, the Chapter has Greenfield repre
senting it in the Heights Little Symphony
Violet

to

the

Orchestra.

Brother Dunn, who has just finished a
season on the football field, is

strenuous

playing basketball
CoUege.

for the Class of '32 in

the Arts

Brothers McShane and

Ebel, and Pledge

candidates for the swimming
Ashley
team, enjoying or suffering frequent work
are

outs

in the N. Y. A. C.

Pledge Kerr

pool.
boxing

is out for the

team.

Alumni Notes
Chapter has been fortunate in re
ceiving visits from Brothers BiU '92, Whit
ney '96, Garvan '97, Gilbert Brinkerhoff
'28, Horace Brinkerhoff '28, Rappoh '29,
Heckman '30, Harmon '30.
The Delta adds its congratulations to
the many others which Brother Haldane,
'30, is receiving in honor of his wedding.
James N. Palmer,
The

Associate Editor

the University of

BETA

men

University

year,

davenport

is
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University
football manager, and will take over the
managerial duties in 1932. Brother Tony
Munson is

a

prominent member of the 1933

Yale DaUy News board, and brother Van
Munson is working out with the wrestUng
team.

Brothers

Charley Meyer

Club which sang
in New York.

Stebbins

Lyman

are

and

members of the Glee

recently

at

Carnegie HaU

188
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the Junior

University Hockey

brothers Tracy Barnes, Tommy

are

Clark, Jim Knott, Tootie Porter, Quinnie
Ryan, Ned Wheeler, and Dave WUmerding.
With the close of the football season.

Hockey

is

now

the

center

of undergraduate

From last year's unbeaten team,

attention.

PSI

OF

have

UPSILON

returned, and

in

early

major letters

humorous

the annual footbaU

at

IN

Chapter

not

periodical.

but also aU of its endeavors have been

crowned with

At the close of the
of

hitherto unknown.

success

current

football

season

be

a

loss

great

to

the

team.

Brother

Chase, as a sophomore, broke into the lime
light by getting a regular berth on the
His phenomenal showing this
first team.
year,
years

and the prospect of the two more
he has left to play brings glory to

the team,

to

the

University,

and

to

our

fratemity.
In

University
the kindness of his sister, Mrs. Hodgman.
Rushing has started again, and judging

by the fine type of men in the freshman
class, there is plenty of Psi U material
available.

In the

recent
was

class

made

elections. Brother
vice-president of his

class for the fourth consecutive time, while
Chase was elected president of

interfratemity

Sigma attained

footbaU

league, the

position, losing to
Phi Delta Theta in the finals by a score of
12-6.
a

runner-up

However in the defeat

great

victory

we

attained

^that of

playing against
playing well, and finaUy

�

great odds and

being beaten by a better team.
showing of the footbaU

ceUent

The
team

ex

this

not due to any individual work,
the cooperation of the players. This
cooperative spirit has not only pervaded
the athletics but also the very atmosphere

year

but

was

to

of the

house, for

at the beginning of this
had the smallest group that
we have had in years, and
yet successful
recognition has not evaded us.

semester

the

MarshaU

to

the

brothers, Marshall '31 and
Chase '33, were rewarded for their splendid
showing in all the Varsity games by re
ceiving athletic awards. It is the third suc
cessive year Brother MarshaU has played
regular fullback, and his graduation will
two

R. F. NivEN,

Brown

Sigma
only has been rejuvenated,

banquet.

Associate Editor

�

THE last three months the

practice

Brother Tom Sheffield was recently elected
to the editorial board of the Record, Yale's

brothers Dunbar Bostwick, Stewart Igle
hart, Frank Nelson, and Bus Stoddard,

SIGMA

season

have shown up very well.
Brothers Tmxton Hare, Jack Holbrook,
and Johnny Walker, were awarded their

we

In the scholastic line Brothers

Thompson

Brother

and Warren

the

Kappa, both of them at the present time
being on the Dean's List.
Brother Dickey '33 was on the cross

sophomore class.
Under the leadership of Brother Feiten
the Sigma has had one of the best dances
of its history. The dance was especiaUy
colorful due

to

the

beautifuUy redecorated

front

room for which we are indebted to
the Alumni Executive Committee headed
by Brother Mackinney '96. The redecoration did not stop with the front room, but
one

of the

J. B.

dormitory rooms, dedicated to
Knight '70, was also made over due

are

practicaUy

sure

of Phi Beta

country team, and due to his excellent
received a major award for his
work. Brother Bames '32 is on the DaUy
Herdd and Brother Walsh '32 is on the
basketbaU team.

showing

Our Interfratemity Basketball Team is
looking exceptionally weU with such men
as Thompson '33, MarshaU
'31, Feiten '31,

Lee Marshall,

Sigma '31

�

Brown

�

Full Back

Robert

-a

a

W

o

rt

o

CQ

pq
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Warren '31, Presba '32, Barnes '32, and
Green '31, to draw from, and a serious
attempt is being made to further our fame

Kerns of FaU River, Mass. It is with deep
feeling that we congratulate Brother Lane,
for the Sigma is losing a good man, a fine

in Interfratemal

friend and

Competition.

As this issue of The Diamond goes to
press aU delegations of the Sigma are en

honest

endeavors:

the

seniors

gaged

in

in

graduate, the juniors in trying
and the sophomores in trying every

trying

not

to,

to

we

a

conscientious worker.

sense

sure

'

who

is

more

than

In

all

could

anyone

closing

we

thanks

now.

helpful benevolence.

to our

recent

engagement

to

Ronald C. Green, Jr.,
Associate Editor

Amherst

�

of the largest and most enthusiastic crowds of alumni which we
have seen, returned to the HaU of

ONE

the Gamma November 14th for the initiation of:

Samuel E. Badger, Jr.. East Orange, N. J.
Lee Felch Coy, Jr
Hyde Park, Mass.
John D. Harris
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Wren Malone
Springfield, Ohio

Brookline, Mass.

Walter J. Murphy
Ira Carvel Painter

Wausau, Wis.

Wn.LLAM H. Pomeroy,
Philip Potter

DoNALD E. Ray

jR.Tulsa, Oklahoma
Schenectady, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Shelby, Ohio

John C. Skiles
St. Louis, Mo.
Luther Ely Smith, Jr
Joseph Warner, Jr.. West Hartford, Conn.
St. Louis, Mo.
Hugh H. C. Weed, Jr
Edmund K. Wylie
Montclair, N. J.

spirit of
enthusiasm which should do much to give
the initiates a good start on their Psi U
The occasion

was

marked

by

a

careers.
Pledge Duncan S. BaUantine of
Locust Valley, N. Y., could not be given the
ritual with his delegation-mates due to an
attack of appendicitis, but was initiated

several weeks later.

faUed

to

make the

of the pledges
an
scholasticaUy,
grade
Not

one

hearty

and to Mrs. Hodgman, for their wonderful
patience, their kind consideration, and their

Miss Ruth

GAMMA

our

and

�

Alumni Executive Committee

We of the Sigma would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate Brother Lane
his

for

ask

could hope for.
wish to extend

most

thing. The freshmen as yet have not been
pledged but soon their bleating voices wUl
be as common in the Sigma as the quiet is

on

But

that his remarkably astute
of selection has gained for him one

are

College

evidence of what

believe is unusual

we

academic ability for the group as a whole.
The chapter has gotten off to a very
good start this year in every respect. Due
to the fact that so few of the Brothers
flunked

out

the active

at

the end of the last year,
now numbers 51, ten of

chapter

whom wiU receive their

Twenty-six

men

are

diplomas

Uving

in June.

in the

house,

about half of the sophomore delegation and
aU the freshmen occupying college dormiThe
tory rooms or outside apartments.
faU has witnessed

a

number of improve-

the house and grounds, foremost
them
being the repainting and reamong
decorating of the Goat Room and the prunments to

ing and

surgery work

done

to

the

trees

the property. Various other improvements and additions to the appearance of
on

the building are contemplated.
In the class elections, three of the senior

delegation were placed in office. The most
prominent of the positions is probably that
held by Brother Girvin as chairman of the
Senior Hop Committee.
This, combined
with the later election of Brother Healy
to the Junior Prom chairmanship, testifies
to the place which the Gamma holds in the
social affairs of the campus. Brother Healy
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has had

a

busy fall with his activities

in

and the Interfratemity Council.
Two of the Brethren have received very

debating
unusual

and

significant honors recently.
Greenough '32 was awarded

'

Brother R. B.

OF

PSI
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squad, 19 of whom received their numerals,
a majority of the delegation lasted out the
season.
Six Gammy neophytes were among
the numeral-winners: Malone, Murphy,
Painter, Potter, Ray and Wylie, and some
of them should find berths on the varsity

scholarship for his selection as the most
outstanding all-round man in his class dur
ing sophomore year, while Brother WiUiams

next year.

'31 has been selected

Brothers WiUiams and Stewart in

a

as

member of the

a

AU-American Soccer Team.

As

we

write

this, word comes in that Brother Stewart
just been elected captain of soccer

'32 has

for

to

the activities of

our

members

in football this year. Of the 23 men who
received varsity letters, five were Gammies:

Whitney '31, Greenough '32, Ray '32, Drake
'32 and Westfall '33.
Brother Whitney,
playing his third year as varsity tackle, was
given a place on the "AU Little Three"
team

and

credited with

was

more

minutes

of play than any other man on the squad.
During his college career he has been one
of the steadiest and most outstanding men
on the team.
Brother Greenough acted as
regular quarterback and his keen abUity
as a field general coupled with extraordi
nary defensive play kept him on the field
almost all the time untU an injury in the
next to last game prohibited his appear
ance

in the final

against WUliams.

Brother

Ray, back from a year spent at Colby,
held doTgn a regula'r'etid position aU sea
while Brother Drake alternated at the
other end to earn his second letter. Brother
son,

WestfciU, after ail exceUent year on the
freshman teaim, loomed up as one of the
best guards on .the squad untU a broken leg
sustained in the
out

for the

Wesleyan

season.

game put him

At this writing Brother
infirmary. Some

WestfaU is stiU in the

complications

arose

in the

healing

injury which have delayed his
wiU

keep

Christmas

already mentioned the work of

The Amherst

him

from

vacation.

classes
On

of the

recovery and

the

until

after

freshman

soccer.

this year enjoyed an
other excellent season and completed its
second successive year without a defeat.
Three other

next year.

In accordance with the request of The
Diamond editors, we will devote consider

able space

We have

above

team

men

in the house besides the

had

positions on the team.
Brothers HaU '31, T. 0. Greenough '33,
Gregory '33 making letters.
One imminent problem which the house
wUl have to face, and in which our alumni
wUl undoubtedly be interested, is the matter
of eating in the house. Amherst has long
been

two

peculiar

in that

ties have had their

none

own

of the fratemi

dining halls.

Re

cently, however, three of the thirteen houses
on the campus have opened dining rooms,
and others

seem about to fall in line.
The
standard argument against the practice is
that a democratic spirit is fostered in the
coUege if the men of aU houses and classes

mealtime. However, it has been
definitely shown that this benefit
mythical, since members of each group

mingle

at

rather
is

have tended to segregate themselves at
their own tables in boarding houses and
elsewhere
very

with

the result that there is

little actual

mingling.

Opinion

in

many of

the houses is divided as to the
advisability of breaking with the longestablished custom. The Gamma has made
no move

room,

toward

establishing

its

own

dining

and if it should in the very

near

future, many complicated problems of
finance, etc., would have to be settled be
fore anything definite could be done. But
the problem is one which almost certainly
must

be dealt with

Midyear

exams

sooner

are

or

in the

later.
near

future

and the house is determined to weather

Len Clark, Zeta '31
Dartmouth Half Back
�

John

Goodwillie,

Dartmouth

�

Zeta '31

Tackle

"She?" Wolff, Zeta '31
Dartmouth Half Back, shown with some
figures he has carved in wood

Edward Toothaker, Zeta '32
Dartmouth Back
�

THE

the

storm

DIAMOND

unscathed if it be
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Franklin Sargeant '26 proudly announces
a first addition to the family,
son, who at the age of three weeks has

pects for a continued successful year are
good and under the leadership of Brother

a

Whitney, who was recently made head of
the house, the Gammy should easUy re

already gurgled
"Gammy."

main

on

the

of the

crest

wave

the arrival of

SINCE

Dartmouth

�

the last issue of The Diamond

chapter roU

the Zeta has increased its

by initiating

twenty-seven

class of 1933, and we
altogether too short

are now

men

of the

enjoying that

period when no one
sinking new men or in

is worried about

itiating pledges. The formal initiation took
place Nov. 22nd. and was followed by an
exceUent

banquet

in

Lebanon.

Brother

George H. Moses Z '90, famous senator from
New Hampshire, was toastmaster and, in
spite of the many Democrats present, did
a fine job. Speeches were made by Brothers
Bob Strong Z '26, W. B. Pressey, Beta
Beta '15, who is at present on the faculty
at Dartmouth, W. MaUory, Z '22, and R.
B. Corcoran, Omega '15, and a member
of the Executive Council.

Brothers Wolff, Clark, GoodwiUie, O'Con
nor, Hatcher, Judd, Toothaker, and Haugan
made the trip to Stanford with the foot
ball team. None of them are quite sure
what happened a good deal of the time,
but

they

are

all certain that they had

a

sweU time.

All claim intimate acquaint
ances with the leading stars (female) of
Hollywood, and the house has had a sud
den mania for motion picture magazines.
On the trip they were entertained by

Brothers Schmidt, Emrich, and Mays at
Chicago ; by Polly Parrott and Bud French

by Jack Wolcott in
Kansas City. Clark, Wolff, and Goodwillie,
on

the

coast,

aU seniors,

and

were

the Psi U's

to

win foot

baU letters this year. In other sports Jeffery
and Sheldon, who became a star ovemight

of

the

word

Stuart W. Wells,
Associate Editor

past.

ZETA

part

a

in the

as
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College

with very little practice, won their soccer
letters, and Shar Bush won his in Cross

Country.

With the fall sports over, many
are now engaged in basket

of the brothers

baU, hockey, etc. Capt. Gray Magee, Ben
Burch, and Eddie Toothaker, none of whom
are quite good enough to make the house
team, are playing on the varsity basketbaU
team.
Bob Dilley is captain of water polo
and spends his afternoons seeing how close
he can come to suicide. McAllister, Jeffery,
Hosmer, and King aren't tough enough to
play water polo, but they are preserving
the Psi U. tradition of having several men
on the swimming team.
Simpson, Bush,
Milans, Curtis, Worthington, and the Snead
are all out for winter track, and Bob
Macgregor is our lone representative on
the hockey squad. Billy Alton, who has
returned to college after a semester's ab
sence necessitated by an injury last year, is
captain of the boxing team. Billy joined
the ranks of the weU traveUed by going
around the world during his absence. Bob
Ryan also indulges in the so-caUed "manly
art of self defence," and Bunny Rich is

Twins

content to

being hit,

manage the team
or

hitting

without

anyone else.

ever

For the

first time in several years the house has
representatives in Dartmouth's most notori
sport. Winter
House Parties)

Sports (with apologies
Wakefield, who was
IntercoUegiate Fancy Skating Champion
last year is again cutting a name for him
self on the ice. Tom Mann and BiU Dewey,
the prides of Quechee, Vt., are the other
ous

to

.
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Tom is

a

distinguished himself

by being nominated one of the two men
from New Hampshire to compete for one
of the four Rhodes Scholarships aUotted to
New England.
We all hope to see him
follow in the steps of Carl Spaeth '29. The
annual Christmas party was held December
17th., just before the vacation. At this

time, according to the custom of the Zeta,
gifts were coUected for the chUdren of
Beaver Meadow.

The

house basketbaU

captained by Johnny Sheldon, and
its way to duplicate last year's cham

team is

is

on

pionship

enough

to

purchase

some new

which

furniture and

certainly badly
needed. Charlie Tme has presented a Psi
U. knocker which adds immensely to the
appearance of the front door, and Fat Pratt,
new

rug,

are

who was in town for the initiation, re
lieved the ash tray problem by a gift of
smokador. An attempt is being made to
get old issues of the Aegis, and if any

a

brothers

donate

theirs, they are
requested to notify Marquette Richard, our
house manager, what issues they have.
Much credit is due Marq for the fine work
care

to

he has done about the house this year.
He has undoubtedly made it appear in

finitely better than

was

�

at

being made for Winter Carnival
place from Thursday to

Sunday,

Feb. 5-8.

welcome

to

them of

a

chapter stag party
the chapter house Nov

ember tenth. The presence of nine
Brothers from the Xi made thi? party stand
out as one of the most successful in
years.

Brothers George, Jack and BiU Jennings

AU brothers will be

the parties, and
fine time.

we can assure

Alumni Notes
Freddie Rix

gation but

dency
Hot

tivity.

our

1924 dele

initiated holds the presi
of the Hot Springs National Bank,

youngest national bank chief in cap
The Rome, Ga., News Tribune adds

that he is
and

pledged with

never

Springs, Arkansas, and thereby be

comes

owner

a

native of

of

a

New

Birmingham, Ala.,
Hampshire lumber

company.

Johnnie Foster '23 was married last July
Isabel Munoz Coons and combined vaca

to

tion and

journ

honeymoon with

in Bermuda.

a

three weeks

Johnnie is doing

sonnel work for the W. T. Grant

Broadway, New York, N.

Co.,

BiU Morrell '22 and Mrs. MorreU
on

so

per

1441

Y.

sponsors for Anne Wamock

are

MorreU, bom

September 27th.

Had Pinney '22 spent his
days in Mexico City.

summer

holi

John Windsor '23 and Margaret Neither-

Windsor, reported

to have joined battle
June '23 inay be found to
gether with daughters Mary and Margaret
after a tough climb up ToUsome HiU Rd.,
cut

away back in

Bridgeport, Conn. John is secretary of the
Bridgeport Hardware Manufacturing Corp.
Richard Hazen,
Associate Editor

Columbia

annual fall

held

are

it has in several years.

LAMBDA

THE
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which wUl take

team.

Numerous minor improvements have been
made in the house through contributions of
the brothers, and we hope to get funds
a

Plans

cross

country skier, and BiU is among those who
dare go off the ski jump.

Rod Hatcher has

PSI

OF

University

famous Xi alumni greatly strengthened the
Wesleyan team which was by no means

handicapped by

that Bacchical reveler,
Brother KeUy (anchor man)
The Lambda
is looking forward to a retum bout with
the Xi and cordiaUy invites aU other
.

THE

chapters (one

at

a

DIAMOND

time)

to

partake of

Lambda cheer.
The close of

OF

PSI
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that time President Edward L. Stevens Chi
'99, Brothers R. Bourke Corcoran Omega

a hectic rushing period at
produced a Psi U landslide.
With twenty-three houses pledging one
hundred twenty-five men, the Lambda
pledged thirteen of the best.
These men are aU engaged in campus
activities, Harry Meeker being class Presi
dent, Ken Johnston, Secretary and Jack
Mayo, Treasurer. Among those rowing on
the Frosh lightweight crew during faU prac
tice were Ed Boynton, Bob Jarrett, and
Gordon Wait. Working on "Spectator" are
Hickman Price and Ed Boynton. Ed Allen
is captain of the Frosh debating team and
is also a quarter mUer on the track squad.
On the fencing squad are Al Wall and
Ken Johnston. John Sturdevant is doing

'15, Archibald Douglas Lambda '94, Charles
P. Spooner Rho '94 and Walter Robinson
Lambda '20, who officiated as toastmaster.
There were also many other prominent

the Frosh swimming team, while
Cliff Pascoe is out for Jester, Columbian,
debating and the position of Cox on one

in New York.

Colmnbia

his bit

of the

on

crews.

high spots of our rushing
banquet held for the rushees

One of the

period
at

was a

the Columbia Club

We

were

very

on

KAPPA

us

THE

the footbaU

�

to

is

now a

memory

think of Christmas

are

off.

only a few days
is just between

At this writing it
athletic seasons but soon the Winter pro
gram of athletics wiU begin and we shaU
know

more

of what the brothers wiU go
season that is

for during the snowy
about to descend on us.
out

We

recently

had the

sUon

Phi, who

were

a

Trustee.

of

Psi

delegation
UpsUon.

At

that

time

pledge

of

President

Arthur L. Crimmins of the Chapter,

act

days

Columbia

David C.

Roche,

Associate Editor

ing

as

College
toastmaster

introduced the

two

speak

ers, Dr. C. S. F.

Lincoln, Kappa '91, and
A. Avery Hallock, Xi '16. At the banquet
a

letter from President SUls of Bowdoin

read which complimented the Chapter
having the freshman delegation come
through the first warning period unscathed.
No doubt it is remarkable for the Kappa
and portends well for the future. Those

was

for

initiated

were:

Class of 1934

James E. Bassett, Jr.

of 1934 take the

several

'94, has just been elected
University. His
classmate, Archibold Douglas '94, is also
trustee

Nov. 8 when 30 alumni returned
the

a

H. P. Robbins

a

Paul S. Ambler

see

ar

pleasure of welcom

spending

Since my last writing, twelve pledges
have become brothers of Psi Upsilon. In
itiation was held on the evening of Friday,
to

making

ing Brothers Mclnnis and BeU of the Ep

Bowdoin

are

season

the brothers begin
house parties which

past three weeks

rangements for this party and promises
good time to everyone who attends.

at

beginning to
blow around the haU of the Kappa,

as

busy for the

December ninth.

fortunate in having with

Winter winds

Lambda alumni present.
With the Christmas holidays drawing
near, the Brothers are anxiously looking
forward to the annual Christmas Party,
which is always one of the best affairs of
the year. Brother FrapweU, chairman of
the Entertainment Committee, has been

Edward F. Appleton
Ralph F. Calkin

Richard H. Davis
Edward Delong
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Growler

Frederick E. Drake, Jr.

actively working for

R. Lloyd Hackwell

Richard C. MuUin who although not alone
in the founding of the magazine has done

J. Gardiner Ham
Arthur B. Lord, Jr.

an

M. Chandler Redman

who played on the varsity last year and
Brother Bates seeking positions. Brother

Sperry has a fine chance of being elected
Manager of this sport at the conclusion of
As usual this year,

season.

the House wUl be

represented by a basket
ball team in interfratemity competition.
In our freshman delegation Ralph Calkin
to

seems

win

a

have

place

on

exceUent opportunity

an

the varsity swimming

Brother Bob Dana who returned

Kappa this fall, wUl
on the Gym
Team.
elected

to

team.

the

to

represent the coUege
Just after my first

Brother

communication

Mawhinney was
Manager of Bowdoin

Assistant

Musical Clubs for the coming year. Per
haps the most interesting bit of news
in which the Kappa is participating is
the

publication of

humorous maga
zine called The Growler.
Since the ex
tinction

of

the

College has had
has needed

one.

a

new

Bowdoin

the

Bearskin,

humorous magazine, but
Through the efforts of a

no

the College The Growler wUl make
its appearance at Christmas house parties.
The magazine, although published prigroup in

marUy for Bowdoin men,
pendent of the College.

is

�

L\
-'-

-*�

a

term is

Donald D. Sloan who has been

at

the Psi

to

are

wondering just where all of the time
has gone to. So many things have been
happening on the HiU this fall and so many
of us have been pushed for time to do
everything that has come up. We are now

department.

art

Arthur L. Crimmins, President of the Stu
dent CouncU, has been delegated as repre
sentative of the

College

at

the meeting of

the National Student Federation Associa
tion to be held from December 29 to

January

Atlanta, Georgia.

2 at

Alumni Notes
Dr.

C. S. F. Lincoln '91 has left for
Panama where he wiU remain during the

early

part of the

Florida later

on

Winter, moving
and returning

over

to

Bruns

to

wick late in the

Spring.
Benjamin Drake, Kappa '29,

was

cordially at the Beta Beta
Chapters when he journeyed down
leyan to see Bowdoin win its final

received
and Xi

most

Wes

to

footbaU

game.

Brothers Dana '29, Drake '29 and Howes
are rooming together at 72 Kirkland
St., Cambridge, Mass., whUe attending Har
'28

vard

graduate schools.
"Scoop" WiUiams, '26
few hours

spent

a

ago.

He is

soon

at
to

the

and Mrs. WiUiams

Kappa

establish

some
a

weeks

law office

in North Carolina.

Robert L. M. Ahern,
Associate Editor

Hamilton

rapidly coming

close the brothers

way and

active in the

entirely inde
Among those

PSI
AS THE faU

immense amount of work toward its ap

Along with Brother MuUin are
George T. SewaU and PhUip C. Ahem who
are
giving their support in an editorial

When the hockey season gets under way
a few days, we shall find Brother Sloan,

the Winter

are

pearance.

Arthur D. Stone

in

The

College

making big plans for

our

annual Christ

party which is one of the
in the house during the year.
mas

time in the year that the fellows

and have

a

Psi U spirit.

joy,

we are

big

events

It is
are

time that is fuU of

one

alone

typical

To add to the pre-Christmas
also planning a tea dance for

THE
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The usual Miracle play
Sunday night before Christ
together with a concert by
the choir are to be unusual in their produc
tion this year. By the way, we have six

before Christmas.

given the last
mas vacation

men on

the choir this

year which is

a

PSI

OF

very

pledges are on the freshman basketball
squad and from all appearances they look
as though they would make good.
The Psi recently had the unexpected sur
prise of having "Joe" Christiana drop in
This was more than a pleasant
on us.

man

�

Several of the brothers have heard
from Bob Ashmead and "Dinty" Moore.

Brothers Ohmann and

visit.

White are members of a double quartet
which is made up of college men. This

Both

good percentage.
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seem

to be

en

joying, their

year away

although it is practicaUy a new
organization, has already made a name for
itself and has promise of becoming a very
popular group.
Brother George Kingsley was recently
elected president of his, -the sophomore,
class. Another member of the sophomore
delegation has been making quite a name

from Hamilton but both have confessed

"Bob" Fay is one of
the bright prospects for the basketbaU team
and has also been given the lead in the next

many

quartet,

for himself this fall.

production.

Charlatan

-"Chan" Gowles is

bit of homesickness,

a

play.

Four of

XI
OUTSTANDING

OF

circles,

tion,

responsible for a great
of the noble institutions sacred to
brothers from the Psi. We certainly have

the Psi and he is

a

warm

spot

in

�

note

to

in

with such striking success there. In brief
the idea of the system is, that if a brother
doesn't have a certain fixed scholastic aver
in his
age, he shall be expected to remain

news

our

room

adopt the

system which

years back

at

was

used

a

few

met

every

seven

for Seniors is

nights. The
considerably

are not

lower three

bothered with

generalization requirements. The system
though demanding prep-school require
ments is being 'Strictly adhered to, in most
creditable fashion.
At the same meeting it

advice.

the Omicron, and which

of

benches since Seniors

Several important things happened
In endeavoring to help us rem
edy a certain scholastic sickness in the
House, the members of the Trustee Board

(Note: This advice was asked for by the
undergraduates.) They suggested that we

out

required
higher than that fixed for the

week-end.

well-considered

five

average

the Xi.

some

Brother

Wesleyan University

that

proffered

hearts for

A. Kirk White,
Associate Editor

fresh

week-end of the Bowdoin game. Although
we did not initiate at that meeting, many
and noteworthy were the Alumni who re
turned

our

Fancher.

last communica
the Alumni Meeting the

since

was

our

.

Brother Frank H. Wood, Pi '91. Brother
Fancher has always been very close to

making his usual bid for the feminine parts
in the Charlatan

'j-

Brother Paul A. Fancher, Gamma '10
has been selected to- take the place in
the chapter left vacant by the death of

.

was

voted

to

undergraduates a certain amount
to support one pubUcation of a Xi news
It being hoped that the Alumni,
paper.

assess

the
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paper after

sensing the value of said
first edition, wUl see fit

the
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back for

brief stay, and Rusty

a

Rector,

But youth
whale of a game.
would not be denied, and poor Red left

support the
financial burdens in the future. The edi
torial board under the generalship bf

tear-stains all

Brother Gus Kelly, the Brooklyn pedant,
wiU gladly give its time and energy if the
Alumni will but give a small fraction of

to

having

a

over the courts, tragic token
of his tremendous trouncing. Next door,
Hap Hamel and Gunny Leitch were warm

ing

up for the Intramural HandbaU Season.

the result of their time and energy. That's
intricate, but you'll be pleased after you

As

a

get it aU worked out.
FaU is over and with the vile weather

cup this

of that

found

of

and cornstalks

matter

"hot" and
But

of fact their game

they shoiUd bring
the basketball

fellows

one

cover

do break loose from the inner warmth of

Lash's desires in

the House

long enough to dash to the gym
and do their duty by the college. This
correspondent even went over there him
self one day last week and so many of the
brothers

were

assembled

there

that

a

chapter meeting could easily have been
called had Gus Kelly been there, but no he
was not there, he was working
dUigently
somewhere

on

his

our

�

your

�

Xi

�

news

Peggy Joice, not she of the many hus
bands, but he of the many pounds, was
thundering up and down the pool and fiUing his job of Captain to its fullest capac
ity. Larry Seybolt was sprinting, Dutch
Dabney and Bo Piper were swimming lap
after lap. Bud Bacon was diving in great
style and form, and Chickie Evans was
trying his best to sink an obstreperous
board.

Butch Blakeslee

technical
was

too,

in but my
doesn't cover what he
came

knowledge
doing. Mike O'Brien was over there
helping Coach McCurdy improve WU-

cox's' speed and style.
In the squash courts,

were

Red

Travis,

where I

really
Craw, Dune Travis, Chip Fricke, Jack
Webster, Art Bowman, and Tom Skirm
were romping aU over the place, striving
for a place on the first team. Two or three
a

Kid

Freshmen from the House

were also waiting
edges for their practice to start.
Rib Holder, as Winter Scut, went the other

around the

to

romp better and

was

endeavor

all the vicissitudes of Dale

one jump.
And so I
Dale, I said, pointing to the lads
on the floor, "Rather an active bunch of
boys, us Psi U's" and he said, "Yeh, and
I hear you've got a new study system over
at
your
place."
So, being properly
squelched, I left the gym and came back

said

to

�

the House

to

the

to

teU my tale of trouble to
Gus of Brooklyn fame.

already troubled

With

tum

a

grateful,

paper.

court is

large group of the lads.

ing

handled in very fitting

really

another

season.

on

pumpkins
phrase, we can turn
to new adjectives describing the Middletownic Winter season.
"Foggily chiU,"
"wettily cold," and "dampily freezing" are
just a few good suggestions on Connecticut
days as seen from the heights on which we
are located;
others have been expressed
but not in print. But despite the weather
which you'll readUy see is bad, the athletes
season

was
us

we

toward the serious, and the
to thank Brother "Ev"

want

Bacon for his gift of a set of centennial
to the House. It was at once a
timely
and thoughtful gift and we do appreciate

plates

it, deeply.
That is all for this time, except to ask
that more Alumni send in news about them
selves, so that this communication can
have a dandy Uttle Alumni Note column at
the bottom like the other

One

chapters have.

thing, we'd like

to know what
think of the newspaper. Just think
what it wiU mean to get away from such
hodge-podge reports as this by your
more

you

Alton L. Perry,
Associate Editor

�"iy:

'

Eban Francis Evers, Eta '31

�

Lehigh

�

Left Tackle

'^m]0 f

Charles G. Stark, Pi '33� Syracuse�Varsity
Center Syracuse University 1929-30

Charles M. Greene, Tau '32

�

Penn

�

Full Back

Richard

Willard C.

Gardner, Upsilon '33 Rochester Quarterback, receiving
a long pass in the Rochester-Kenyon game 1930
�

�

Wolff, Zeta '37-Dartmouth� Half Back� Attempts a plunge
the top of the Cornell line, Dartmouth-CorneU game 1930

over
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�

VENTS have been moving fast- and
furiously since the last writing of

events

of the

new

this

season
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Rochester

University of

communication, and of these
the most important are the opening

ing

PSI
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time and money have made this

gifts of

home

possible.
Chapter life is more enjoyable
meaningful than ever now that we

new

are

Luncheons have

house and the successful rush

settled in the

just completed.

been served before each of the football

The opening of the house took place on
November eighth. At noon a buffet lunch
eon was served for alumni and friends,

games,

and after the Hobart ganie a tea
These proved so successful from

held.

was
a

new

house.

and

financial point of view and also because

thrown open for in
FoUowing the luncheon the

of the great interest shown by alumni, that
the chapter plans to continue this practice

alumni attended the Rochester-Union game,
sitting in a reserved Psi U section. To

and have suppers served in the house pre
ceding the basketball games this winter.

make the day even more successful the
varsity defeated Union in a hard fought
battle by the score of 14 to 13. In the

Gatherings such

evening the formal dedication banquet

old campus, and have resulted in a new ap
preciation of what Psi U can mean to its

and the house

spection.

was

was

held with Emest E. Gorsline, UpsUon '01,
The speakers of the eve
as toastmaster.

ning

were

H. Dean

Quinby, Jr., Upsilon '18,

Oscar W. Kuolt, Psi '07, and R. Bourke
In addition to
Corcoran, Omega '15.

Brother Corcoran, Brother George H. Fox,
Upsilon '67, represented the Executive
Council

on

this occasion and delivered

a

short address of dedication in the lodge
room at a meeting held just before dinner.
The large number of alumni who attended
this banquet and the fine spirit and en
thusiasm shown aU served to make this
important date one long to be remembered
by aU of us who were fortunate enough to

attend.

During the week following the opening of
the

house the

chief

occupation of the

stroU

through

as these are bringing the
alumni and the active chapter in much
closer contact than was possible on the

members
and

chapter

been added the first dance.

interest

in

This dance

Thanksgiving night from ten
tiU three, and was unanimously declared a
success by aU who were there.
On the evening of November eighteenth
the house held a reception for the faculty
which was extremely successful in that it
helped our reputation with the faculty, and
raised our estimation of the faculty because
of the friendly and informal manner in

was

held

which
house.

unanimously pronounced satisfactory. The
furnishings of the house and the whole
layout of the buUding have exceeded our
fondest hopes, and every man in the chapter
has a deep sense of gratitude and appre

of

ciation toward the alumni whose generous

and Dave

to

stimulated

on

meeting, the first meals, the first rush, and
many others, and now to that list has

the house

was

greatly

the part of the alumni.
Life in the new house has been char
acterized by a great many "firsts": the first

the

and admire its beauty and completeness.
Davenports, chairs, card tables, and the
shower room were all critically tested and

brothers

the part of the active chapter,

on

have

on

they

mixed with the

men

in

the

This is the first faculty reception
that has been held in the house in a long

time, but its
a

success

regular place

on

this year assures it
our calendar of ac

tivities.

The first letters of the year have been
to Dick Gardner '33 in football,

awarded
and

to

Gene Be Hage '31 in

Allyn

is

now

cross

country,

wearing his

man-
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Arden Howland '33 is the

agerial letter.

candidate for the pivot position on
the basketball team and should tip the

leading
ball

December twentieth when the

on

sea

opens with the CorneU game.

son

Hage took
play of the "year,

Stan Townsend and Gene Be

leading parts
"Loyalties."

in the first

chief

source

'

December first.

DKE and Alpha Delta
neatly subdued, and both willingly
admit the superiority of the UpsUon delega

Phi

were

The united efforts of every jhan in
the chapter under Brother AUyn's leader
tion.

ship

as

rushing chairman

success

in

our

first year

made

on

the

possible
new

this

campus,

and has

provided an auspicious omen of the
place that Psi U is going to take at
Rochester.
The chapter also wishes to
thank all

PSI
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while Charles Foster,
Fred MUler are track
Ticknor

on

are

also

Ticknor

and

class

the Board of

*ent Union.

Ro'chester is

Foster and

men.

the freshman basketbaU

squad,
on

Hugh Knapp, and

represents

the alumni whose

cooperation

helped to make rushing so successful.
Among the pledges, Fred Cook, Don
Peters, Art Ticknor, John Reed, and Jim
Forbes were on the freshman footbaU squad,

IOTA

his

Managers of the StudThe first swimming team at
being formed in the freshman

class and Forbes and MiUer

of satisfaction right
now is the great success which the house
enjoyed during rushing in the week of
The

OF

are

squadi' Knapp, WUliams, and

on

Peters

this
are

glee club, and Miller is competing
'for* a' position on the editorial staff of
the

on

The Campus, so that the delegation repre
well rounded group taking part in

sents a

'eyery college activity.
"Everything is running smoothly within
the house and every project undertaken this
has been

yea'r
as

a

successfully completed, and
chapter is enjoying an

result the

extremely successful year. The greater part
of the, credit for this is due to the senior
'deiegSion which has gone through four
years^ of college without losing a man
and which has always worked for the best
interests of the house.

Fred H.

Gowen,

Associate Editor

Kenyon College

�

SHORTLY

after the last Diamond Re

port was sent in. Homecoming and the
annual faU dance took place.
This

other

sophomore. Brother Buster HaU, who,
although hampered all season by a shoulder
that consistently went out of place at the

is

wrong

life

he

always the high spot in the fall social
at Kenyon, and although we did not
have as many alumni back as we had hoped
for, the entire week-end was a big success.
The only thing that cast any gloom upon
the whole proceedings was the footbaU
game, which Kenyon's crippled team lost
by a rather one-sided score. But it was

was

time,
able

was

to

star at

a

play.

tackle whenever

Jack Templeton, who

to us last year from the Omicron,
played a good game at the other tackle,
although he was bothered all season by a
came

bad ankle. Four of our freshmen this year
made their numerals in football: Pledges
Bob Hawk, Jud Johnson, Bert Root, and

no

fault of Brother Jim Larmon that we
At end, he again starred on the
defensive and on the offensive did most of
the passing and kicking in exceUent style.

Birge Thompson.

lost.

be the maiiager of
far the basketball

As Jim's only a sophomore, we can expect
much from him in the next two years. An

by his exceUent jumping and all around
playing has cinched the center position for

one

game,

Brother Fran Ginn wiU

year's team. So
has only played
which they won. Jim Larmon,
next

team
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himself. Bud McBumey is junior man
ager, and Bud Cowdery and Bob Foster
are

busy

Pledge Johnson

the freshman
In

afternoon

every

managers.

our

last week

as

is

sophomore
playing on

team.

first game of intramural soccer
we showed surprising strength

and easily defeated the Dekes 2-1.
Dick Lord '31, as president of the Science
Club has, through his work, shown himself
He spent most
to be a coming chemist.
of last

studying

summer

at

Ohio

OF

PSI
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We have just found out that Brother
Kanengeiser was married last Febru

Fred
ary

third

Miss Laura Lee Wilson of

to

are now living in Poland,
Ohio, where Fred is working in the Besse
mer Brick Company.

Toledo.

They

The engagement of Bud Beidler '28 to
Miss Helen Large of Cleveland has been

and they are to be married
April. Bud and Helen spent the week

announced
next

end of the fall dance with

State

Brother

Bob

here.

us

'26

LaMarche

was

also

expects to con
Ed Baldwin
tinue his work at Harvard.

married during the past summer and paid
us a visit with Mrs. LaMarche only a short

and Baird Coffin have just been elected
to the club and will present their theses

time ago.

Walt Beseck and Bob
after Christmas.
Foster have been taken into Nu Pi Kappa,

by Brothers Ralph Ringwalt '94, Doc Stanberry '96, WiUard Armstrong '97, PhU
Stanberry '98, Walt Curtis '01, Lee Vaughn
'04, Mack Anderson '14, Harry Greer '27,
Herb Welsh '28, Bob Greer '30, BiU Mc
Cabe '30, Ruf Page '30 and BiU RusseU

University, and

one

of the

two

next year

literary societies

on

the hiU.

Jim Larmon has gained another honor for
himself this year by being chosen Vicepresident of the Sophomore class. Pledge
Bert Root is busy heeling for ads for the

Reveille, the coUege year book.
Don Henning who is at Bexley Hall now,
every Sunday preaches at a parish in
Napoleon, Ohio.
This Christmas we expect to carry out
the yearly custom of giving a dinner and
tree for some poor family in the vUlage.
Everyone already is looking forward to
the

mid-semester

house-party.

Although

this year through a Pan Hellenic ruling
there wUl be no February initiation we ex

pect the party to be the most successful one
of the year as it has always been in years

'31.

John Cuff who graduated last June with
the first

Phi

Beta Kappa

key

the Iota

teaching
Napoleon.
Mori Hughes '30, is now at Michigan
Law School and is living at the Michigan

has had in sixteen years, is

now

in

Law Club.

Taylor '29, is at Rush Medical
Chicago, while his brother Dan
'32, is working for Otis & Company in
Chicago.
Bob Knight, '32, is learning how to be
Thad

School in

a

business

man

this year

at

Babson.

Bob Kanengeiser, '32, is at the Case
School of Applied Science in Cleveland.

past.

Alumni Notes
Bunch

Brother
married

Smith

We have been visited at different times

Hetherington

'28

was

July seventeenth to Miss Jane
Saint Nicholas Church, White

on

at

Haven, England.
Brother Dick Palmer
'28 was married to Miss Mary Lou Schriner
Dick and his wife have
at Cincinnati.
already visited us several times this fall.
Also last

summer

Stan Sawyer, '30, who has been seriously
summer is now at home again, and,

iU aU
we

are

glad

to say, very

much better.

Howard Harper, '27, this year is chaplain
at the University of Nevada in Reno.
Bob White, '32, is working for the L. G.
Balfour Co. in Ohio and often stops in for

the night.

Pledge Tom Nelles, '33, who has been

200
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is much better
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now

and expects

Febraary.

The chapter has just had word from
Mori Kawasaki, '29 from Tokio that he
expects to return to the HiU for Commence
ment this June, if his business wUl aUow
him sufficient time. We are aU looking
forward

to

seeing him again

Thomas L.

soon.

Ferenbaugh '05 has been

PHI

�

UPSILON

PSI

moted from the rank of Major to that of
Lieutenant Colonel in the U. S. A. Medical
Corps, effective June 15, 1930. Formerly
located

at

Fort Des Moines, Des Moines,
recently transferred to Fort

he has

Iowa,
Hayes, Columbus, Ohio, where he now
serves as Station Surgeon.
Francis Ginn,
Associate Editor

pro

University of Michigan

No communication received

OMEGA

THE

football

season

�

University of Chicago

is over, and in

retrospect the
sons for pride.

Omega has many rea
Bros. Stagg, Temple,
Trude and Parsons aU were awarded major
letters, while Bros. Ratcliff, Zenner, and
Haydon won minor awards. Brother Par
sons, although only a sophomore, played
a

brand of football that secured for him

a

regular berth at center, and he is ex
pected to be one of the key men for the
next two years.
Brother Stagg proved him
self

to

be invaluable

to

the

team as a most

consistent and

heady quarterback. Brothers
Trude and Temple, both playing their
second year as regulars at tackle and
back respectively, displayed the same spirit
and untiring drive that

won

them their "C"

last year as sophomores.
Another silver footbaU,

symbolic of the
championship, is ensconsed in the chapter trophy case as the
result of an 18 to 6 victory garnered the
day before Thanksgiving in the midst of
a driving snow storm.
Brothers Bibb Cun
ningham, Hibben, Hoagland, Alger, Tipler,
Sheldon and Bradshaw played superb baU
in spite of the zero weather and brought to
intramural touchball

Psi U. the fifth victory in six years.

At the present writing, the opening of
season is fast approaching,

the basketbaU

hopes of a vastly improved
squad over last year. Brother CahiU, re
cently returned from Japan with the base
baU team. Temple, and Parsons may be
counted on to play regiUarly, and Houston
wUl probably see action also.
Despite the time necessarUy spent by
the majority of the brothers to uphold Psi
U's reputation on the athletic field, the
Omega has been forging ahead scholasti
cally with such success that it is now the
proud possessor of the plaque represent
ing the greatest improvement in scholastic
standing among the six middle western
chapters.
In recognition of outstanding perform
ance and service to the University, Brothers
and with it

Urban and CahUl have been elected to Owl
and Serpent, the honor society for Senior
men, while Brothers Stagg, Temple and
SmaU

are

members of Iron

society for Junior

Mask, the honor

men.

Alumni Notes
Harold Yegge '21 has the deepest sym
of the chapter and our alumni in

pathy
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his

bereavement in the death of his

recent

Yegge died suddenly
operation a few weeks ago.

OF

PSI

men,
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held

at

the

Club

Metropolitan

in

foUowing

New York City recently, there were nine
teen present and among these there were

John Meyers '27 has resigned his posi
Guaranty Company in their
Chicago office to accept a position with

the foUowing Omega Brothers: C. D. W.
merman,

J. P. Morgan & Co., in New York.

James M. Nicely, '20.

Mrs.

wife.
an

tion with the

will

New York

to

move

He

about the

City

middle of January. His new "Boss" is to
be none other than Francis T. Ward, Omega
'15. Our best wishes for great success go
to John in his splendid new opportunities.
At a gathering of University of Chicago

PI

cerned,

is concerned is stUl

it is

As far

one

as

a

matter

the Pi is

of the chief

reasons

not

methods but

lost
are

through "sandbagging"
given

every

opportunity

make what

for our success may be at
the untiring, admirable efforts
of Ted MUler who did a perfect job as
rushing chairman. Ted deserves a place
The
on the "AU-American" rushing team.

main

reason

tributed

to

have been
been for

considerably higher had

an excess

of

over-cuts.

lost in scholarly attainment

in extra-curricular activities.

they consider the best choice.
The new rushing system is one of the
The
reasons for our wonderful delegation.
to

the great number of fratemities at
Syracuse. Our average is high but would

due

was

be the best freshman delegation on the
Under the new system valuable
campus.
are

Associate Editor

why

to

men

Chicago.

Stoddard J. Small,

con

obtained what is generaUy conceded

we

Davis & Co., Brokers, of

Syracuse University

THE

of conjecture.

Franklin B. Evans, '15, has just been
a partner in the firm of Paid H.

elected

�

deferred rushing system had its
first trial at Syracuse and whether
or not it is a success, as far as the

University

E. H. Ahrens, '06, H. P. Zim
'01, R. Bourke Corcoran, '15 and

Halsey, '00,

to

pledged are a representative group
including scholars, athletes, and leaders in
every respect. A list of these pledges will
men

on another page of the Diamond.
The scholastic standings for the past year
have been compUed and it is found that
the Pi is in 9th position. This is quite a

be found

drop from our lofty position of first place,
gained last year, but is still considered high

it not

Also what
was

gained

At the present time, many of the brothers
engaged in extra-curricular activities.

are

Among the seniors Brother Pfaffhausen was
recently elected to Tau Beta Pi, honorary
engineering society. Brother Simmons is
managing the varsity boxing team and re
ports that four of the pledges have reported
for a novice boxing tournament which is
being conducted.
In the Junior delegation Milt Weiler is
working out daily with the varsity boxing
Brother Fowler is a pledge to Theta
team.
Tau, professional engineering society.
Among the sophomores Bob Haley is scrub
bing for managership of basketbaU.
Brothers Chapman, Lopez, and Brigham are
waiting for the results of their activities of
the past few months when they scrubbed
for football, soccer, and cross-country. Joe

GaUagher

is

professional

a

pledge

to

Alpha Kappa Psi,

business fraternity.
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The social

events

year have been

of the

conspicuous by their usual

Chapman

was

cess

in

charge of

This dance

gate dance.

Jack

success.

the annual Col

was a

decided

suc

because of the host of alumni who

returned for the game. The week-end re
sulted in a veritable reunion. On December

19th

wUl have

we

our

Xmas formal

at

the

Chapter house. "Bud" Winkworth is in
charge of this dance which is in honor of
the pledges. He reports that Andy Kirk
and his "Twelve Clouds of Joy" will furnish
the music.
The

OF

PSI

ing his

UPSILON

time in the

4 weeks of it.

his feet

soon.

hospital, and has had
expected to be on
The Pi certainly is pulling
He is

for this time to

come.

The

chapter received an unexpected visit
recently from Harry Kahn '30. Harry has
been working in New York but is now look
ing forward

to

new

Jack Flick, '25 has finally succumbed

Lewie Vernon '28 leaves for HoUand

Pi

great deal of aid

venient method of

alumni.

is

relationship
dent body.
out

bringing about

closer

a

between the

faculty and stu
Through these meetings we
that professors are human after

aU.
The entire active
forward

looking
alumni

are

giving

chapter and pledges

to

a

are

smoker which the

to us on

Friday,

Decem

ber 5, at the chapter house. Jerm Downey
and his Alaskan moving pictures wUl be the

feature

attraction

according

to

aU

pre-

smoker dope. Every year we are taught a
few new tricks in the art of entertaining
by our alumni.
We have

greatly enjoyed visits of many
brothers from other chapters recently and
extend

who

a

cordial invitation

might

to

aU brothers

be in the vicinity of

Syracuse.

Alumni Notes
Winston

fortune

to

Cleveland,

Mergott, '29, has
acquire

a

had the mis

serious

eye

injury

which has necessitated his dropping out
of Med school. "Win" is at present spend

to

"old Dan" and announced his engagement
to Miss Lucy Fellows.

continuing the inviting of
faculty members to dinner on Wednesday
evening. We feel that it is a very con

find

duties in

Ohio.

visit December 13th.

a

weU

as

as

Lewie gave

during rushing

on

us

a

season

did many of the other younger

The class of '28

was

prominent

at

the

Colgate dance. Among those present were
Jerm Downey, Bud Warner, Lewie Vernon,
Lawsie Bames, Dave Brace, Charlie McGavern, Carson Baker, and MaxweU Scott.
Bud Warner sang "I'm dancing with tears
in my eyes" as he whirled about the floor
with Carson Baker in his

arms.

Lucius Johnson '99, Harry Barber '04,
Jacob Gramlich, '04, and Doctor Reed, '08,

frequent and welcome
Chapter House.
are

The

University observed

an

at

the

alumni home

the occasion of the Pitts

coming day

on

burg

The

game.

visitors

chapter benefitted by this

with the turning up of such "old timers"
as Hex Wells, '01, Ed Dawson,
'09, Clayt

Butterfield, '11, Trum Preston, '12,
Glass, '16, Davis Burroughs, '16,
Kenneth Curtis, '16.

Walt

and

Samuel Simmons

Joseph Rohr,
Associate Editors
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THE

new

�

Cornell

house situation remains the

foremost matter of discussion among
the members of the Chi. As always,

in

a

matter

varied

of this sort, there

rumors

many and

floating about, but the

of opinion

sensus

are

seems

to

con

be that the

proposed fraternity-dormitory plan will be
accepted by the university Board of Trus
After each of its meetings

tees.

we

anxi

ously await news, but none has been forth
coming. We are now hoping that Santa
Clans wiir offer a solution to the problem.
The chapter is deeply grateful ^o the alumni
members who are making every effort to
bring the matter to a head.
Reports of the scholastic, standing of the
members of the house are highly pleasing,
and prospects look quite cheerful for the
second

A rather unusual situation

term.

has arisen among the underclassmen. The
freshmen, who are nine-tenths engineers,

higher average than the sophomores,
mainly arts students. The high
average of the freshmen is most gratifying
in view of the approach of initiation.
The Chi is stUl maintaining its prominent

have

a

who

are

Brothers : Porter,
place
Tracy, Gutknecht, PurceU, and Brauner are
members of the Musical Clubs, brother
Brauner directing the glee club; and all
oh the campus.

win

probably make the trip during

the

Christmas vacation with the Clubs. Brother
Battle has survived the semi-final cut in

the competition for the managership of
Thee Reed, tho he doesn't seem
overly enthusiastic about it, for personal

footbaU.

reasons, wUl

probably

go

on

OF

PSI

University

Tyde
Philadelphia
"Big
Red Team" that surprised us so pleasantly
on
Thanksgiving day. Brother Frink is
showing every indication of being manager

man went

year with only an occasional
spot, to mark a red-letter day. One of

of the

high

college

with Dobie's

to

of Track in 1933.

Aside from brother Gut-

knecht's aspirations to manage the business
end of Baseball, it has been discovered that
he has been selected as one of the fifty

Sophomores in the university eligible for in
formal study. This is considered as a high
scholastic honor.
Plans for Junior Week
way and
one

are

weU under

forward

looking

to having
parties since the War. Of
not neglecting our Christmas

we are

of the best

course we are

celebration

pected

at

which

entertain

to

us

our

freshmen

in the most

are

ex

approved

manner.

According
we

to a

long established custom
literary meetings this

have had several

term, at one of which brother Wilcox, of
the faculty, related some of the experiences

which he had during his recent visit to
Japan and China. The purpose of these

literary meetings is to afford the members
of the fratemity a closer contact with their
professors and also to keep in touch with
the trend of

events.

The alumni will regret to hear the recent
passing of "Davy" Hoy, who has been the
registrar at Cornell for the past thirty-five
We are sure that the memory of
years.
him will long remain with us and that his
loss will be deeply felt.
W. H. Rose

Associate Editor

BETA BETA- -Trinity

WITH

BiU

trip with the basketball squad.

the Christmas

the excitement of the foot
baU season past, the Chapter has
settled down to the regular routine
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these

College

was

after the
was
on

glad

the annual faU

Wesleyan
to

have

tea

game.

some

of Xi

was

quite

a success.

Chapter

men as

that occasion which, may

state,

dance held

The

we

guests

modestly

204

important event in chronological
interfratemity cross-country
which was won by Pledgee Harris in

The
order
run
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next

was

an

CoUege record.
delegation,
Ferguson, performed

time that broke the former

Other

members

of

the

1934

Shaw, GaUaway, and
creditably with the Freshman footbaU team
and seem headed for Varsity work next
fall. Pledgees Berndt, '33, and GaUaway,
'34, are out for positions on the Jayvee
basketball squad, and Brother HaU, '33,
has his eye on the basketball managership.
Interfratemity sports are claiming some
of our time just now, for squash racquet
and basketball

Christmas

tournaments start

after the

and practice sessions
for both these games are in order. Squash
seems

arouse the greater interest, and
hotly contested tournament going
present for ranking. As the sport

to

there is
on

was

at
a

holidays

a

new

one

last year

to

most

of the

brothers, there are a good many upsets, and
positions change so fast that it is impossible
to keep track of them.
In non-athletic activities we are pleased
to announce the election of C. E. Jacobson,
'31, to the presidency of the Athenaeum
Society, the semi-official debating club of
the CoUege. W. A. Boeger, '32, is prepar

PSI

OF

UPSILON

January

on

30th after the

exam

loafing and can generaUy be found under
pUe of contracts or surrounded by a horde
of gesticulating orchestra leaders and
to

a

caterers.

Brothers

Grainger, Blakeslee, Meeker,
upholding the reputation of
Betsy Baker by leading the field in the
Interfratemity Bridge Tournament spon
sored by the Interfratemity CouncU. They
hope to add another cup to the mantel
decorations of the Chapter House.
In scholarship. Beta Beta has shown some
improvement, having risen three places in
the rating for last year as compared with
that of the year before. It is to be expected
and Watt

are

that another gain wiU be noted next year
when the '32 delegation, which, like that
of 1931, has gone through coUege so far

intact, wiU be Seniors.

Many
or

near

us.

to
to

Psi U's who have been in Hartford
the city have found time to visit

May we extend a cordial invitation
all brothers who pass through Hartford
spend some time at the Beta Beta.
Alexander S. Watt

ing for the Junior Prom which will be held

ETA-

mid-year

He finds his position of Chairman
of the Prom Committee none too conducive
inations.

Associate Editor

-Lehigh University

the Christmas vacation now a
thing of the past, and with the con

WITH

with

a

sail

to

little concentrated effort
over them.

hope

we

safely

clusion of the tales that had to be
told after the vacation, the Eta is settling
down to do some real hard work. As the
University has ruled that a set average must
be attained by each living group in order to

were

ture

of aU

enjoy social functions,

out

and showed much promise for future
On the wrestling team, we are

kons that

a

our

"hetman rec
no harm."

little work won't do

With fall

On the campus, we are very well repre
During the past football season we

sented.

represented

Evers, whose
our

on

the

consistant
games.

team

playing

by Brother
was

Bud Hanna

a

was

fea
also

seasons.

houseparties a dim, but pleasant
of the past, this should not be at
all hard to do. Dark clouds in the form of

again represented by Brother Evers, while
Brothers Forstall, Hanna, Rupley and

examinations loom up

in

memory

on

the

horizon, but

Pledges Von
the

Maur and Gordon

competition.

Brothers

are

also

Brigham,

THE
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and Mathews are the main contributors
to the comic magazine The Burr, while
Brother Forstall efficiently edits the Brown
Brothers Angle and Rupley
competing for positions on the business

and White.
are

board of the Brown and White.
We were glad to see the great number
of Alumni that returned for the Lafay
ette

Activities

game.

started

Friday, and continued for the

TAU

ESTABLISHING

�

rest

Now

at

the Tau

at any rate no one can

welcome alumni and friends

week-end.

Among those present were:
Wood, Dow, Jones, Macfarlane,
Angle, Wilson, Read, Cornelius, and many
Brothers

of the younger Alumni.
We are always
glad to have a large turnout for this game,
and this year

Wm. R. Rupley Jr.
Associate Editor

to

the An

Mask and

Wigs cast. While mentioning
histrionics, we must not omit Director
Gregg's announcement of plans and inethods for raUroading reluctant talent into
the

cast

of the annual T. T. T. Show.

A few weeks ago River Field No. 100
was the scene of the annual Psi U.
Phi
�

Psi football classic.
of

one

kind

privileged

ics

of brothers

were

third

on

the

From the office of the CouncU

on

Athlet

the

exceUent news that Bill
Morice has been elected Manager of the
1931 University footbaU team.
came

season

is

over

taken of the number

Brother Charlie Green has retired from that

in Mask and

sport until next FaU with the distinction of
being the most consistent performer on the

participating

Wig

activities for past years harsh words might
issue from envious outsiders. This year's
quota appears as no exception with Brothers
Davis and Ranck among those who gave a
dance number at the PhUadelphia Charity
Ball and with Brothers

Clegg and Gregg

as

team.

His election

University Tennis
come news.

to

Brother Ken Mann of last years
was among those "shot" in

wrestling fame
an

exhibition match for Fox
The

wiU before the annual

supports.
The chapter is

proud

Frank

recent

goes

on

Brothers Colton,
next Spring.
Clegg, LavereU and Williams are preparing
skits for presentation before the University
as a means of gaining eligibUity to the

Squash

McCuUough and Ranck

CoUin's

among its

to announce

invitation

brilliant
Brother

join
Sigma, the honorary scholas
fratemity of the Wharton School, and

Beta Gamma
tic

Movietone

Team finds Brothers

News.

production

the captaincy of the
was recent wel

Team

members of the Mask and Wig Troupe
whose purpose is tc pave a way of good

the road

won a

fireplace indefinitely.

Now that the footbaU
census

by the spirit

let the cup remain

to

congratulations for steering an affair
which according to authorities was an over
whelming success not surpassed in many
years.

on

victory 9-0, and therefore is

mantel of the

many

Urged

another the Tau

or

consecutive

Committeemen Collins,
Robinson and Wright were recipients of

a

had the opportunity of
a
hundred of the

over

Alumni.

nual Tea Dance.

If

we

welcoming back

University of Pennsylvania

precedents

upbraid us for being downright misogynists.
Following the Comell game on Thanks
giving Day, the house flung wide its gates
to
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of the

among its most

"For Shame."

PSI

sometime

unpopular activ
when
the
and
so
ities,
policy of aUowing members of the opposite sex to warm
themselves after a Saturday's footbaU game
was adopted, a number of the brothers cried
are

OF

to
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Harry Broome's election to the
editorial board of the Pennsylvania Tri
angle, organ of the Engineering School.
Brother

UPSILON

PSI

OF

Ayer Company of Philadelphia.
George MarshaU, Gamma '28,

W.

N.

Brother
'28

Tau

announced the birth of a
say favors the father.

has

daughter which they

Alumni Notes

Ben Taber

Mitchell, Mu '30, Tau
'30 has recently taken a position with the
Brother Robert

MU

�

DECEMBER

brings

the busiest
a

to

season

quarter

chapter

of its year.

final concerted drive, we
final
examinations,

rushing,

and

our

Minnesota

University of

the Mu

are

for

paring

Associate Editor

In
pre

winter

annual Christmas

Quail
nary

cinched

a place on the forward wall of
hockey team which seems to have champ
ionship possibUities. Pledge Mason is first
a

string forward

party to be given on the night of the last
day of school this quarter, December

team.

eighteenth.

for

The time ensuing since the last Diamond
has been quite eventful.

communication

Following

a

campaign. Brother
elected to the presi

most active

Heinie Somsen

was

dency of the junior class in the academic
college; and subsequently was elected aU
junior president. In this capacity, he wiU
lead the Junior Ball this Winter.

In the

election. Brother Jack Fry was easily
elected president of the Sophomore class in
college of Forestry, Agriculture, and Home
economics.
Politically, we are sitting on
the "top of the heap" for the rest of this
same

year.

the editorial staff of Ski-U-Mah.

In the interim between the close of a fair
football season, and the advent of winter
sports,

house,
deed

held

fall party at the
November seventeenth. It

we

our

chapter
was

successfiU party.
In anticipation of what promises

a

on

the freshman basketbaU

making a great bid
position on the rifle team. As the
season advances, more of the brothers wiU
Brother Orme is

a

become active after the weU knovm scho
lastic obstacles have been cleared.

Alumni Notes
Brother John B. Schmitt, ex 32, suddenly
left school late in November and reappeared
after

a few days with
Miss Elizabeth Hyde of

sota, and a
wUl live in

a bride, formerly
Pipestone, Minne
Junior in the University. They
Minneapolis, and continue their

education.
Brother Harry and Mrs. Patterson
the birth of a son, Harry Jr.,
other prospect for Mrs. Davis.
nounce

Brother Otis Dypwick has been appointed
Sports editor of The Gopher, the Univer
sity year book, and has also been appointed
to

is making fast time in the prelimi
swimming meets. Howie Gibbs has

a

in

most

winning

season

for

Minnesota,

to

be

Tom

BiU Troost,

an
an

'30, is now connected with
Paper Company of Min

the John Leslie

neapolis.
Archie Colman '18 is American attache
in

the

commercial

Telefonica
located

at

division

of

Company
Telegrafica Mexicana, being
Donate Guerra 13, Mexico, D. F.
y

Thomas R. Lawler

Associate Editor
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PSI

The Rho takes

season.

Lyman Hollingsworth '31

completed,

Charles L. Concklin '32

James Hollingsworth '33
Roy E. Knauer '33
George A. Whiting '33

A bit in retrospect

concerning these items should be pertinent
this point.
an
attempt to raise the scholastic
standing of the chapter as a whole, and of

at

In

the individual brothers, a
inaugurated this semester;

new

for

our

we

hoped would

secure

a

policy

was

policy which
scholarship

pleasure in announcing
foUowing men:

the initiation of the

and the calm week ends that betoken the
return to a normal state after the fever of
the footbaU

The initiation followed by a banquet given
in honor of the new brothers was held at
the chapter house on December sixth.
The Rho was fortunate this f aU in having
brothers visit us from the Tau, the Omega,
and the Mu

on

the week ends when the

of their respective schools played in
Madison. Many of the alumni of this and

committee the mid-semester grades of each
brother and pledge with comments by his

teams

various instructors upon his -general atti
tude, attendance at classes, and suggestions

other chapters also
urdays when there

in relation

to

the

problem

of how the char

become

of his work

satis

might
factory. The number of replies, and the
general cooperation of the instructors were
beyond our expectations, and the benefit
derived from this method wiU, I believe,
prove quite distinct.
acter

more

EPSILON

�

AT

brothers may be seen rushing back
and forth with ponderous volumes under
their arms and worried expressions on their
-

We

semester to

making a special effort this
keep up our high scholarship

are

standing which

we

have

enjoyed

dropped
were

in

on

the Sat

games in town,

though not as many as were hoped for.
Unfortunately, I have been unable to
glean much news of the alumni, and must
therefore, default on the topic of Alumni
Notes.
W. W. Meyst
Associate Editor

University of California

THE present time the EpsUon is in
the midst of final examinations. The

faces.
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Wisconsin

University of

SLACK season now at Madison what
with mid-semester examinations be
hind us, the fall initiation

OF

for the

last year.

Departing from tradition, the Founders
Day banquet this year was held on Friday
night, November 21st, preceding the big
Game (Stanford vs. Califomia) instead of
the following Monday night. It was felt
that by holding the banquet just before
the big game more brothers (especiaUy
those from the south) woiJd be able to
attend. As in former years, the banquet

was

held

at

Francisco.

the University Club in San
Albert Clark was

Brother

Brothers Howard Judy, Loyal
Walter Gabriel were among
and
McLaren,
the speakers of the evening. Brother Mc
Laren was elected president of the Epsilon

toastmaster.

BuUding and Loan Association of which
Brother

Gabriel has been

president

for

All those present at the ban
it one of the finest we have
considered
quet
The large attendance justified
ever had.

many years.

holding

it before the

Big Game.

Brother Robert Horner '31, and Brother
Gerald Neasham '32 were elected to skull
and Keys, Men's honor society. Brother
Harold Meyers '31 was elected to Beta Beta,
senior Men's honor Society.
Through the generosity of Brother R.
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PSI

UPSILON

indebted

the Mothers for

Bourke Corcoran the

are

ceived

upholstered chairs and a large davenport
for the living room, new chairs for the

chapter recently re
jeweUed Psi U badge. Upon the
request of Brother Corcoran this badge is
to be presented each year to the senior
a

who has done the
ests
was

most to

further the inter

This signal honor, this year,
bestowed upon Brother Clark Potter

of Psi U.

'31.

Brother Potter is

president of the

exceUent student, a member of
Skull and Keys, Beta Beta, Winged Helmet,

Chapter,

an

and

Pershing Rifles honor societies, and an
outstanding golfer who has represented
California in

many tournaments.

Needless

card room, and many
for the bedrooms.
efforts that

day

pleasure recently
guests

as our

at

to

of the naval treaty by plane from San Fran
cisco to New York. While on this diplo
mission

a

of

Illinois

footbaU, but Swanson

campus.

and is heralded

THE

The mid-semester reports justify the an
a high scholastic average this

ticipation of
year and

there exists

a

high degree of

con

fidence that the excellent scholastic average
of two years ago may again be reached.

There

tion the

to

chapter

ini,

have

only

a

sophomore

a

honor that is conceded

an

to

only the

the pledges
Kappa material

in the house at present.
Herb Hall, as
captain, at present is commandeering lU-

the unusual representa
had this fall in campus

ini's hopes in the Big Ten water polo. BUI
Johnson, Ted McKee, and Art Holstein
along with pledge Howard Emrich are oc
cupied in the campus Union activities. Of

men

among

Phi Beta

in the upper classes.

In addition

is

great future as
his playing in the game against the Army
would indicate.
Swanson at present is
undergoing his pledgeship to the tribe Ulto

prospects of freshman

are numerous

some

one over his opponent.
Swanson
and Hall both received varsity letters in
football.
This was HaU's last year of

of six to

of the varsity "I."
Chuck Hall
and Herb Hall are the two Tribe actives

honorary scholastic
and Ukewise

in the

Associate Editor

dinner. We

year

crashed

storm

Ernest H. Shibley,

have the

laurels and

terrific

west.

has brought many
accomplishments to
the Omicron, and the chapter is justly
proud of her distinguished position on the

advancing

Caldwell

Brother

flying through

when

OMICRON� University
new

through their
on Big Game

accorded the unusual honor of carrying the
bearing the Japanese endorsement

Middle

was our

open house

document

ful for Brother Corcoran's generosity and
the personal interest he has taken in us.
It

chairs and desks

was

It is with regret that we received the news
of the death of Lieutenant WiUiam Cald
well, '26. He, with another officer, was

matic

Mothers' Club

our

new

It

two new

was a success.

the receiving of this badge wUl stim
ulate the brothers to still greater achieve
ment for Psi U.
The chapter is most grate
to say,

to

activities the

opening of new activities finds
Psi U again present. Brother Ted McKee
was chairman of the senior informal
baU,
and last week conducted his party with
the music of Coon-Saunders Original Nighthawks. John Holstein was elected presi
dent of the sophomore class by a majority

wearers

recent
man

date Arthur Holstein

of the Union

was

a

chair

Smoker and Howard

Emrich is assuming his responsibilities as a
member of the freshman frolic committee.

Pledge Forrey is Uving up to his brilliant
basketball record and has been selected on

DIAMOND
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freshman

the

basketball

varsity

Bob Fisher is also

Pledge

living

OF

team.

up to

a

past record on the freshman soccer squad.
Brother Bob Brown and Pledge Bob MiUer

recently won the campus tennis doubles
championship and have added two more
cups to the chapter's collection of trophies.
Pledge John Murphy is right at home in
the

and is swimming
squad. The house water

water

man

on

the fresh

polo

team

PSI

the

alumni

association are expected to
pleasures. Previous to the Thanks
giving holidays the chapter had a Founders
Day Banquet, which was very successful.

share its

Chuck Cockrell who but
turned from
will

a

week ago

re

six months' cruise in the

a

visiting the chapter this week and

Orient is

re-enter

school

next

semester.

Hodge
pointed rushing chairman
Brother

has
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James

has
for

been
next

ap

year

gained a tie for first place in the water
polo tournament.
The chapter has not been entirely oc
cupied by outside activities and scholastic
attainments but is also keeping up the usual

and is anxious

of social life around the campus.
Ted McKee has made elaborate prepara
tions for the Christmas dance this coming

Fred Blayney of last year's class and
Frank Atkinson of the Gamma have nu
merous times visited the chapter this fall.

amount

success

Alumni Notes

John Holstein '33,

undoubtedly be
large representation from

The party will

Saturday.
a

to get away to a good start
for his oncoming work. Any suggestions
for prospective pledges wiU be appreciated.

and

a

Associate Editor

DELTA DELTA� Williams
of those of the class of
1934 pledged by the Delta Delta wUl

THE

names

be found elsewhere in the magazine
say that we are truly proud of

and

we can

delegation. Pledge Lundahl started off

the

his four years weU by winning the freshman
footbaU competition and Pledge Dorrance
in the

also made

a fine showing
petition, whUe Buckner played

and

won

his numerals.

the freshmen
at

are

on the team
Several others of

working

the present time and

same com

in

competitions
looking for

we are

big things from them.
of the House seems to be work
harder than usual this year and we
the
may look forward to another rise in

The

ing

rest

even

House

weU

as

scholarship
they

are at

if

things keep going

as

present.

usual, quite active
in extra-curricular activities during the f aU.
Brothers Garth, Horton, Moran, Franklin,
The Brothers

were,

as

College

and Whitaker all

played

at one time or an

the Varsity Soccer Team, Garth
and Horton being regulars. Brother Boyce
arranged a very attractive schedule for the

other

on

Freshman Soccer Team and ably managed
them during the season. Brother Thayer
devoted his time to the FaU Tennis Tourna
ment which isn't finished as yet due to
inclement weather and is still in the quarter

finals.

In the

Horton of

recent

our

class elections Brother

Sophomore delegation

was

chosen Vice-President of his class, member
of the Student Council and member of the
Honor System Committee, a position which
he wiU hold for the rest of his coUege
career; Brother Hood of our Senior dele

gation is

a

member of the

same

committee.

At present Brother Stewart is working
hard in the college pool as he is Captain
of the Swimming Team this year. Brother
Alexander has a busy winter ahead of bun.
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besides

being

assistant

playing Varsity Bas
ketbaU. Brother Sargent as assistant mana
ger of Hockey is facing a lot of work during
the next three months and already is hav
ing nightmares about rain and thaws.
Brother BayUs is now taking daUy work
outs in preparation for the Varsity Wrest
ling season which opens soon. If his in
jured shoulder doesn't go back on him he
is almost

sure

of

a

position

On the weekend of the

the

chapter

gave

a

fine

the

on

team.

Wesleyan

houseparty

game

in

UPSILON

of

manager

he is also

Wrestling

PSI

OF

con
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Al Hood '29, Dal Graffin '28, Bergen '28,
John Lacey '25, Fred Bassette '26, Cog

Gibbons '27 and many other alumni of the
chapters were in town for the Wesleyan
game.

Don Snell '29 and Mrs. SneU visited
the

same

Mr. and Mrs. C. Thurston

of

Deerfield, Mass.,

our

alumni

were

AND again the
l\ feated.
�*�

�*-

Alpha Delts

were

Keep

'25.

de-

Powerful line smashes by Brothers

figured

in the 26 to 0

victory

in the

traditional football classic between the Psi
U and Alpha Delta Phi grid machines this
year. The victory this year was the seventh
since

the

annual

Cornelius Means,
Associate Editor

-University of Washington

Ted Clarke and Tom Morrow and shifty
broken field running by Brother Bob David
son

the birth of

son,

in town.

THETA THETA-

Chase, Jr., '26

announce

AUen Keep Chase. Mrs. Chase is
the sister of C. T. S. Keep '28 and 0. Davis
a

junction with the Dekes and Chi Psi's and
many of

us

weekend.

doned this year.
Short training periods
throughout the year have been substituted.
AU plans for the fall formal dinner and
dance have been completed.
The event
this year wUl be held at the Sand Point
golf club on the last night of the school
Tom Wood has replaced Louis
quarter.
Keith Martin as chairman of the social
committee.

originated.
Twice the battles have ended in a tie, and
once, in 1928, the Alpha Delts were vic

A mother's dinner was held at the chapter
house recently. A simUar dinner wiU be
held again sometime during the year, and

torious.

plans

With final

game

exams

was

less than

two

off, virtually all of the brothers
in

long hours

on

the books.

are

weeks

putting

Psi U stood

nineteenth in scholarship on the CEunpus
last year, and every effort is being made to
bring this standing even higher.
Brother Keith Martin, potential Wash
ington varsity sprinter this year, surprised
everybody last week by withdrawing from
school and leaving for California, where
he plans to enter business and compete for
the Los Angeles Athletic club.
Because of continued opposition to the
traditional HeU Week, both among the
brothers and University officials, many old
ideas concerning this event have been aban

being made for a father's dinner
early in the winter quarter.
An attempt is being made to establish
hockey as a minor sport at Washington.
The Psi U intramural hockey team has
started practice and intends to produce
plenty of competition for the other teams
in the league.
Many brothers are making frequent trips
to the petitioning Alpha Kappa Alpha
house at the University of British Columbia.
Brothers Seymour Davison and Carter
Humeston were recently taken into the
bonds. They were initiated along with Dr.
H. T. Logan of Epsilon Phi chapter.
are

sometime

Lyttleton Tempes,
Associate Editor
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�

Christmas and its attendant festivities

�

such

Exams and the Mistletoe

as

�

memory ; but at the moment, when
asked what they're doing that's of inter

wiU be

a

significance, to put in the Diamond,
they raise weary heads and murmur "study
ing," which in the case of some of us
is an event of international significance,

national

�

to say

ever,
to

the least.

we

have

paralyse

For the most part, how
allowed the exam-complex
completely, and we continue

not

us

to pour

into the life of the

goodly

stream

of

University the

contribution

athletic

�

^which is expected of us.
of chief interest is of course

and inteUectual

�

The subject
Hockey, and the Varsity Senior Team is
in good hands, with its Coach, Jack Por
ter, its Manager, Jim Johnston, and its
Captain, Mel Harley aU Psi U's: which
�

is as it should be. The first game of the
season, against Port Colborne, has been
played and won, Brother Mel Harley dis

tinguishing himself

as

usual

by

his fine

work. The Varsity Junior Team is also
being coached by a graduate of ours.
Brother Frank Sullivan.

Among

our

oarsmen.

the IntercoUegiate championship
team, is Vice-President of the Varsity Row
ing Club; Brother PoppleweU was on the
son,

of

and rowed also for the
School of Science, with Brother Don Kerr.
Brother Kerr is on the School wrestling
Brother Bob Muir rowed in
team as well.

Varsity 150 lb.

returned

crew,

the Inter-faculty, for Victoria College.
In basketbaU Brothers Dick Douglas

(who has also been playing inter-faculty
water-polo) and John Magwood have play
ed for Varsity.

We have high hopes of distinguishing
selves in interfratemity sports, which at
present are stUl in process of organization;
our

the task of forming a baseball team has
faUen to Brother BiU McHugh, who has

to

intentions in the

Varsity with

direction of aeronautics and Air-force train
ing.

Brother George Mair

�

another who has

been turning out for basketball is contrib
uting to the things of the spirit by his
writing, and we await with interest the re
�

sults of competitions

to

which he has sub

mitted children of his pen. We are repre
sented in the League of Nations Club and

Players' Guild, by a
represented Czechoslovakia in
the Model Assembly of the former, and
played the part of the villain in the Hart
House Theatre production of the latter.
During the term we were glad to welcome
Brother Murray from Epsilon Phi Chapter,
here as the representative of the McGill
Engineering Society.
On Armistice Day the Chapter was rep
the executive of the

on

brother who

resented

at

the Memorial Service

Soldiers Tower
For

some

at

the

by Brother Johnston.

time it had been felt that

our

Graduates and the Active Chapter were
not seeing enough of each other, and it
was

the

Brother Joe Jack
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Toronto

University of

THE time the Brothers read this,

BY

PSI

OF

at

decided to send

a

letter

Graduates, encouraging
the

House

as

often

as

each of

to

drop in
possible and

them

to

setting forth the various activities at pres
ent in fxUl swing among the Active Broth
ers.

It

is

sincerely hoped that this
accepted and acted on

invitation will be
to

the full.

Our social life has been taken up with
tea-dances after the big rugby-games, and

present with preparations for the event
of the season, the Christmas Dance, which
is to take place on December the 19th. At
at

the University College Follies, in Novem
ber, Brothers Gamble, Mair, Magwood and
Grout took part in the skits, as balletgirls and other things of interest, with
an

abandon and joie-de-vivre which did

them credit.

Altogether, the

term

has been
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as

little

in

good work.

lacking

DIAMOND

in cheerfulness

as

it has

OF

PSI

Donate

Guerra 13,

pania Telefonica

y

Psi

resulted

in

mid-terms.
term

just passed the chapter

was

Laurentians, although

one could
hardly call
social function in the ordinary sense
the word.
Brother "Brode" Shearer

a

invited the
which is

chapter
fifty miles

the shore of

his country home,
north of Montreal on

to

attractive lake.

Eighteen
Space does not
recounting of all that happened
an

brothers made the trip.

permit
but

a

remember that brother "Nimrod"

we

Norris shot

a

rabbit and brother "Bob"

Douglas inadvertently received the lake's
chUly embrace. The party managed to
hunt, saU, canoe, play tennis and other
The only thing overlooked was
games.
sleep. Four of the brothers became so
engrossed in a game of chance played with
cards and chips that they stayed up aU
night and later objected to being forcibly
extracted from bed.

"Brode's" house
with

back
one

a

weary

must

sigh when

have settled down
we

the experience as
and owe many thanks
on

two

was

held after

the game with Toronto and we were pleased
to have several brothers of the Nu as our
guests.
In recent campus elections the chapter
was well represented.
Brother Ken Baker
was

elected

to

the Students' CouncU from

Arts and brothers "Mel"

active on the campus and also held several
successful social functions.
One of the
best of these was a week-end trip to the

of

the

a

University

A successful tea-dance

the

pledging of six men which brought
the chapter roU up to the normal
strength of thirty-six.
The days of the first term have sUpped
swiftly by and we are now in the midst
of snow, ice, hockey and preparation for

it

for

to

Stanley B. Ryerson,
Associate Editor

Telegrafica Mexicana,"

rushing

1933

Bob

F.

D.

retum

plans to attend the
Upsilon Centennial whUe here.

EPSILON PHI- -McGill
fall

to

months vacation and

R. S. McMuUen '18 has moved to Mexico
where he is Assistant ComptroUer for "Com-

In the

Mexico,

that he expects
States and Canada in

writes
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left.
a

to

We look

worthwhUe
our

host.

Doig, Doug HamU
Anglin, Dean ComeU and Boyce
Grayson-BeU were elected to Scarlet Key.
Brother Halpenny was elected to the Alpha
Kappa Kappa medical fratemity. Palmer
Savage gave a paper on, "The RapidesBlanc Bridge," before the Montreal chap
ter of the Canadian Engineering society
ton, Jim

December eleventh.
Arthur Minnion acted in the Player's
Club production of A. A. MUne's, "The

on

Ivory Door,"

which ran for four nights and
also shown in Quebec city. Bob Doug
las played the leading role in "Everyman,"
which was presented by the freshman class.
was

Fred Norris spent his time
in

as

recent

shifting
coUege productions.

scenery

In aquatics Munro Browne is swimming
successfully as usual and Shepherd Mc

Murtry

is

"Mel"

Doig

team

tuming
is

out

with

and brother Davis is also

Bob

Douglas

porting

the

the

team.

captain of the junior polo
a

member.

and John ShaUcross

are re

Ddly.
With the beginning of the basketbaU
season BUI
SeUar, Carvel Hammond and
Jerry Halpenny are turning out and
"Moose" Montgomery is managing the
team.

on

THE

DIAMOND

The Interfratemity hockey schedule has
begun.
GymnasticaUy the brothers Allan and
Charlie Hickey and Jim Anglin are prac
ticing for intercollegiate competition.
We are looking forward to the annual

Christmas

dinner

which

wiU

be

held

December nineteenth and wiU be follo'^ed

by

a

dance.

for

set

held in

The Annual dance has been

January twenty-third and wiU be
one of the city's hotels.
Brother

and Mrs. Rolf Struthers entertained the

chapter at a tea held at their home on
Sunday, December seventh.
In our chapter elections brother Joe
was chosen to lead the house for
the coming season. We welcome him to
his new position at the same time thanking

Brabander

Montgomery for the service he has
chapter in the past year in
this capacity.

OF

at University of British
Columbia, was initiated into Psi Upsilon
by Theta Theta October 24th. In a letter
to the Chapter, Brother Logan expressed
his deep appreciation for the reception ac
corded him by the Washington Brothers.
He was accompanied to Seattle by Brother
Dr. George T. WUson '07 of New West

minster.

The

Brothers C. W. Davis, '07 and A. K.
Snelgrove '27 attended the dinner of the

Alumni Association of Greater New York
on
a

November 24th.

Ph.D.,

Brother Snelgrove, now
is lecturing in Geology at Prince

ton.

Brother Harry T. Logan '07,

now

Pro

Chapter

was

visited

recently by

Brother J. C. Hoffman, Iota '89.
Brother Professor R. Lesslie Thomson,
EpsUon '29 has been good enough to con
to give a talk on the St. Lawrence
Waterways Question at the alumni meeting
of January 7th, while Brother Dr. Keys,
Nu '15 has agreed to take charge of the
projection lantern for the evening.
sent

Art James '24 is back from England and
more at R. C. A. F. Headquarters,

once

Ottawa, whUe Brother BiU has returned
to

Alumni Notes
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fessor of Classics

Bob

rendered the

PSI

Montreal with the

Imperial Tobacco

Co.

R. F. Ogilvy is now taking an M. Sc.
course whUe Brother Jim has gone to Schu

macher, Ont.
R. M.

Sampson, '27, headed for Florida

the middle of December.
C. W.

Davis, Jr.,

Associate Editor
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ETA Lehigh University
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Walter T. Collins, Vice-Pres. Chr. Finance Com., 15 Broad Street, N. Y
R. Bourke Corcoran, Secretary, 420 Lexington Ave., New York

Iota '03

Omega '15

A. Blair Knapp, Treas. and Assistant Secretary, 122 E. 42nd St., New York
Pi '25
Archibald Douglas, 233 Broadway, New York
Lambda '94
Dr. George Henry Fox, 145 E. 54th St., New York
Upsilon '67
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Xi '16
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LeRoy J.
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BetjL

Beta

Townsend, '87
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St., Schenectady, N. Y.

St., New York, N. Y.

14 John St.,

Atwater, '84

1

Providence, R. I.

Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Hanover, N. H.

Griggs, '02

Albert R.

.

.

.

45 Cedar

Phillip D.

.

.

.

Gerard B.

Woolworth Bldg., New York, N. Y.

Douglas, '94

Archibald

.

.

Kappa

613 Union

Leland

.

Lambda

G. Marcellus Clowe '11

WaLiAM C.

.

.

Address

Theodore F. Green, '87

Gamma
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ASSOCIATIONS
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.

Delta
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Meserve, '11

SO Federd

Kessinger, '88

"The

St., Brunswick, Maine.

Sentinel," Rome, N. Y.
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Frederic W. Frost, '94

18 E. 41st

Fred C. Goodwin '97

19

Leland A. Vaughn, '04

Cuyahoga Fdls, Ohio.

Nathan S. Potter, '08

Barton Hills, Ann Arbor, Mich.

William Scott Bond, '97

25 N. Dearborn St.,

Lucius S. Johnson, '99
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Charles H. Blair, '98
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Sibley Place, Rochester,
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Chicago, III.
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Hartford,

Conn.
Eta
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Delta
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E. H. WiLLLAMS, Jr., '75

Woodstock, Vt.

Dr. a. D. Whiting, '88

1523

George M. Peppard, '24

2540 3rd Ave.

Pa.

S., Minneapolis, Minn.

610 State St., Madison, Wis.

John S. Main, '98
Walter M.

Spruce St., Philadelphia,

703

Gabriel, '07

Syndicate Bldg., Oakland, Calif.

E. L. Murphy, '07

1554 First Nat'l. Bank

Stephen G. Kent, '11

42

Fulton Y. Magill, '20

Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., Dexter Horton

Bldg., Chicago,

Shadyside Ave., Summit, N. J.

Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
No

...

Epsilon Phi

.

.

Spencer Ave., Toronto

Jack Ridley, Nu '23

79

C. W. Davis, '07

980 St. Antoine St., Montreal, Canada.
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Denver

Joseph C. Houston, Jr., c/o Vtis & Co.
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Elmira, N. Y

Wallace

Coykendall,

Robinson

Bldg., Elmira, N. Y.

Glen Fdls

B- P- Jones, Glen

Memphis

W. Thornton Buckner, 127 Madison Ave., Phone 6-6212

MUwaukee

Edward Gerhardy, c/o 0. D. Hansen

Falls, N. Y.
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Mfg. Co.,
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Minneapolis

of
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Montred

H. P. Douglas
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�
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Charles Y. Fox, c/o G. F. Lasher
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.

Bldg., Montred

Printing Co., Noble St., PhUa, Penn.

McDaniel Brown, 615 Oregonian Bldg.
Lunch, I p. m. Tuesdays,
Commercial Club Cafe at the Multnomah Hotel.

.

Myron H. S. Affleck, 71 Willard Ave.

Providence

Lunch,
Rochester
San Francisco

.

.

1

p. m.

1st

H. Dean

Quinby,

McClure

Kelly,

Lunch

and

3rd

Wednesday, Turks Head Club

1111 Lincoln Alliance Bk.

Bldg., Phone Stone 4100

901 Insurance Exchange Bldg.
433 Cdifomia Street, Phone

Davenport 7422
Thursdays, Commercial Club ; Merchants Exchange Bldg.

George W. Clark, 1018 Alaska Bldg.
Luncheon, Fridays, Blanc's Cafe, 4th Ave.

Seattle

Springfield,

President

�

Mass.

and

Marion St.

Malcolm C. Sherwood, Massasoit Bldg., 244 Main St.,

Spokane

Phone Wdnut 51
J- E. Prescott, c/o The Home Tel. & Tel. Co., Spokane, Wash.
Lunch, 12:15 the Crescent

St. Louis

Bronson S.
Lunch 2nd

�Sf- Pfiui

Syracuse
Toronto, Ont.

Barrows, 1008 Chemical Bldg., Phone Main 3306
4th Wednesdays, St. Paul Hotel, Windsor

and

Edward

Kopper, Jr., H. C. McNair Co.,
Phh-ip R. Chase, 607 University Bldg.
.

.

.

334 Endicott

Room

Bldg.

Emerson Martin, 131 Havlock St., Toronto
First Mondays, Chapter House, 65 St. George St.

Dinner,
Vancouver, B. C.

F. G. T.

Lucas,

10th Floor, Standard Bank
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Bldg. Phone Seymour 4133

OFFICIAL
ALUMNI

CHAPTER REPRESENTATIVES

Representative

Address

Dr. G. M. Clowe,

Schenectady, N. Y.

Edwin L. Garvin,

120

Rev. Laurison Riggs

135

Broadway, New York

Whitney Ave., New Haven, Conn.

H. M. S. Affleck,

170 Everett Ave., Providence, R. I.

Eugene S. Wilson,

20 East 76th St., New

Robert C. Strong

Hanover, N. H.

Hamilton Long,

165

Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Philip W. Meserve,

Brunswick, Me.

Paul A. Fancher,

Clinton, N. Y.

Albert

329

Mann, Jr.,

H. Dean

Washington St., Middletown, Conn.

1111 Lincoln-Alliance

Quinby, Jr.,

York, N. Y.

Bldg., Rochester,

New York
Philip T. Hummel,

Gambier, Ohio

Standish Backus,

Burroughs Adding

Machine

Co., De

troit, Mich.
Harley C. Daislington,

329 S. Stone

Ave., LaGrange, III.

Lucius S. Johnson,

112 Concord

Place, Syracuse, N, Y.

Foster M. Coffin,

Willard Straight HUl, Ithaca, N. Y.

Beta Beta

Lt. Col. Frank E. Johnson,

103 Hawthorne

Eta

Theodore Visscher,

51 E. 42nd., New

John C. Bogan, Jr.,

618

R. B. Hartzell,

3961 E. 50th

Epsilon

Walter Gabriel,

703

Omicron

Emmet L. Murphy,

1554 First Nat'l Bank

Omega
Pi

.

.

Chi

Tau
Mu
Rho

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

St., Hartford, Conn.

York, N. Y.

Upsd St., Germantown, PhUa., Pa.
St., Minneapolis, Minn.

Syndicate Bldg., Oakland, Cdif.

St.,

Bldg., Chicago, IU.

New York

Delta Delta

A. B. Cornell,

420 W. 130

Theta Theta

Fulton Y. Magill

Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., Dexter Horton
Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

Nu
Epsilon Phi

.

Bldg., Toronto, Canada

R. A. Paul,

1114 Federal

D. P.

Rm. 1012, 120 St. James St., Montred,
Que., Canada

Gillmor,
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GENERAL

Badges

�

Our official
All orders

must

order

blanks, and

must

check

or

instructions to

Regulation Size,

is the L. G. Balfour

Company, Attleboro,
placed through your chapter on regulation
be accompanied by either money order, draft,
ship C. 0. D.

jeweler

Mass.

INFORMATION

be

14 Karat

$4.50

gold

% Size, 14 Karat gold
Vs Size, 14 Karat gold
^ Size, 14 Karat gold

4.00

3.50
3.00

Pledge buttons (official) 10 Karat

.75

?

Books

Song

Our

stock of the 1908 edition

to which have been
added the words of the Rho Owl Song. Price $2.00. Your order
should be sent to Psi Upsilon Executive Council Treasurer, Room 619,
420 Lexington Ave., New York City.
�

remaining

?

Catalogues

Copies

�

�

of the Twelfth General

Catalogue (1917) may be se
Upsilon Executive Council Treasurer,
Lexington Ave., New York City.

cured for $2.00 each from the Psi

Room 619, 420

?

Records

Song

Twelve Psi

Upsilon Songs on six double face records
Price $9.00. These records were produced imder the personal direction
of Reinald Werrenrath, Musical Director of the
fratemity, by a
Psi U. Quartette composed of John Barnes Wells, Pi'Ol, Cyrille
�

�

Carreau, Delta '04, Harold E. Winston, Xi '14, and Reinald Werren
Send your order to Psi Upsilon Executive Coimcil
rath, Delta '05.
Room
Treasurer,
619, 420 Lexington Ave., New York City.
?

Flags

For

display during houseparty, homecoming, pledging, initiation
reunion. Made according to official specifications as
to design, color and quality of material.
Check payable to the Psi
Upsilon Executive Coimcil Treasurer must accompany each order. Sizes
and prices:
�

or

commencement

3 X 5 fl
3x5"
5x8"

I 7.50
9.75
15.00

6
8
10

X
X
X

10
12
15

$21.00
27.00
39.50

?

The Diamond

�

Official

publication of Psi Upsilon.

Life

Herbert L. Bridgman Diamond Memorial Fund $10.00.
218

subscription to
Annual, $1.00.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

DIAMOND

enjoyed perusing your copy of the Diamond? The
enthusiastic
letters received during the past year seem
many
to evidence an unusually close reader interest.
They indi

HAVE

you

for the affairs of the Fratemity: the activities
undergraduate chapters, the progress of their respective
ventures, the Alumni notes which afford information as to the
cate

an

active

concern

of the

recently engaged, married or endowed
with an addition to the family.
Are there other Psi U's in your particular business, or living
in your community, who are not Life subscribers to the Diamond?
If so, don't accept a promise, but secure their check and forward to
us at once, using the attached form to supply name and address.
The Diamond is your magazine. As such, its Editors make this
appeal for your personal cooperation.
whereabouts of old friends

Upsilon Executive
Lexington Ave., Room 619
New York City

Treasurer Psi

Council

420

I enclose my check to your order in the amount
of $10.00 for a Life Subscription to the Diamond

and contribution to the
HERBERT L.

Name

BRIDGMAN

^.-.

.-

Street Address

City

DIAMOND MEMORIAL FUND

,

State

.-.

Class

Chapter.
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM

DIAMOND is mailed

THE

by
of
us
notified
changes of your
keep
attached form has been provided.
The Thirteenth General Catalogue of

many revisions since there

dresses

address.

are

requested

to

For this purpose

Fraternity will require

the

than fourteen thousand ad

more

All information supplied will
or verified.
the dual interests of the Diamond and the New

be corrected

to

therefore

are

mail, and therefore

You

the Post Office.

is not forwarded

the

second class

as

serve

Catalogue.
When

a

list of

appears in the

will enhance

names

Diamond,

our

work

for whom

we

on

will be

correct

grateful

addresses

to

of

Psi Upsilon

420 Lexington Ave., Room 619
New York, N. Y.

Kindly make the following change of address:
E5

Name

CKopter

Class.

oddress

City.
Street~o/c/

unknown,

these records.

The Diamond

Street^new

are

receive any data which

State.

address

State-

City
m=
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